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THIS MONTH PAYS HOMAGE to all

things made from scratch, be it Valli Little’s

handmade edible gifts (perfect timing

for Mother’s Day, p 116), Matt Moran’s

gorgeous dishes made from the kitchen

garden at his restaurant, Chiswick (p 88),

or Jamie Oliver’s handmade ravioli (p 126).

In keeping with the theme, we also

visited dynamic duo chef Darren Robertson

and his fiancee Magdalena Roze for a first

glimpse of their exciting new venture

– Three Blue Ducks meets The Farm at

Bryon Bay – for a fresh autumn feast (p 70),

and we welcome chef and ‘urban farmer’ Mike McEnearney to the fold with

a new monthly column, Made From Scratch. First up, Sourdough 101 (p 38).

Thanks to all the chefs, writers and industry insiders who helped us

celebrate our new look with cocktails at Sam Christie‘s new Subcontinental

in Sydney. Our first Next Gen reader dinner at Acme in Sydney was also a

raging success – chef Mitch Orr created a fun menu, and we look forward to

seeing you as we travel around the country scoping out the most anticipated

chefs and places on the dining scene. Next stop: WA. Don’t forget to book

your spot; we can’t wait to see you there!

welcome

COOK IT
Chef Dave Verheul 

from The Town 

Mouse, one of our 

favourite Melbourne 

venues, lets us in on 

his seasonal secrets 

in Hand Picked, p 29.

BOOK IT
Seats for our Next  

Gen dinner series  

in WA are now on 

sale. See you at Seth 

James’ Wills Domain 

in Margaret River. 

Details, p 14.

Follow me:             @kerriemccallum            @kerrie_mccallum

Kerrie McCallum, Editor-in-chief

SPREAD IT
Butter’s back! So  

says Matt Preston,  

with his ode to  

this fabulous fat,  

plus a brilliant 

butterscotch sauce 

recipe to boot, p 56.

8 delicious.
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VEGETARIAN

SHARED FEAST

Almond falafel, p 82

Jericho Adelaide Hills Fiano

~
Roast pumpkin with black rice

and mandarin tahini sauce, p 142

Calabria Private Bin

Nero d’Avola

~
Spiced poached pears with

crystallised walnuts, p 94

Frogmore Creek FGR Riesling

MOTHER’S

DAY LUNCH

Grilled avocado with radish,

cucumber & herb salad, p 90

~
Slow-roasted pork

with chilli apple slaw, p 74

~
Lemon curd, strawberry

& meringue trifle, p 114

POP-UP  

DINNER PARTY

Spiced crunchy salad, p 128

Felton Road  

Bannockburn Riesling 

~
Harissa roast chicken with 

chickpeas and feta, p 104

Foster & Rocco Sangiovese Rosé

~
Butterscotch sauce with  

burnt-butter bananas  

and ice cream, p 56

Vietti Moscato d’Asti La 

Cascinetta DOCG

“I love the passion and 

craftsmanship small 

producers put into their 

vineyards. It takes me 

back to my homeland, 

Italy, where tradition 

is core to making great 

wines.” Sabino Matera, 

Red+White

“Have fun with
vegetarian dishes.
Try them paired with
‘alternative’ varieties
such as fiano, nero
d’Avola or nebbiolo.”
Mike Bennie,

drinks writer

Spiced crunchy salad

Spiced poached pears

with crystallised walnuts

“Spoil mum this

Mother’s Day with

slow-roasted pork

followed by dreamy

strawberry trifle.”

Valli Little,

food director

E N T E R T A I N I N G

JUST FOR MUM

HINT OF SPICE

10 delicious.

Slow-roasted pork
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HIDDEN DELIGHTS
I can’t begin to tell you how excited I was to read the Locavore

in the March issue. I consider myself a foodie, but never knew

those beautiful restaurants and cafes existed on the NSW Central

Coast. The Pocket Bar, in Terrigal, is a big favourite. I look forward

to trying all the fabulous places you

Tuesday, I’m off to lunch to Bombini.

Katrina Robilliard, Terrigal

at $699, to make cooking even easier. 

Visit: kenwood-australia.com. 

Fantastic start at 
#NextGendinner 
with @instakrill. 
Toast, semi-dried 
tomatoes and 
cuttlefish 
matched with 
#HarkhamWine 
@kevhussey

family ties
Family dinner called 

for Silvia Colloca’s pollo in 

potacchio (braised chicken 

marylands with wine and 

tomatoes – Dec 14/Jan 15,  

p 74). Fabulous with potatoes 

and salad. Kerry Marrone

 pie in the sky
Loved the heavenly 

paleo pumpkin pie in the 

March issue! (Balancing  

Act, p 54). @CamillaRyals

 fan fare
There would be more 

Brussels sprout fans if all 

recipes were like the Brussels 

sprouts with fish sauce 

vinaigrette (Mar 15, Australian 

Flavours, p 82). @hjfriend

 packs a punch
The sriracha salmon with 

edamame mash (Faster Food, 

Mar 15, p 112) is beautiful and 

so full of flavour. @jmac63 

#winning ways
April is such a great issue. The 

Swedish pecan and cinnamon 

buns (Matt Preston, p 74) are  

a winner! @aminikitchen

#makeitdelicious

INSTA OF 
THE MONTH

@delicious
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STEWART WESSON  

THE FLINDERS STREET PROJECT  

 @stewartwesson 

BEN DEVLIN  

BOY & BIRD

 @boy_and_bird

SETH JAMES  

WILLS DOMAIN

 @sjaychef 

DAVID MOYLE FRANKLIN

 @moyle_david

JAKE KELLIE ESTELLE

 @kelliejake 

MITCH ORR ACME

 @krillinontherun

Want to know which chefs will be influencing the way we eat out in 2015? The delicious. Next Gen 

dinner series spans the country, shining the light on hot new talent and restaurants in each state.  

Next month, join us for dinner with chef Seth James at Wills Domain winery in Margaret River, WA.
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WHERE Wills Domain, Cnr Abbey

Farm & Brash rds,

Yallingup, WA

WHEN 6pm, Friday, June 19

PRICE $100 for 4 courses

with matching wines

by Wills Domain

BOOK From Monday, April 27,

(08) 9755 2327, or email

info@willsdomain.com.au

join us
O

Y
allingup, in the Margaret River region, is the next port of call in our

Next Gen tour. It’s a big tree and sea change from life in Melbourne,

where Wills Domain creative executive chef, Seth James, once manned the

burners alongside Andrew McConnell at Cutler & Co, and at The Aylesbury

(now Bomba). When the call came from the winery’s owner, Darren Haunold,

in 2013, Seth jumped at the chance: “I wasn’t that interested in the direction

restaurants were moving in Melbourne, towards a more casual style,” he says.

“I wanted to continue my fine-dining approach, with a seasonal, sustainable

focus – but without being too preachy about it,” he laughs. Since then, he’s

hooked up with a handful of local producers, including the growers of White

Point Wagyu at Scott River, as well as turning his hand to the kitchen garden.

“It’s my first garden, so there’s always a lot of trial and error,” says Seth, “but

our vineyard manager, Ernie Lepidi, has been really helpful. We grow all our

herbs and garnishes, but I want to trial less mainstream ingredients, like desert

limes and quandongs – produce we took for granted on the east coast.”

deliciousdoes@deliciousmagazine @deliciousmagazine@deliciousAU

YOUR INVITATION.

Cured swordfish, cucumber, 

black rye, lemon jam

Esperance scallop, golden 

chicken, shimeji

24-hour braised White Point 

short ribs, XO young leeks, 

fennel salad

Baked apple, thyme 

and oats

delicious. 15

Cured swordfish, cucumber, 

black rye, lemon jam
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Our special Next Gen dinner series, which celebrates the new wave of 

talented chefs influencing the way we eat, got off to a flying start at 

mod-Italian eatery Acme, in Sydney’s Rushcutters Bay. Chef Mitch Orr wowed 

readers with his twist on classic pairings, including rockmelon with a prosciutto 

crumb. But his fresh pastas were the stars, as share-bowls of linguine with black 

garlic and burnt chilli, malloreddus with prawn and old bae, and macaroni with 

pig’s head and egg yolk were devoured by the crowd. Each course was brilliantly 

matched with Hunter Valley’s Harkham Wines, and guests were in the running to 

win fantastic prizes from Le Creuset, Furi knives and Patron. For more highlights, 

check out our Facebook gallery. See p 14 for details on our next dinner in WA.

NEXT GEN 
DINNER SERIES

at Acme

1. Acme, in Sydney’s Rushcutters Bay.  

2. Macaroni, pig’s head, egg yolk. 3. Chef 

Mitch Orr with delicous. editor-in-chief 

Kerrie McCallum. 4. Fried peppers with 

togarashi. 5. Luke Heard and Alexandra 

Baird. 6. Margaret Ryan and Damian  

Le Brocque. 7. Malloreddus (Sardinian 

pasta) with prawns and old bae. 8. Mitch 

Orr dishes up from the open kitchen.  

9. Sev Celik, Clare Kinsey, Paul Blackburn 

and Naysla Edwards. 10. Harkham Wines. 

11. Richie Harkham (left) with a guest. 

@deliciousmagazine

@deliciousAU 

@deliciousmagazine

Tag yourself and your friends at 

our events using #makeitdelicious
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EVENT.

1. Melissa Hoyer, James Manning  

and Sharyn Whitten. 2. delicious. 

contributors Mike Bennie, Matt 

Preston, Jill Dupleix, Silvia Colloca, 

Matt Moran and Anthony Huckstep.  

3. NewsLifeMedia CEO Nicole 

Sheffield, Matt Preston and delicious.

editor-in-chief Kerrie McCallum.  

4. Goan barramundi curry with pilaf.  

5. Sam Christie and Jonathan 

Barthelmess. 6. Nick Smith and group 

publisher Fiona Nilsson. 7. Jane Varley 

and Carolyn Cavanough. 8. Melissa 

Leong, Ben Milgate and Caroline 

McCredie. 9. The night was held in 

association with Patrón. 10. Matt 

Moran. 11. Joanne Belford and Paul 

Desbiens. 12. Sunny and Ross Lusted. 

13. delicious. managing editor 

Shannon Harley, food director Valli 

Little, Kerrie McCallum and food 

editor Warren Mendes. 14. David 

Novak-Piper and Neale Whitaker.  

15. Magdalena Roze and Darren 

Robertson. 16. Coconut Foam and 

delicious. Autumn Punch cocktails, 

served in Waterford Crystal tumblers.

1 2 3

4

7

8

6

5
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Tequila and mod-Indian fare may seem like an unlikely 

collaboration, but they made for the perfect pair as  

guests toasted the new-look delicious. at Sydney’s hottest  

new venue, Subcontinental. Magazine contributors Matt Moran, 

Silvia Colloca and Jill Dupleix mingled with top chefs and 

industry leaders at restaurateur Sam Christie’s buzzy Surry Hills 

subterranean bar and restaurant to sample delicate vegetable 

pani puri, fried curry coconut prawns and chicken reshmi kebabs. 

Host Matt Preston kicked off proceedings, as NewsLifeMedia 

CEO Nicole Sheffield announced her plans for the magazine  

and beyond. Guests polished off Goan barramundi curry with 

pilaf for the finale, as top bartenders kept the lively crowd well 

watered with trays of Coconut Foam cocktails and delicious. 

Autumn Punch, spiked with Patrón Silver Tequila. The party  

really got started as Highland Espresso Martinis made the 

rounds, the caffeine hit topped off with a slice of that sweet 

siren known as ‘Love Cake’. Just desserts, indeed. For more 

highlights from the night, check out our Facebook gallery.

DELICIOUS.
COCKTAIL
PARTY
at Subcontinental

@deliciousmagazine

@deliciousAU 

@deliciousmagazine

Tag yourself and your friends at 

our events using #makeitdelicious

In association with
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To find out what’s happening at your local Harvey Norman®, contact your store directly. Harvey Norman® stores are operated by independent franchisees. Not available at all stores. Ends 11/6/15.
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C O L O U R  C O M B O

3
B L A C K  

A N D  W H I T E

S h ow  yo u r  g o o d  t a s te  w i t h  
a  t i m e l e s s  co l o u r- b l o c k i n g  

l o o k  —  m a t te  b l a c k  a n d  
c r i s p  w h i te  a p p l i a n c e s .



Who doesn’t want the recipe for the ultimate chocolate cake or the secret to

making perfect pasta at home from scratch? We’re offering our readers the

chance to join delicious. food director Valli Little for an exclusive behind-the-scenes

cooking class presented by KitchenAid in Sydney. Join us at our photography

studios in Alexandria as we show you how to master the basics using KitchenAid

appliances, including ricotta ravioli made using the iconic KitchenAid Stand Mixer

with pasta attachments, as well as a hearty Italian seafood stew made using the

new one-touch KitchenAid Cook Processor, and a lush chocolate mousse cake

made with the new range of professional KitchenAid cookware. Plus, everyone

who joins us for the masterclass will receive a fantastic gift bag, including recipe

cards so you can recreate the dishes at home.

NewsLifeMedia Photography

Studios, Unit 7, 190 Bourke Rd,

Alexandria, NSW

Saturday May 2, 11am-1pm

$60 + $4.40 booking fee

including lunch & refreshments

Visit: moshtix.com.au/delicious

WHERE

WHEN

PRICE

BOOK

#makeitdelicious@deliciousmagazine @deliciousmagazine

Brought to you by

@deliciousAU

DELICIOUS. 
MASTERCLASS
brought to you by KitchenAid®

YOUR INVITATION
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Super the way you want it
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He’s renowned at home and abroad for his creative takes on

everyday seasonal ingredients. Here, chef Dave Verheul, of The

Town Mouse in Melbourne, weaves his magic on autumn produce.

delicious. 29
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Roast duck with walnut & freekeh 
stuffing. Opposite: snapper 

sashimi with pink grapefruit, 
oregano and Sicilian olive.

 “Pot-roasting duck is a great cooking method for home, and stuffing  

it with freekeh and crunchy walnuts retains the moisture.”

30 delicious.
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“The tart, bittersweet flavour  

of pink grapefruit is a great  

partner for fish, which also gets a boost from the salty olives.”



32 delicious.

“Brussels sprouts love a bit of char 

over high heat. The smokiness 
balances out the bold brassica flavour.”



HAND PICKED.

Poached quince with elderflower 
granita and whipped white chocolate. 
Opposite: fried Brussels sprouts with 
lemon, mint and buttermilk.

“These tender poached quinces are infused with aromatic ginger  

and rosemary, and the elderflower granita pairs wonderfully.”
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ROAST DUCK WITH  

WALNUT & FREEKEH STUFFING 

SERVES 4

You will need a needle and kitchen string.

3/4 cup (125g) freekeh, rinsed, drained

2 tbs olive oil

1 small onion, finely chopped

3 garlic cloves, finely chopped

6 thyme sprigs, leaves picked

1/4 cup (40g) dried cranberries,  

roughly chopped

1 tbs pomegranate molasses

Finely grated zest of 1 lemon

1 tbs walnut oil

1/2 cup (50g) walnuts, chopped

2kg whole duck

12 pickling onions, peeled, halved

350ml chicken stock

2 bay leaves

Pomegranate seeds and watercress 

sprigs, to serve

Preheat the oven to 160ºC. 

Bring a saucepan of salted water to  

the boil over medium-high heat. Add  

freekeh, then reduce heat to medium  

and cook for 35 minutes or until tender. 

Drain and set aside.

Heat 1 tbs oil in a deep frypan over 

medium heat. Add the onion and cook for 

3-4 minutes until softened, then add the 

garlic and thyme, and cook for a further  

1 minute or until fragrant. Add cranberries, 

pomegranate molasses, lemon zest and 

walnut oil, and season. Stir through the 

freekeh and walnuts, then cook for  

a further 3-4 minutes until heated through. 

Set aside to cool completely. 

Trim the duck neck, fold over excess 

skin, then, using a needle and kitchen 

string, sew to the back of the duck to seal 

neck opening. Pack cooled stuffing into 

duck cavity, then sew cavity closed and  

tie the legs together with kitchen string. 

Heat remaining 1 tbs oil in a large 

casserole over medium heat. Add the 

duck and cook, turning, for 6-8 minutes 

until golden on all sides, then remove 

from the pan. Drain all but 1 tbs fat from 

the casserole, then return casserole to 

medium heat. Add the onions and cook 

for 5 minutes or until lightly caramelised, 

then add the stock and bay leaves.  

Bring to a simmer, then place the duck, 

breast-side up, on top. Cover with a lid 

and transfer to the oven for 1 hour, then 

remove the lid and roast for a further  

30 minutes or until golden. Remove  

the duck and set aside to rest, loosely 

covered with foil, for 10 minutes.

Strain the cooking liquid, skimming  

off any fat, then place in a saucepan over 

medium heat. Bring to a simmer and cook 

for 8 minutes or until jus is slightly reduced. 

Carve the duck and divide among  

4 plates with the freekeh stuffing.  

Drizzle with the jus and serve with 

pomegranate seeds and watercress. 

FRIED BRUSSELS SPROUTS WITH 

LEMON, MINT AND BUTTERMILK

SERVES 4

2 tbs olive oil

500g Brussels sprouts, trimmed,  

cut in half lengthways

2 garlic cloves, roughly chopped

Pared zest of 1 lemon

2 bay leaves

1/3 cup (25g) finely grated parmesan

1/4 bunch mint, leaves finely shredded

BUTTERMILK DRESSING

1/3 cup (80ml) buttermilk

1/2 tsp Dijon mustard

1 tbs creme fraiche

1/2 tsp lemon juice

1 tbs olive oil

For the dressing, place all the ingredients 

in a small food processor and whiz until 

smooth. Season and set aside.

Preheat oven to 200ºC. 

Heat oil in a large ovenproof frypan over 

medium-high heat. Add sprouts, garlic, 

lemon zest and bay leaf, and cook, turning, 

for 3-4 minutes until lightly caramelised. 

Transfer frypan to the oven and bake for  

8-10 minutes until golden and al dente. 

Preheat the oven grill to high. In  

a large bowl, toss the sprout mixture with 

the dressing, then return to the frypan. 

Sprinkle the parmesan over the sprouts,  

then grill for 3-4 minutes until parmesan is 

melted and golden, and dressing is slightly 

thickened. Scatter with mint to serve. 

SNAPPER SASHIMI WITH  

PINK GRAPEFRUIT, OREGANO  

AND SICILIAN OLIVE

SERVES 4

200g skinless sashimi-grade snapper 

fillet, pin-boned 

1 pink grapefruit

10 Sicilian olives, pitted,  

thinly sliced into strips

1 tbs extra virgin olive oil

2 tbs oregano leaves

Trim and remove the bloodline from the 

snapper and thinly slice on an angle.

Using a sharp knife, peel the grapefruit, 

making sure you remove all the white pith, 

then segment over a bowl to collect any 

juices. Halve segments, then arrange on  

a platter with the sliced snapper. Scatter 

over olive slices, then season with sea salt 

and freshly ground black pepper. Drizzle 

with oil and reserved grapefruit juice,  

and scatter over oregano leaves to serve. 

POACHED QUINCE WITH 

ELDERFLOWER GRANITA AND 

WHIPPED WHITE CHOCOLATE

SERVES 4

Begin this recipe 1 day ahead.

400ml verjuice

21/2 tbs elderflower syrup

2 lemons 

2 large quinces

3 cups (660g) caster sugar

1 rosemary sprig

3cm piece ginger, sliced

WHIPPED WHITE CHOCOLATE

1 cup (250ml) pure (thin) cream 

1/2 cup (90g) chopped white chocolate 



While most are imported,

walnuts are increasingly

being grown in Australia

and harvested in April and

May, so look out for them

at farmers’ markets. The

kernel’s slightly bitter flavour

and buttery crunch lend

themselves to sweet and

savoury dishes: combine

with herbs and garlic as a

crust for baked blue-eye;

add to your favourite cake

batter; or pickle in the shell

to serve with bitey cheddar.

A member of the brassica genus, along with cabbage, kale and cauliflower, 

these once-shunned little beauties are finally having their day in the sun. Rule 

number one is not to overcook them, as this will render them grey and mushy, 

with that typically sulphurous odour. Instead, cook them quickly over high 

heat – pan-fried in butter or olive oil with garlic, bacon and onion. Or thinly 

slice crisp, raw baby sprouts and toss with parmesan, pine nuts and balsamic. 

With its bittersweet flavour and rosy flesh, pink grapefruit is ideal for sweet 

and savoury dishes. Look for grapefruit that feels heavy for its size, with shiny 

yellow-orange skin and a distinctive pink blush. Halve the grapefruit and use 

the juice in a dressing instead of lemon or white wine vinegar for a dash more 

sweetness; or segment the flesh and toss with sashimi-grade raw sliced 

salmon, avocado, lime juice and watercress for a ceviche-style salad.

Nothing signals the cooler months more evocatively than the heady scent  

of quince at the greengrocers. Despite its craggy looks and hard, astringent 

flesh in its raw state, when quince is cooked slowly, whether on the stove  

or in the oven, its flesh turns a deep, rosy pink, with a dense, velvety texture. 

Quince contains a naturally high level of pectin, so it’s ideal for preserving  

(see Valli’s recipe for quince paste, p 125). Try adding thick wedges of quince 

to a slow-cooked lamb tagine. Or poach with cinnamon and sugar to use as  

a crumble filling, or as a topping with a dollop of yoghurt for your muesli.
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�
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To make the granita, combine the  

verjuice and elderflower syrup in  

a shallow container. Place in the freezer  

for 2 hours or until partially frozen. 

Remove from the freezer and break  

up the crystals by scraping the surface 

with a fork. Return to the freezer for  

1 hour, then remove and scrape crystals 

again. Repeat this process twice more  

or until frozen.

For the whipped white chocolate,  

place half the cream in a small saucepan 

over medium heat and bring to a simmer,  

then remove from heat. Place chocolate 

in a heatproof bowl and pour over the 

warmed cream, whisking until melted  

and combined. Pour in the remaining  

1/2 cup (125ml) cream and whisk to 

combine. Transfer to an airtight container 

and refrigerate overnight. 

The next day, to poach the quinces,  

fill a large bowl three-quarters full with 

water and squeeze in the juice of 1 lemon. 

Peel the quinces, cut each into quarters 

and remove core, transferring the quince 

to the lemon water as you go (this  

will prevent them from browning). 

Pare the zest of the remaining 1 lemon 

and juice. Combine the sugar, rosemary, 

ginger and pared lemon zest and juice in 

a saucepan with 1L (4 cups) water. Bring 

to the boil over high heat, then reduce 

heat to medium-low. Drain quince, 

discarding liquid, and add to poaching 

liquid. Simmer gently for 11/2 hours or 

until tender and rosy pink. Set aside and 

cool completely in the poaching liquid.

Using a slotted spoon, remove the 

quince from pan. Cut each quarter in  

half, then set aside. Transfer 1 cup (250ml) 

poaching liquid to a small saucepan  

over medium heat and simmer, 

uncovered, until reduced and syrupy.

Place chocolate mixture in the bowl  

of an electric mixer and whisk on 

medium-high speed to soft peaks. 

Divide quince among 4 bowls and 

serve with elderflower granita and 

whipped white chocolate, drizzled  

with a little of the poaching liquid. 



HAND PICKED.

W
ho would have thought that a common-or-garden
cabbage could become a restaurant’s signature dish?
The fact is, more than anything else on the menu at

The Town Mouse in Melbourne, it represents head chef Dave
Verheul’s regard for seasonal produce as the hero ingredients.
“I have a passion for vegetables, but presenting them in a way
that isn’t the norm,” says Dave. The dish in question simply
comprises a quarter of a red cabbage, lovingly stuffed with
apples, prunes and infused cream, and slow-cooked. “It’s just
a modern twist on a classic cabbage gratin,” he says.

The New Zealand-born chef spent years honing his skills in
London, including at The Savoy Grill with Gordon Ramsay, before
settling behind the burners with Brent Savage at Bentley Restaurant
+ Bar in Sydney’s Darlinghurst for four years. “Then the opportunity
arose to move back to Wellington to start my own venture, and

Matterhorn was born.” This Wellington institution became famous 
for unpretentious food with flair, but it wasn’t long before Dave  
was lured back to Australian shores by fellow Matterhorner and 
compatriot Christian McCabe and his sister, Amber, to start
The Town Mouse. “I just love cooking in Australia. The range and 
variety of produce means we’re often spoilt for choice,” says Dave.

And the menu? “I think about what I’d like to be eating if I was to 
eat out. Nothing too fancy, but applying interesting techniques  
to great ingredients.” Along with sophisticated small plates and 
technique-driven desserts, you’ll find generous and shareable 
mains: “I like to think of it as a big family dinner.”

Dave and the team are rumoured to be opening an extension 
of this popular Carlton spot later this year. Look forward to a wine 
and small-bites bar opening in the Melbourne CBD. But until 
then, visit: thetownmouse.com.au.

mous that
O S

New Zealander Dave Verheul sharpened his chef creds at home and in London before crossing 
the ditch to start The Town Mouse in Melbourne, with a menu that says it loud for seasonality.
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In a new monthly column, Mike McEnearney takes us back  

to basics, and where else to start for the Sydney chef who  

is famous for his woodfired loaves than with sourdough 101.

PHOTOGRAPHY BRETT STEVENS  STYLING KRISTEN WILSON

SCRATCH
make it from

SOURDOUGH STARTER

MAKES 750G

This will take 1 week.

1/4 cup (35g) organic raisins

385g baker’s (strong) flour

Soak raisins in 1/2 cup (125ml) lukewarm 

water for 15 minutes. Strain liquid, 

discarding raisins.

Combine 40g flour in a non-reactive 

bowl with 1/3 cup (80ml) liquid to form  

a paste. Cover with plastic wrap. Leave to 

ferment for 24 hours at room temperature.

In the sixties, ‘fast bread’ was invented in 

the UK town of Chorleywood. This soft, 

gluey sliced stuff in a plastic bag is what  

I like to call ‘white death’ – a science 

experiment designed to last a week on 

the shelf that replaced the slow-proved 

bread made from natural yeast we know 

as sourdough. It contains more than  

20 ingredients, including low-protein 

flour, commercial yeast, preservatives, 

sugars and enzymes labelled ‘improvers’. 

The shorter fermentation process in 

mass-produced white sliced bread is  

not long enough for the bacteria to work 

on potentially harmful substances. 

As a parent, I’ve had many lunchboxes 

returned full because their contents  

stood out against square sandwiches and 

processed cheese sticks. My lunchbox loaf 

may look like the packaged variety, but it 

has only three ingredients. You can make 

your own starter, or use store-bought from 

Kitchen by Mike or an artisan bakery.

The next day, add another 40g flour  

and 55ml water to make a slightly thicker, 

smoother paste. Cover and ferment for  

a further 24 hours.

By day 3, the paste may have separated. 

Whisk in another 75g flour and 115ml 

water to bring it back to a smooth texture. 

Cover and ferment for a further 24 hours.

By day 4, the starter should smell of 

vinegar and have surface bubbles. Discard 

half, then whisk in 75g flour and 115ml 

water. Cover and ferment for 24 hours.

On day 5, your starter should be quite 

lively, with active bubbles. Whisk in 155g 

flour and 225ml water. Cover loosely to 

allow fermenting gases to escape. Set 

aside to ferment for 4 hours or until very 

bubbly. Chill for 12 hours before using. 

Keep starter chilled from this point on.

LUNCHBOX SOURDOUGH LOAVES

MAKES 2 x 1KG LOAVES

Begin 2 days before you want to bake.

300g sourdough starter

1.3kg baker’s (strong) flour,  

plus extra to dust

30g salt flakes

The day before baking, make sourdough 

sponge. Combine starter with 300g flour 

and 300ml water until smooth. Seal in  

a sterilised 1L glass jar and stand at room 

temperature (25°C or below) for 2 hours 

or until it starts to bubble and increase  

in volume. Chill for at least 12 hours. 

Bring sourdough sponge to room 

temperature, then place in an electric 

mixer fitted with a dough hook. Add  

3 cups (750ml) water. Mix on low speed 

for 2 minutes, then add remaining  

1kg flour and mix for a further 5 minutes. 

Rest for 45 minutes.

Add salt and mix on high speed for  

5 minutes or until glossy and coming away 

from side of bowl. To test if the gluten has 

been worked enough, use ’window pane 

test’ (right). Transfer to a large clean bowl, 

cover and set aside at room temperature 

for 3-4 hours until increased in size by  

11/2 and there are bubbles on dough  

when you pull it away from bowl (right). 

Transfer dough to a floured bench and 

cut in half. Shape each half into a loose 

ball by cupping floured hands around 

dough and pulling it towards you, then 

stretching it into a round shape against 

the bench. Rest for 30 minutes to rise 

slightly, then neaten with cupped hands 

and slip each piece into a greased 1.5kg 

(2.25L) loaf pan. Cover and chill overnight.

Bring dough to room temperature. 

Preheat oven to its hottest setting. Place  

a roasting pan filled with hot water on the 

bottom shelf. Brush tops of loaves with 

water to allow loaves to rise fully before 

forming a crust. For lunchbox loaves 

(pictured right), place a weighted tray  

on top of each pan or leave uncovered  

to form high-top loaves. Bake on middle 

shelf for 10 minutes. Reduce oven to 

210°C and bake for a further 20 minutes  

or until bread sounds hollow when tapped 

and the crust is golden. Transfer pans to  

a wire rack to cool slightly, then remove 

loaves from pans and cool completely. 

KITCHEN BY MIKE.



1. A healthy sourdough sponge should float in 

water. If it doesn’t, feed your starter and leave 

at room temperature for 2 hours. 2. Use the 

‘window pane test’ to test your dough: stretch 

the dough and, if it doesn’t tear, the gluten has 

been worked long enough. 3. Check to see if 

your dough has proved enough by looking for 

little bubbles on the side of the dough when 

you gently prise it from the side of the bowl.  
4. This loaf has proved to 11/2 times its original 

size. Don’t prove as far as double its original 

size, as it will not have the oven spring and will 

collapse. 5. My lunchbox sourdough is easy  

to slice and it won’t come home from school!  

1 5

2

3

4

MIKE’S SOURDOUGH TIPS
t�Use flour with a gluten level of 

11-11.5 per cent. If higher, substitute  

a little with all-purpose plain flour. 

t�Look for flour with ‘stone ground’, 

‘unbleached’ and ‘organic’ on the label. 

Don’t buy bread mix. 

t�Throughout the mixing and proving 

process, keep the dough under 25°C 

or the starter will spoil.

t�To feed the starter, remove from  

the fridge and set aside at room 

temperature for 2 hours. Discard  

half the starter, then feed with the 

equivalent quantity of flour and water 

(for example, if you remove 300g 

starter, you need to feed with 300g 

flour and 300ml water). Seal in a 

sterilised 1L glass jar and stand at room 

temperature (25°C or below) for 2 hours 

or until it starts to bubble and increase 

in volume. Chill for at least 12 hours. 

t�Sourdough likes routine, so feed it  

at the same time each day and you’ll 

find your bread will be consistent. 

t�Any remaining starter can be frozen 

for up to 3 months. Bring it back to life 

by feeding it over a couple of days, 

starting at day three of the process 

until active and bubbly again.

t The loaf is cooked when a kitchen 

thermometer inserted into the centre 

reaches over 96°C. 
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Sagra
Teaming contemporary

art with Italian fare and

rooftop cocktails, Sagra

is an ambitious, multi-level

emporium in chi-chi

Malvern, Melbourne. Snack

on antipasti and handmade

pasta at the counter

overlooking the open

kitchen, browse covetable

furniture and canvases in

the second-storey gallery,

or nip up to the third floor

for a negroni on the terrace,

with views over Melbourne.

Hot tables, lust-have products, the latest news, books & more.

insider NEWS

T A B L E T A L K

1 
Talk about absolute waterfront! 

THE GANTRY RESTAURANT 

& BAR (above) at Sydney’s 

exclusive Pier One has opened with 

a smart industrial design by Bates 

Smart and equally smart food  

from executive chef, Chris Irving 

(ex-Gordon Ramsay group). 

2 
Casino clams, salmon jerky, 

oysters, old-fashioned  

rum cocktails and fernet  

branca... Enmore, NSW, has 

welcomed THE GRETZ, little

sister of Hartsyard, by Naomi Hart

and Gregory Llewellyn.

3
After a long wait for gas, Jason

Jones is firing up the grill at

B’STILLA CANTINA, serving his

trademark mod Middle Eastern fare

in Fitzroy, Vic. Grab roti wraps and

rfissa (a Moroccan take on the

taco) to go, or nab a footpath table

for a meal of vibrant salads and

chargrilled seafood.

4
Claremont is now receiving

a little love from Fremantle

bar maestro Rob Bates-Smith

with ASADO, bringing a taste of

Argentina to Perth. Expect street

food, parilla-grilled meats and South

American wines (perhaps even Jed,

Rob’s own Agentinian label) in

a raw-contemporary interior.

5
Part coffee bar, part roastery,

AUNTY PEG’S, offers gently

extracted pour-overs,

single-origin espressos and

nitrogen-charged cold drips,

in a sprawling warehouse in

Collingwood, Vic. Salted caramel

doughnuts come courtesy of the

bakery upstairs, plus you can buy

bags of beans and filters to go.

» Hotel Centennial, Sydney
Handcrafted pastries and finger sandwiches in the luxe
Scarlett Lounge (left) make for a dainty catch up.

» Sanderson, London
Tumble down the rabbit hole at the Mad Hatter’s Afternoon
Tea with bespoke crockery, Victorian sweets and riddles.

» Craig’s Royal Hotel, Ballarat
The old-world charm of this grand Australian gold-rush-era
hotel makes the classic Sunday high tea a right regal affair.

T R E N D I N G  N O W
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Edited by Heidi Finnane: @runsandheids @heidifinnane
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“May’s great for new-season nuts, wild
mushrooms and brassicas, which all lend
themselves to hearty dishes perfect for
this time of year.” DAVE VERHEUL, THE TOWN MOUSE

Margaret
& KATE
”Everyone thought my grandmother was mad when she decided to ‘go into food’ when she was

in her 20s. All the other girls wanted to be wooed by soldiers or work in fashion. Food, as a career

choice, was not what good, educated girls did. But she did it, and she was good at it. She’s spent

her life passing on her knowledge, teaching Australians how to cook French roast chicken, and the

unheard-of cheesecake. Growing up in the kitchen of this determined, cheeky Scot taught me how

to follow a recipe and the importance of good produce. She showed me how to put yourself into

your cooking and that, no matter what, you must always do what you love.” Kate Gibbs on her

grandmother, Margaret Fulton. For details on their new book, see opposite.

Pour Mum a glass

of BOTTLEGREEN

Ginger & Lemongrass 

or Elderflower

Sparkling Presse, then 

use these gorgeous 

floral bottles, designed 

by Hermione de Paula, 

as pretty vases for

extra brownie points. 

$7.95 (750ml). 

simonjohnson.com

Everything will come 

up roses this Mother’s 

Day with this T2 Love  

It set, complete with 

Tutu Teacup & Saucer 

and special rose blend 

tea. $45. T2tea.com

PERSONALITY MATCHMAKER 

The wine gurus over at 

winephoria.com.au have taken 

the concept of matchmaking 

to a new level with this playful, 

savvy app. You’re first asked  

a series of questions related  

to risk-taking and your lifestyle. 

Next, the app matches you  

to one of 10 personality types  

and suggests tipples to match.  

If you’re a Bubble Baron, you 

love a good fizz, while the drop 

of choice for Fruity Vixens has  

a clean, fresh finish.

MARION’S KITCHEN RECIPES

Thai-Australian cook Marion 

Grasby loves whipping up zingy, 

authentic Asian dishes. Her  

new app complements the 

Marion’s Kitchen Asian food 

range by offering step-by-step 

recipe inspiration and how-to 

videos for home cooks.

JUST FOR MUM

F I N D E R S  K E E P E R S

M E E T . . .

APP 
HAPPY



of the best

What’s for dinner? The answer is easy

with HELLO FRESH. Each week, chefs

create recipes that are delivered, along

with ingredients, to most capital cities.

hellofresh.com.au

3Fresh produce and

recipes delivered

straight to your door.

Finally, a recipe for

post-cooking calm – THE

AROMATHERAPY CO.

Chef’s Gift Set, with skin

treats and scented candle.

$34.95. davidjones.com.au
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Sydney’s THE LITTLE GROCERY SERVICE

delivers seasonal produce, eggs,

flowers and a pantry item, such

as jam, with weekly recipe ideas.

thelittlegroceryservice.com.au

+

Make waste a thing of the past

with MY FOOD BAG (Sydney and

Melbourne) and choose from

tasty options for different-sized

households. myfoodbag.com.au

+
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As alternatives to dairy-based milks gain in popularity for

their health and beauty benefits, we celebrate the white stuff.

the mylk RUN
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STYLING MEGAN MORTON PHOTOGRAPHY JASON BUSCH
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11
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1 & 3. Lush ’Trichomania’ solid shampoo, $13.50/100g, lush.com.au. 2. Milk & Co coconut  

oil, rosemary and peppermint cleansing face wash, $12.95 (150ml), milkandco.com.au.  

4. Le Dauphin semi-soft, washed-rind cow’s milk cheese $5/100g, simonjohnson.com.  

5. Pyengana clothbound cheddar, $6.60/100g, simonjohnson.com. 6. Nutty Bruce organic 

almond milk, $4.99 (1L), soulfresh.com.au. 7. Korres Milk Proteins 3 In 1, $38 (200ml), mecca.

com.au. 8. COYO coconut yoghurt, $10.50/400g, coyo.com.au. 9. Dinosaur Designs ‘Temple’ 

large plate in Ivory, $110, dinosaurdesigns.com.au. 10. Dinosaur Designs ‘Temple’ small plate  

in Snow, $60, dinosaurdesigns.com.au. 11. Dinosaur Designs ’Modern Tribal’ medium resin 

platter in Snow Swirl, $150, dinosaurdesigns.com.au. 12. Willie’s Cacao El Blanco white 

chocolate, $4.40 (50g), coles.com.au. 13. Napoleon Perdis Auto Pilot Hydrating Milk Cleanser, 

$69 (50ml), napoleonperdis.com. 14. L’Occitane Almond Milk Concentrate, $59 (200ml), au.

loccitane.com. 15. Billie Goat Soap Intensive Moisture Bath Soak, $16.95 (170g), billiegoatsoap.

com.au. 16. Burt’s Bees Almond Milk Beeswax Hand Creme, $19.95 (57g), burtsbees.com.au.



Our specially grown Australian popping corn is COATED and BAKED to seal in the crunch. It’s then seasoned

 with Gourmet ingredients for a delicious fl avour sensation                  you’ve never tasted popcorn like this.
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As game-changers in the food world embrace a ‘from the ground up’ approach, 
winemakers, distillers and brewers are also getting back to basics, says Mike Bennie.

basic INSTINCT

BLOOD MOON 

TRADITIONAL TONIC 

SYRUP, $26 Karolina Partyka’s 

interest in herbal remedies and 

the remedial qualities of bitter 

drinks has lead to Australia’s 

first artisan tonic syrup. Made 

from the quinine-loaded bark  

of cinchona trees, with citrus, 

organic spices and botanicals, 

it’s a concentrated hit of tonic 

used to complement gins. 

LA VIOLETTA DAS SAKRILEG 

RIESLING 2014, $32 There’s  

a splash of gewurztraminer in 

this riesling-dominant wine. 

Gewurz usually stands alone, 

but here it’s used like a drop of 

potent elixir to lift the perfume 

into the stratosphere and give 

added glide to the silky texture. 

The result is a riesling showing 

added complexity, with nutty 

savouriness and spice among 

refreshing citrus-fruit characters. 

FREEMAN ALTURA 

VINEYARD NEBBIOLO 

2012, $35 Dr Brian Freeman 

has a long association with 

Italian grape varieties, having 

grown his fair share of them on 

his family vineyard in the NSW 

Hilltops region. His version of 

nebbiolo, the red grape of 

Piedmont, has the judicious 

tannin profile and beautiful 

rose-meets-tar scent expected. 

Ideal with slow-cooked lamb.

ADAMS ORCHARD  

DRY PEAR CIDER, $8

James Adams is a cider  

writer/ brewer/winemaker 

producing traditionally made 

brews with fruit sourced from 

Adelaide Hills and Barossa 

Valley orchards. Made from 

corella pears from the Barossa, 

this has a cloudy, natural colour 

and upfront sweetness that 

finishes deliciously dry. 

STONE PINE DRY GIN, $70 

Sustainability is the focus at 

this distillery in Bathurst, NSW. 

Established in 2008, Stone Pine 

champions local botanicals and 

native produce. This fine, spicy, 

lightly citrus gin includes pink 

finger lime and lemon myrtle to 

bring an Australian feel to this 

excellent, London Dry style.  

A 15ml dash of Blood Moon 

syrup (right) wouldn’t go astray.

FRIENDS OF PUNCH SHIRAZ 

2012, $28 Yarra Valley shiraz 

isn’t usually celebrated, but 

here winemaker James Lance 

uses natural fermentation on 

whole, foot-trodden bunches 

(including stems to add spice 

and pepper characters) in  

only old oak barrels. This is a 

slinky-textured, smooth and 

delicious red of elegance  

and high drinkability. 

Bryan Martin is a winemaker, credited

with fermenting the grapes at

Clonakilla, one of Australia’s finest

wineries, based at Murrumbateman

in the Canberra District. He also crafts

superb wines under his Ravensworth

label, growing a portion of the grapes

on his own farm. “In the end,

self-sufficiency is the aim,” he says.

Bryan isn’t just referring to grapes,

or limiting himself to winemaking.

A food columnist for the Canberra

Times, the former chef also hunts,

gathers, preserves, cures, raises pigs,

butchers, tends a truffiere and orchard

of mature trees on his property, and

liaises with local growers and farmers

to ensure a supply of produce, meat,

wild honey and botanicals.

“Being a chef was a neat mesh with

the wine industry: experimenting

with food, the changing of seasons

and being attuned to the quality of

produce. Increasingly, I like to make

things outside of wine, to find new

produce to work with and grow as

many things to consume as possible.”

Recently, Bryan has hooked up with

Tim Malfroy, of Natural Beekeeping

Australia, to look at producing

a traditional mead with honey

sourced from wild hives, as well

as experimenting with a vermouth

made from his own wine and spirit,

and locally sourced botanicals.

Along with this, great wine is being

produced, although the blurred

lines are perhaps where the greatest

excitement lies. The ‘made from

scratch’ ideals that bring these

elements together neatly segue

into a better wine culture.

Bryan sums it up simply, “It’s about

being in tune with the area you’re in.”

Follow Mike: @mikerism101

DIY doyen

DRINKS.





I CAN STILL REMEMBER the first sausage I forked.

It was pale pink, chunky and bent like a crescent

moon. Every weekend during summer, my father

created an inferno on his homemade barbie and

napalmed every snag he sent its way. My task was

to prick each sausage, while he put his eyebrows

on the line to feed the family. The reward: a hot

mess of white bread, burnt banger and tomato

sauce that ran down to my elbow because I was

so focused on not burning the roof of my mouth.

Nothing says Aussie barbecue like a simple

sausage sanga. But, having spent a morning with

seventh-generation butcher Pino Tomini Foresti,

of Pino’s Dolce Vita in Kogarah, NSW, it seems

sausages are far from simple. “Phosphates, fillers

and preservatives can make sausages expand,”

he says, “That’s why you needed to pierce them.”

Pino’s sausages don’t require such vandalism.

They are all natural. That’s right, no preservatives.

But being natural poses problems – namely a shelf

life of about five days. “We are continuously

educating customers,” he says, “but I try to do things

the traditional, right way, so you taste the meat.”

Accordingly, we start with the shoulders of

an 80kg pig because “the shoulder puts the best

flavour into sausages”. Pino prefers larger pigs, but

providing there is a 14-16mm outer layer of fat, he’s

happy. Anything less, he says, means no flavour.

With some 40 years of butchering under his belt,

Pino is calm and measured. As I watch him patiently

work his knife through the shoulder, it’s clear that

he relies on touch, sight and intuition. “Meat talks

to you,” he says. “It talks to me.”

Pino runs his fingers gently along muscle lines,

removing sinew and each muscle group within

the shoulder: “This neck meat is not firm enough

to make coppa,” he remarks. If not coppa, it could

make salami, porchetta or sausages. He makes

a judgement call with each cut. To treat the meat of

each beast the same is to forgo the opportunity to

eat it at its optimum. Pino would dearly love to have

sausages revered in the same way as quality steak.

It seems the art of sausage-making couldn’t

be further from pushing snouts, ears and toenails

into a mincer. The select meat is hand-diced or put

through a mincer just once.

Once roughly minced to

give texture, it’s seasoned

and left to marinate for

24 hours. It’s then put into

a sausage-filling machine,

while natural casings (sheep

or pig) are dipped in water

and placed on the nozzle.

A minute later, you have

one hell of a long, loosely

filled sausage. A succession of simple pinches and

twists delivers a series of meat sticks.

I sample the morning’s work – a pork shoulder,

olive and provolone sausage cooked as a coil

in its entirety. It’s a delicious textural journey.

It doesn’t require sauce, but this time I let its juices

run down to my elbow because I’m too busy

revelling in its beauty.

The days of singed eyebrows and torched snags are
over, now that intrepid food sleuth Anthony Huckstep

has seen the light at the end of the sausage mincer.
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Follow Anthony: @huckstergram @anthuckstep

INNOVATORS.

“As I watch Pino patiently work  

his knife through the shoulder,  

it’s clear that he relies on touch, 

sight and intuition. ‘Meat talks  

to you,’ he says. ‘It talks to me.’” 
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www.hardtofind.com.au
The coolest finds shipped to you dire ctly from  
the world’s best designers, makers and artists.

THE PERFECT GIFT IS

for Mother’s Day
^
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tokyo tina
WHERE 66A Chapel St, 

Windsor, Vic; (03) 9525 2774.

WHO Simon Blacher, Paul 

Nguyen, Nic Coulter and 

Charlie Rothery, also behind 

sibling restaurants Hanoi 

Hannah and Saigon Sally. 

THE BUZZ With anime-style 

murals, Astro Boy figurines, 

vintage signs and vivid pops 

of colour, this quirky-cool 

dining room has been 

packed since opening. 

THE MENU Head chef 

Adrian Li brings traditional 

Japanese ingredients bang 

up to date: think kingfish 

sashimi in a charcoal waffle 

cone, or open California rolls 

you fold up like tacos. Bowls 

of ramen and communal 

pots of shabu-shabu are 

more substantial offerings.

THE DRINKS Take your  

pick of spice-friendly  

white wines, sake and 

Japanese beers, or  

yuzu-spiked cocktails.

MUST-EAT Kingfish cones 

and tonkatsu croquettes  

are non-negotiable.

With an eye on Japan’s latest street-wise dining trends, Melbourne’s 
new Tokyo Tina is serving up classics with a fusion twist.

TONKATSU CROQUETTES WITH 

COLESLAW AND BULL-DOG SAUCE 

SERVES 6 (MAKES 24 CROQUETTES) 

Begin this recipe 1 day ahead.

2 smoked ham hocks 

2L (8 cups) chicken stock 

2 eggs 

2/3 cup (100g) plain flour

4 cups (200g) panko breadcrumbs

Sunflower oil, to deep-fry

1/4 red cabbage, finely shredded

3 spring onions, finely shredded

1 Granny Smith apple, cored,  

cut into thin matchsticks

1/3 cup (100g) Kewpie mayonnaise

Juice of 1 lime, plus extra wedges to serve

Bull-Dog sauce (a salty-sweet condiment, 

from Japanese food stores) and 

toasted sesame seeds, to serve

Place hocks in a large saucepan with stock. 

Bring to the boil over medium-high heat, 

then reduce heat to low and simmer, 

partially covered, for 3 hours or until meat 

is falling off the bones. Remove hocks from 

stock, discarding stock. Set aside until cool 

enough to handle, then finely shred meat 

and fat. Discard bones and skin. Divide into 

3 portions. Place a sheet of plastic wrap  

on a work surface, then place 1 portion in 

the centre. Form into a log, then roll up 

tightly in plastic wrap to form a 16cm-long 

cylinder, twisting ends to seal. Repeat with 

remaining 2 portions and plastic wrap. 

Chill, upright, in the fridge overnight.

The next day, cut logs into 2cm-thick 

discs, then remove plastic wrap. Whisk the 

eggs with 100ml cold water in a bowl. Place 

flour and breadcrumbs in separate bowls, 

then, working quickly, dust discs with flour,  

then coat in egg, then crumbs. Half-fill a 

deep-fryer or large pan with oil and heat  

to 190°C (a cube of bread will turn golden 

in 30 seconds when oil is hot enough).

Meanwhile, toss cabbage, spring onion, 

apple, mayonnaise and lime juice in a bowl.

Deep-fry croquettes, in batches, for  

1 minute or until golden and crisp. Drain  

on paper towel and scatter with sea salt.

Serve with coleslaw, Bull-Dog sauce, 

sesame seeds and lime wedges.

tokyo A-GO-GO
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subcontinental
WHERE 8 Hunt St,  

Surry Hills, NSW; 

(02) 9280 0088.

WHO Owner Sam Christie 

(Longrain Sydney and 

Melbourne, Cho Cho San, 

Apollo) with Longrain  

head chef Victor Chung. 

THE BUZZ Shortgrain’s 

military-style khaki and raw 

brick has been replaced by 

whitewash and faded tints 

of colour, with Amit and 

Naroop ‘Singh’ portraits on 

the walls. Booths are as snug 

as an Indian railway carriage, 

but a great vantage point.

THE MENU Made to share, 

from small-bite street food 

to lush curries. It’s India  

(and elsewhere) – bold, 

beautiful and a bit out-there 

– but with a delicate touch.

THE DRINKS Indian ales, 

cricket-themed cocktails 

– VVS Lassie anyone? – plus  

a plethora of gins and  

lively wine matches.

MUST-EAT Crisp pani puri; 

burrata with green sauce; 

fish grilled in banana leaf.

Master restaurateur Sam Christie looks to the Indian subcontinent  
for inspiration at his latest Sydney bar/eatery, Subcontinental.

FISH GRILLED IN BANANA

LEAF WITH COCONUT

AND CURRY LEAVES

SERVES 4

1 cup (250ml) mustard seed oil

or sunflower oil

11/2 tbs mustard seeds

3 onions, finely chopped

1 garlic bulb (75g), cloves crushed

75g piece ginger, finely chopped

3 vine-ripened tomatoes, finely chopped

21/2 tbs garam masala

2 tsp ground cumin

1 cup (250ml) coconut cream,

plus extra to serve

2 tsp caster sugar

4 x 160g ling fillets

4 banana leaves, cut into 20cm squares,

blanched, refreshed

20 curry leaves

30g urad dal (black lentils), soaked

in cold water overnight, drained

Toasted fresh coconut, to serve

To make paste, heat 2/3 cup (165ml) oil in a

pan over medium heat. Add 1 tbs mustard

seeds. Cook for 2 minutes or until they pop. 

Add onion and cook, stirring, for 8 minutes 

or until softened. Add the garlic and 

ginger, and cook, stirring, for 4 minutes or 

until fragrant. Add the tomato and spices,  

and cook for 5 minutes or until most of the 

liquid evaporates. Stir in coconut cream 

and sugar. Season. Cool completely.

Refrigerate for up to 2 weeks. 

Preheat a barbecue or chargrill to high. 

Spread each fillet with 2 tbs curry paste, 

then wrap each in a banana leaf, securing 

with toothpicks. Cook for 3 minutes each 

side, then reduce heat to low and cook for  

a further 5 minutes or until cooked through. 

Heat remaining 1/3 cup (80ml) oil in a 

pan over high heat. Add curry leaves and 

cook for 10 seconds or until crisp. Drain 

on paper towel. Add the urad dal to the 

same pan and cook for 2 minutes or  

until crisp. Drain on paper towel. Add 

remaining 2 tsp mustard seeds and cook 

for 1 minute or until they pop.

Open banana leaf parcels, drizzle fish 

with extra coconut cream and top with 

urad dal, mustard seeds, curry leaves  

and toasted coconut to serve. 

ALL THE raj
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RETRO revival
For too long relegated to the realm of culinary obsolescence, four ingredients are 

being brought back to the future for their superfood street cred, writes Kate Skinner.

MOVE OVER QUINOA, ACAI AND BEE POLLEN,  

we’re taking a faded leaf from Nanna’s cookbook and 

heralding a retro food revival. But don’t go digging out the  

melon ballers and salad moulds just yet… we’re talking a sophisticated 

spin on forgotten superfoods that are coming into cool again. 

The limp sprig of CURLY PARSLEY as a prized decorative applique 

vanished around the same time as shoulder pads. However, applied  

with a little more thought and finesse, this frizzy herb is making a serious 

comeback. Flavour-wise, it imparts a bright, clean, ’green’ taste that  

lifts savoury dishes, cuts through fatty meats and spruces up rich  

melted cheese. Nutritionally, it offers excellent bang for your buck,  

rivalling spinach and kale in iron content, bone-strengthening vitamin K, 

vitamins A and C and antioxidants. And halitosis sufferers take note – the 

chlorophyll and oils in curly parsley fight oral bacteria, helping to leave 

your breath smelling fresh, which makes it a perfect partner for garlic.

You might be one of those health-conscious folk who occasionally 

sneaks a bag of PRUNES into your trolley with a box of All-Bran in  

the hope of ‘keeping regular’. Or, you may harbour faded memories  

of these wrinkly fruit cloaked in bacon alongside vol au vents and 

impaled squares of sweaty orange cheese. But the common-or-garden 

prune does not deserve to be shrouded in buyer shame – it’s an 

excellent source of iron, calcium and fibre, plus delivers slow-release 

sugars that have been shown to keep blood sugar steady. 

There was a time when EGGS fell out of favour, but the simple boiled 

egg is one of nature’s most perfect packages of essential nutrients.  

For the money, you can’t match eggs as a source of complete protein, 

vitamins and choline, a compound that is needed for healthy cells  

and nerves. Life’s far too short to eat yolk-less whites, as most of the 

nutritional power of eggs (and about half the protein) lies in the yolk.  

A daily serving of eggs – yolks intact – has been shown to help lower 

cholesterol levels, not raise them as originally thought. And as we’re 

noshing on nostalgia, a breakfast of eggs on buttered toast conjures  

up the warm and fuzzies more than any latte-on-the-go ever could. 

Mark Twain once said, “CAULIFLOWER is nothing but cabbage with  

a college education,” and this malodorous mainstay of mess-hall dinners 

has certainly made the leap from the bain-marie to modern restaurant 

menus, gaining a reputation as a superfood along the way. Bursting  

with fibre, folate and vitamin C, cauliflower is right back in vogue. 

Whether roasted whole, shaved wafer-thin and served raw, or its florets 

pulsed to a gluten-free crumb – these are just a few of the ways chefs  

are turning cauliflower into one sexy vegetable. Put it on your menu  

at home with our modern take on old-school cauliflower cheese. 

CAULIFLOWER MAC ‘N’ CHEESE

SERVES 4 AS A MAIN OR 6 AS A SIDE

This recipe plays on the flavours of that retro 

favourite, cauliflower mac ‘n‘ cheese – golden 

roasted cauliflower topped with salty, herby 

crumbs and slivers of manchego cheese.

1 cauliflower
1/3 cup (80ml) olive oil

4 slices sourdough, torn into small pieces

2 garlic cloves, roughly chopped

2 anchovies in oil, drained, chopped

Finely grated zest of 1 lemon
1/2 bunch curly parsley, roughly chopped
1/3 cup (55g) golden raisins
1/4 cup (60ml) sherry vinegar
1/3 cup (40g) finely grated manchego

Preheat the oven to 180°C. Trim the base  

of the cauliflower, leaving the stalk and smaller 

leaves intact, so it sits upright. Place, stalk-end 

down, in a roasting pan and rub 2 tbs olive  

oil all over the head of the cauliflower. Season,  

then roast for 11/2 hours or until golden  

and starting to crisp on the edges.

Meanwhile, toss the bread and remaining  

2 tbs olive oil in a bowl, then arrange in a 

single layer on a baking paper-lined baking 

tray. Bake for 20 minutes or until golden  

and crisp. Transfer to a food processor,  

then whiz to coarse crumbs. Add the garlic, 

anchovy, lemon zest and parsley, and pulse 

until just combined (don’t over-process or 

mixture will become soggy).

Place the raisins and vinegar in a small 

saucepan over low heat and gently cook  

for 5 minutes or until the raisins are plump  

and juicy. Keep warm.

To serve, cut the cauliflower into wedges  

and arrange on a platter. Drizzle over the raisin 

mixture, then scatter over the parsley crumbs 

and grated manchego. 
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Follow Shannon: @misspamplemousseFollow Kate: nutritionbynature.com.au nutritionbynaturew
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IT MIGHT BE chronically unfashionable to admit in these days of

cheap industrial margarines and people super-heroing coconut oil,

but I rather love butter, even if it does make me feel like I’m Superman

with an obsession for wearing kryptonite underpants over my tights.

So this is my hymn to all that is beautiful about that buttercup-yellow,

golden ray of dairy sunshine that melts in your mouth with the barest

of warm kisses. Let’s start with the basics…

1
MELTING MOMENTUM

BUTTER is the raison d’etre of crumpets, thick white toast, hot cross

buns and bread and butter pudding. Without it, they are all like

Ferraris with wooden wheels.

2
EGGS APPEAL

BUTTER isn’t just great on those toast soldiers that you dunk in your

soft-boiled eggs, it’s also good for peeling the egg shells. Put a little

butter on each thumb and discover how much easier the shell comes off.

3
LET THEM EAT BUTTER

BUTTER also takes peasant doughs to new heights, allowing them to

become churros, choux pastry for profiteroles, cinnamon scrolls, or

even the ’cake’ that got Marie Antoinette into all that trouble – brioche.

4
WHEN IT COMES TO THE CRUNCH

BUTTER is the power behind the world’s best biscuits. Without it,

Scottish shortbread, American chocolate chip cookies and Anzacs

would be rubbish. It’s what makes them delicious and friable (crumbly) and,

when combined in the right way with sugar, gives them their snap. There’s

no finer example than a brown sugar crunchie (tweet me for the recipe!). >> W
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It’s why crumpets were invented, how biscuits get their crumbly crunch and

possibly why Marie Antoinette lost her head, says Matt Preston. So go for gold.

BUTTER

“Butterscotch sauce is all about

this magical love affair between

butter and sugar – a love affair that

is all about giving you a warm hug.”

I’m loving... 

I’M LOVING.

BUTTERSCOTCH SAUCE WITH 

BURNT-BUTTER BANANAS 

AND ICE CREAM

SERVES 4

1/2 firmly packed cup (110g) brown sugar

150g unsalted butter, chopped

1/2 cup (125ml) pure (thin) cream

4 firm, ripe bananas

Juice of 1/2 lemon

8 small scoops vanilla ice cream

1/2 cup (75g) salted peanuts,  

roughly chopped

Place 4 dessert bowls in the freezer to chill. 

Place sugar and 100g butter in  

a saucepan over medium heat and  

cook, stirring, for 2-3 minutes until sugar 

dissolves. Whisking constantly, slowly  

add cream (mixture may spatter), then 

cook for a further 1 minute or until 

smooth and combined. Remove from 

heat, add 1 tsp salt flakes and stir to 

dissolve. Set aside and keep warm.

Melt another 25g butter in a frypan over 

medium heat until foaming. Peel 2 bananas 

and slice lengthways. Add half the lemon 

juice and banana slices to the pan. Cook 

on each side for 1-2 minutes until bananas 

are softened and light golden, but still 

holding their shape. Set aside and keep 

warm. Repeat with remaining 25g butter, 

lemon juice and bananas.

Remove the bowls from the freezer  

and place 2 scoops of ice cream in each. 

Add 2 banana slices to each bowl, then 

top with warm butterscotch sauce and 

chopped peanuts to serve.
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Butterscotch sauce with 

burnt-butter bananas 

and ice cream



5
IN THE THICK OF IT

BUTTER is capable of other magic. Mixed with flour,

it gives us the roux that not only thickens a chowder

or cheese sauce, but also makes them so velvety. Instead of

cream or milk, try adding stock to make a silky-smooth velouté

that can be the basis of the very best gravy you’ve ever made.

6
WHISK FACTOR

BUTTER is also whisked cold into sauces like hollandaise

to enrichen them, but I’m not a fan, as I reckon this tends

to deaden the flavour. I’d rather not use butter for frying

because of its low smoke point, but it is wonderful for

poaching shellfish or crustacean flesh. Or try gently cooking

a delicate snapper fillet in a little pan of the foamy stuff.

7
BURNING ISSUES

BUTTER burning isn’t always a disaster, of course. If you

catch it in the pan just as the milk solids start to turn

brown and nutty, you have what’s known as burnt butter

or beurre noisette (literally, ’hazelnut butter’). For even more

burnt-butter bang for your buck, add a spoonful of skimmed

milk powder to the pan to increase the amount of milk solids

being toasted. Hit your burnt butter with a little lemon juice

to arrest the cooking process and add complexity. Now you

have something magical to pour over pumpkin gnocchi, prawn

ravioli, roast sweet potato or even the base for a wonderful ice

cream. In fact, take your cue from its French name and garnish

any dish that features burnt butter with toasted hazelnuts.

8
FLAVOUR PAYLOAD

BUTTER is also wonderful at holding flavours. Think

of mixing softened butter with herbs such as tarragon

and parsley, then chilling and slicing to serve on a sizzling 

steak; melting it with crushed garlic into oven-crusty bread; 

blending with white miso to brush on grilled corn; or pureeing 

with good anchovies to spread on thin slices of hot toast.

9
QUALITY CUT-THROUGH

BUTTER has other magical properties. Rub it on your 

hands after scaling or prepping fish: when you wash  

your hands with soap and water afterwards, you’ll find  

that, miraculously, the fishy smell will have gone and you’ll  

have lovely smooth hands and supple fingernails into the 

bargain! And while we all know a hot knife 

glides easily through butter, if you need  

to cut up something sticky like toffee,  

dates or really fudgy brownies, you’ll  

find your knife will cut through them far  

more cleanly if you butter the blade first. 

10
FRIDGE BENEFITS

BUTTER isn’t only for helping  

you in the kitchen. My grandmother 

used to think butter did wonders for sunburn, 

but, while it can soften your skin, I find sliced 

tomatoes are far more effective at removing 

the sting and heat of a badly burnt back. Butter can also help 

you get chewing gum out of your hair, lubricate a squeaky 

hinge, be used as an emergency shaving cream (at a pinch), 

remove Texta ’make-up’ from the face of your five-year-old’s 

Barbie and even get a stubborn wedding ring off your finger... 

or so I’ve been told.

11
SWEETENING THE DEAL

BUTTER makes so many recipes better – whether it’s  

a simple butter cake, lemon delicious or lemon-curd 

tartlet with a buttery biscuit base – so it was hard to know 

which to pick for this month’s recipe. For me, one of butter’s 

primary beauties when cooking is the role it plays in making 

caramel, so it has to be the recipe I’ve shared on the previous 

page. Butterscotch sauce is all about this magical love affair 

between butter and sugar – a love affair that is all about  

giving you a warm hug and a lovely feeling of comfort, 

whatever the weather.

Follow Matt: @mattscravat @mattscravat

I’M LOVING.

“Butter can also help you get 

chewing gum out of your hair, 

lubricate a squeaky hinge... even 

get a stubborn wedding ring off 

your finger... or so I’ve been told.” 
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SWITCH ON THE LATEST LOOKS IN LIGHTING AND TRANSFORM YOUR SPACE.  

DOMAYNE
® 

 HAS A SPECTACULAR RANGE OF PENDANT LIGHTS FOR EVERY ROOM.  

Let there be

 LIGHTS

LIGHTING: 1. Sibela pendant in jute, $239.95. 2. Hive Timber Top pendant  

in white – small, $159, large, $249. 3. Migo small pendant in natural, $119. 

ALL OTHER PRODUCTS, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Stockholm rectangular oak dining table, 
$699; Shaker oak dining chairs, $259 each; Stockholm large bamboo bowl in white, $39.95; 
Woody vases – medium, $39.95, large, $49.95; Sherbert plate in white, $12.95.

1 

2

3

ADVERTISING FEATURE



THE FAMILY ROOM

Adding a bold pendant creates  

an entertaining space for  

everyone to gather in. 

4 

5

6

7

LIGHTING: 4. Nordic Concrete Dome pendant – small, $129.95, medium, $149.95. 5. Structure teardrop 

pendant in grey, $149. 6. Tate pendant in grey, $129. 7. Artes medium pendant in grey, $189.95. 

ALL OTHER PRODUCTS, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Jarl two-seater sofa in petrol blue, $1699; Painter knitted cushion 
in blue and grey, $79.95; Kew cushion in indigo, $39.95; Zaragoza throw in grey, $245; Juno large coffee table, $349; 
Karma rug in grey, $699. 



THE LIVING ROOM

Pendants in copper tones

and sculptural shapes add a luxe

edge to an everyday room.

8

9

10

11

12

13

LIGHTING: 8. Tulip pendant in rose gold, $219.95. 9. Globe pendant in copper, $69.95. 10. Stella 
pendant in copper – small, $149, large, $179. 11. Wire pendant in copper, $89.95. 12. Archer floor 

lamp in copper, $269.95. 13. Pipe Abstract hurricane lantern – small, $59.95, large, $69.95.

ALL OTHER PRODUCTS, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Bear armchair in chocolate, $1,199; Waffle throw in grey, 
$99.95; Apex cushion in copper, $54.95; Belford wide beaten bowl in copper, $12.95; Jute rug in tan, $499.  
*See last page for more details.

30% OFF

LIGHTING
Purchase any two lights from 

Domayne’s online lighting range  

and receive 30% off!

Enter the code LIGHT30  

at the online checkout 

to receive the discount*.

ADVERTISING FEATURE



THE DINING ROOM  

Group pendants in similar colours 

and a range of sizes over the table 

for a contemporary look. 

14

15 

16 

17

18

LIGHTING: 14. Jacket pendant in petrol blue, $249. 15. Industrial pendant in matte dove grey, 
$179.95. 16. Structure dome pendant in green, $129. 17. Structure pendant in blue, $169.  
18. Pipe table light in copper, $149.

ALL OTHER PRODUCTS, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Zola oak dining table, $1,799; Simba oak dining chairs, 
$399 each; Belford tall beaten bowl in copper, $12.95; Provence serving bowl in light green, $89.95; 
Art narrow vase in matte green, $45; Structure vase in matte green, $79.95; Jute rug in tan, $499.



21

THE KITCHEN 
Shine a light in all the right places with 

elegant pendants – choose one or a 

selection – above a kitchen island bench.

19

20

22

LIGHTING: 19. St James pendant in black and gold – large, $129, small, $89. 20. Famous pendant  

in black, $169. 21. Hex large pendant in black, $239.95. 22. Comet pendant in black, $299.

ALL OTHER PRODUCTS, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Toli bar stool in black, $169 each; Studio cheese board  

in black, $29.95; egg basket in copper, $29.95; Studio sugar bowl in black, $9.95; Sheffield three-tier oak  
shelving unit, $2,999. ON SHELVING UNIT, TOP SHELF: Gatwick mantel clock in black, $79.95; Studio  
canisters in black, set of three, $39.95. MIDDLE SHELF: Studio soup bowls in grey or black, $8.95 each;  
Barista latte cups in slate, black or white, $6.95 each. BOTTOM SHELF: Abstract Cross side plates, $29.95  
each; Abstract Cross dinner plates, $34.95 each. *See last page for more details.

ADVERTISING FEATURE

30% OFF

LIGHTING
Purchase any two lights from 

Domayne’s online lighting range  

and receive 30% off!

Enter the code LIGHT30  

at the online checkout 

to receive the discount*.



THE BATHROOM 

A chic metallic pendant  

(or several) can turn the room  

into a spa-style sanctuary.

LIGHTING, THIS PAGE: 23. Vessel pendant in brass – large, 
$129.95, small, $119.95. 24. Tulip pendant in gold brass, $219.95. 
25. Abi pendant in brass, $159. 26. Abu brass pendant in gold, $179. 

ALL OTHER PRODUCTS, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Victoria + Albert  
‘Mozzano’ bath in white, $4,950; Gessi ‘Goccia’ bath filler in chrome, $5,013; 
Trenton bath towel in granite, $39.95; Hexagon side table with marble top, 
small, $299.95; Booth cement pot in dark grey – small, $11.95, medium, 
$16.95; Mastella ‘Body’ freestanding basin in white, $3,465; Gessi ‘Goccia’  
wall basin mixer in chrome, $1,409; Natural Exotic Light cowhide rug, $699. 

LIGHTING, OPPOSITE PAGE: 27. Cup pendants in white, set of three, $299. 28. Tate pendant in white, $129.  
29. St James pendant in white – large, $129, small, $89. 30. Vessel pendant with brass lid in white, $119.95. 

ALL OTHER PRODUCTS, FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: Zander queen bed with right extension, $3,199; Zander round side table, $799; 
Zirconia queen quilt cover and sheet set, $199.95; Kew cushion in blush, $39.95; Apex cushion in silver, $54.95;  
Zaragoza throw, $245; Zone 25cm alarm clock in silver, $59.95. Mattresses, bed linen and accessories are optional extras.

23

24

25 26



ADVERTISING FEATURE

For your nearest location, call 1800 DOMAYNE®

Domayne® stores are operated by independent franchisees. Advertised prices valid at New South Wales stores only. Prices may vary  
between states due to additional freight charges. *One special offer per customer. Online only, not available in store. Offer ends 11/6/15.

30% OFF

LIGHTING
Purchase any two lights from 

Domayne’s online lighting range  

and receive 30% off!

Enter the code LIGHT30  

at the online checkout 

to receive the discount*.

THE BEDROOM 

Focus on pretty pendants in soft  

tones to illuminate your bedroom or 

as an alternative to bedside lamps.

29

30

27

28



VISIT MAGSONLINE.COM.AU/DEL/M1505DLC  

SUBSCRIPTION OFFER.

Treat Mum or yourself to a year of delicious. and get  

a bonus Love to Eat cookbook for just $64.95.  

PLUS, enter the draw to win one of six KitchenAid  

prize packs, each valued at $7000!

VALUED AT

$7000



Yes, I would like to subscribe to delicious. 
YOUR PAYMENT OPTIONS:

Me Gift

1 Year (11 issues) Australia $64.95 Save 22% + cookbook

2 Years (22 issues) Australia $129.95 Save 22% 

1 Year (11 issues) New Zealand $79.95

 1 Year (11 issues) Rest of World $149.95 

An annual subscription to delicious. includes 10 monthly issues plus a double 

December/January issue.

MY DETAILS:

Mrs/Ms/Miss/Mr

Address

Postcode Daytime telephone              

Email  DOB     

GIFT RECIPIENT DETAILS:

Mrs/Ms/Miss/Mr

Address

Postcode  Daytime telephone  

Email      

PAYMENT DETAILS: 

Cheque/money order for $ is enclosed payable to NewsLifeMedia

or charge $ to: Visa MasterCard Amex  Diners Club 

Card number

 
Cardholder’s name (please print)   

Cardholder’s signature        

Expiry date         /          

3 EASY WAYS TO SUBSCRIBE

magsonline.com.au/del/m1505dlc 

1300 656 933 and quote: m1505dlc
Overseas, tel: +61 (0)2 9282 8023

Send original or copy of this coupon  
(no stamp required) to:
NewsLifeMedia, 
Reply Paid 87050, 
Sydney NSW 2001

Offer available for Australian delivery only and ends 20th May 2015. Open to 

Australian residents only. Competition opens 05/04/15 and closes 31/05/15 at 23:59 

(AEDT). Total prize pool value is $42,028. Winners drawn at 2pm on 5/06/15 at Salmat, 

Level 2, 116 Miller St, North Sydney, NSW 2060. Proof of purchase required for each 

entry. Winners notified by mail and published in The Australian on 11/06/15. Permit 

numbers: NSW: LTPS/15/00974; VIC: 15/276; ACT: TP 15/04696; SA: T15/216. Terms 

and conditions available at magsonline.com.au/t/TermsConditions. Our Privacy Policy 

can be found at magsonline.com.au/t/PrivacyInfo and includes important information 

about our collection, use and disclosure of your personal information, what happens  

if you do not provide requested information to us and how you can access or seek 

correction of your personal information, how you can complain about a breach of the 

Australian Privacy Principles and how we will deal with a complaint of that nature. 

Please tick if you’d prefer to miss out on offers and updates from:   

❏ NewsLifeMedia  ❏ Our specially selected partners.
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PIMP YOUR
DOUGHNUTS

Baked buttermilk
doughnuts with whisky

chocolate glaze

Modern Asian inspiration
Mulled wine plum cobbler 

MAY 2015 | VOTED AUSTRALIA’S BEST FOOD MAGAZINE

JAMIE OLIVER Ferrero Rocher cake

CURTIS STONE Banana caramel souffles

MATT MORAN Autumn harvest menu
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delicious.

Mike McEnearney’s

sourdough masterclass

Valli Little’s edible

gifts for Mother’s Day

Healthy hotspots
Cool Copenhagen

MADE
FROM
SCRATCH
+

+

PERFECT

crackling
How to get that ultimate pork crunch

SNAP, CRACKLE, POP 

Darren Robertson’s

slow-cooked pork

with chilli apple slaw

ROASTS,
CRUMBLES,
BAKES & PIES
YOU’LL COOK 

FOREVER

NEW   

WHY SUBSCRIBE?
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It’s the one day every year 

when Mum comes fi rst. 

So why not make her a 

special treat, that shows how 

much she means to you. 

We love baking.

Find us on Facebook at
Green’s Baking Australia
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ENTERTAINING.

It’s a long way from Bronte to Byron Bay, but chef/restaurateur Darren

Robertson, of Three Blue Ducks fame, and fiancee Magdalena Roze

RECIPES DARREN ROBERTSON WORDS MAGDALENA ROZE PHOTOGRAPHY MARK ROPER STYLING DAVID MORGAN

DARREN

Above, from left: Sam Reid-Boquist, 

Chris Sorrell, Magdalena Roze, 

Darren Robertson, Adam James  

and Lara Brauer.



Below left: oysters, 

finger lime & ginger 

(recipe p 74)

72 delicious.
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B
yron Bay was our first 

holiday together. Like most 

city slickers, we’d been 

drawn to it for years.  

The beaches, greenery, 

community and abundance of produce 

had us both dreaming about one day 

living the ‘Byron life’, but neither of us 

could have foreseen that we’d be making 

a tree/sea change just two years later. 

The chance to open Three Blue Ducks 

on The Farm at Byron Bay, a project  

celebrating sustainability, farm produce 

and food education, was the dream 

opportunity for Darren and business 

partners Mark LaBrooy, Chris Sorrell,  

Sam Reid-Boquist and Jeff Bennett. 

Although Darren and I both love food 

and farming, it’s been a big learning 

curve. We’ve become more mindful  

of our actions, our effect on the 

environment and the interconnectivity  

of the food cycle. We pick vegies from 

the garden and get most of our other 

produce from local farms and markets. 

The scraps go into compost, which  

feeds our soil, which in turn feeds us.  

Here, food is a part of almost every 

conversation. So many people are 

intimately connected to it – through 

their growers, suppliers, cheesemakers, 

bakers. We’ve met a mango and lychee 

hobby farmer in nearby Coorabell  

who’s growing and selling fruit to fund 

an animal rescue farm. There’s the dairy 

down the road where we get our fresh 

raw milk each day for making ricotta, 

and the little tuck shop by Minyon Falls 

that sells homemade biscuits and gelato 

to hikers. We’ve made friends with many 

like-minded people, such as Jeremy 

Burn and Sarah Swan from 100 Mile 

Table, and Adam James and Lara Brauer 

of Punch and Daisy, who are here today 

with Sam and Chris of Three Blue Ducks. 

Now we have so much space and 

produce around us, I love seeing the new 

level of inspiration in Darren’s cooking. If 

he’s not on The Farm, he’s in the kitchen 

making bread, fermenting, pickling, testing 

recipes. And entertaining, of course.

PREVIOUS PAGES: Overhead (left-hand page): 

French bistro chairs, hire only, Frank & Joy  
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Single table setting: Hand-dyed napkin in Shibori 
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Rainy Sunday Oysters: vintage wooden chest, hire 

only, Frank & Joy Above: large rustic wire and  
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OYSTERS, FINGER LIME & GINGER

SERVES 6

To serve oysters, use rock salt, seaweed  

or crushed ice so they sit securely on  

the platter. We used sun rose, an edible 

succulent, from the garden. 

100ml rice wine vinegar 

2 tbs rice bran oil 

1 tsp soy sauce

1 tsp freshly grated ginger

Juice of 1 lime

Pinch of caster sugar

24 freshly shucked oysters

1 finger lime, halved lengthways,  

beads (vesicles) scooped out 

Whisk vinegar, oil, soy, ginger, lime juice 

and sugar in a bowl until sugar dissolves. 

Arrange oysters on a platter. Just before 

serving, spoon vinaigrette over the oysters 

and scatter with finger lime beads.

SMOKED TROUT WITH FENNEL, 

MACADAMIA AND PEPPERBERRY 

SERVES 6

400g cold-smoked trout

Juice of 1/2 orange and 1/2 lime

1/4 cup (60ml) extra virgin olive oil

1 tsp pepperberries (rose-pink native 

berry, from spice shops), crushed

1 fennel bulb, shaved, fronds reserved 

3 yellow squash, thinly sliced

2 tbs toasted macadamias, chopped

Fennel pollen (from spice shops  

– optional), to serve

Divide trout among serving plates.  

Whisk orange and lime juices, oil and 

pepperberries in a bowl. Add fennel  

and squash, and toss to coat. Season, 

then divide salad among plates. Scatter 

with macadamias, reserved fennel fronds 

and fennel pollen, if using, to serve.

SLOW-ROASTED PORK  

(COVER RECIPE) 

SERVES 6

For the cover image, we used pork belly. 

See opposite for cooking instructions. 

2.5kg pork shoulder (bone in),  

skin scored

2 tbs olive oil

1 tbs each honey and fish sauce

2 tbs soy sauce

2 garlic cloves, halved

1 long red chilli, halved

1 tbs coriander seeds, toasted, crushed

Roasted chat potatoes, goat’s curd  

and chilli apple slaw (recipe follows),  

to serve

Preheat the oven to 200°C. Place pork, 

skin-side up, in a large roasting pan, then 

season with salt and drizzle with oil. Roast 

for 30 minutes or until skin is golden and 

starting to crisp. Remove pan from the 

oven and reduce temperature to 140°C.

Combine honey, fish sauce, soy, garlic, 

chilli and coriander with 100ml water.  

Pour over the pork. Add 2 cups (500ml) 

water to the bottom of the pan, then return 

to the oven. Roast for 5 hours or until meat 

is very tender and falling off the bone. Rest, 

loosely covered with foil, for 10 minutes. 

Slice and serve with roasted chat 

potatoes, goat’s curd and chilli apple slaw.

CHILLI APPLE SLAW

SERVES 6

1/2 red cabbage, finely shredded

1 red onion, halved, thinly sliced

2 pink lady apples, unpeeled, cored,  

cut into thin matchsticks

1/3 cup (100g) whole-egg mayonnaise

1/4 tsp smoked paprika (pimenton)

Finely grated zest and juice of 1 lime

1/2 cup each coriander and mint leaves

1 long red chilli, seeds removed,  

thinly sliced 

Combine cabbage, onion and apple  

in a bowl. In a separate bowl, combine 

mayonnaise, paprika, and lime zest and 

juice. Season, then add to cabbage mixture 

with the herbs and chilli, and toss to coat.

ENTERTAINING.

Chilli apple slaw



Slow-roasted pork

FOR THE COVER RECIPE

We used 1.5kg boneless pork belly,  

skin scored and salted. 

Preheat the oven to 240°C. Combine honey,  

fish sauce, soy sauce, garlic, chilli, coriander  

and 2 cups (500ml) water in a roasting pan. Place 

the pork belly in pan, being careful not to wet the 

skin. Roast for 30 minutes or until skin is golden 

and crackled. Reduce temperature to 150°C and 

cook for a further 2 hours or until meat is tender. 

Rest pork, loosely covered with foil, for 10 minutes. 

Slice and serve drizzled with pan juices.

THE PERFECT CRACKLING

t�1BU�QPSL�TLJO�ESZ�XJUI�QBQFS�UPXFM�UIFO� 

score with a Stanley knife or sharp knife about 

5mm deep (do not cut into the meat).

t�3VC�TBMU�JOUP�TLJO�UIFO�DIJMM�PWFSOJHIU��1BU�ESZ�

before cooking. (If short on time, score skin, pour 

over boiling water, then pat dry and rub with salt). 

t�$PPL�JO�B�WFSZ�IPU�PWFO�UP�TUBSU�UIFO�SFEVDF�

heat to cook meat slowly. 

t�&OTVSF�DSBDLMJOH�TJUT�BCPWF�BOZ�MJRVJE�

t�*G�UIF�DSBDLMJOH�TUJMM�OFFET�UP�DSJTQ�CSVTI�XJUI� 

a little oil and place under a hot grill. Watch 

closely, as it may burn.



Darren & 
Magdalena’s
PLAN Our menu is usually
defined by the food we have 

on hand. We get the rest of the 

produce from farmers’ markets 

and our vegie garden. While we 

gather and prepare the food 

together, Darren generally looks 

after the menu, and I pick the 

wines and dress the table. Darren’s 

cooking style is honest, casual, 

wholesome and delicious! 

TABLE We really like people 

to feel at home, so I try to create 

a space that’s inviting and earthy. 

We have a beautiful big tree with 

a swing. It makes a great backdrop 

– I hang lanterns and flowers off 

the branches and set up blankets 

and big cushions underneath. 

I’ll have plenty of fresh flowers 

in mismatched jars. We love 

handmade ceramic plates, cutlery 

with a bit of an antique feel, and 

big wooden boards. My philosophy 

with all our homewares is to buy 

once and buy well, so I’m always 

drawn to quality bespoke pieces 

with a bit of soul.

PLAYLIST Radiohead, Alt J, 

DJ Shadow, The White Stripes,  

The Beatles, The Black Keys, 

Johnny Cash, Massive Attack, 

Marlena Shaw.

DRINKS We love biodynamic 

and ‘natural’ wines for their 

interesting, subtle and refreshing 

flavours, and the philosophy 

behind them. Cullen Kevin John 

Chardonnay from Margaret River is 

a favourite, and Krinklewood wines 

from the Hunter Valley. Cocktails 

are Negronis or gin and tonic 

with cucumber. I make kombucha 

(fermented tea) and have a recipe 

for iced kombucha that’s great for 

guests who don’t want alcohol.

Smoked trout 

with fennel, 

macadamia and 

pepperberry
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OPPOSITE: Smoked trout: ‘Paper’  

series coloured rim side plates in red,  

orange and green, $45 each, Hayden 

Youlley Design�t�vintage wooden 

chest (as before) Lemon cake: vintage 

wooden chest (as before) 
Lemon, rosemary & 

ricotta cake (recipe p 79)

ENTERTAINING.



Pineapple, chocolate, 

orange and macadamias

78 delicious.



PINEAPPLE, CHOCOLATE,

ORANGE AND MACADAMIAS

SERVES 6

2/3 cup (150ml) pure (thin) cream

1 tbs glucose syrup

125g dark chocolate, chopped

1/4 cup (55g) caster sugar

Shredded zest and juice of 1 orange

300g pineapple, peeled, thinly sliced

1/2 cup (125ml) thickened cream,

whisked to stiff peaks

5 mint leaves, finely shredded

1/3 cup (50g) toasted macadamias,

roughly chopped

Heat cream and glucose in a small pan

over medium-low heat until almost boiling.

Remove from heat. Add chocolate and a

pinch of salt, stirring until smooth. Transfer

to a small bowl, cool to room temperature,

then chill for 3 hours or until set.

To make orange syrup, place sugar in

a saucepan over medium-high heat. Cook,

swirling pan occasionally, for 6 minutes or

until a dark caramel forms. Add zest and

juice, and swirl to combine. Cool slightly.

Divide pineapple among plates and dot

with small spoonfuls of chocolate mixture

and whipped cream. Drizzle with syrup and

scatter with mint and macadamias to serve.

LEMON, ROSEMARY

& RICOTTA CAKE

SERVES 8

200g softened unsalted butter, chopped

180g caster sugar

3 eggs

2/3 cup (110g) fine polenta

2 cups (200g) almond meal

2 tsp baking powder

Finely grated zest of 1 lemon and juice

of 2 lemons

250g firm ricotta, crumbled into roughly

3cm pieces

1 rosemary sprig, leaves picked

200ml thickened cream

1/2 vanilla bean, split, seeds scraped

Halved passionfruit, to serve

Preheat oven to 180°C. Grease and line

base and sides of a 12cm x 24cm loaf pan.

Beat butter and sugar until thick and

pale. Add eggs, 1 at a time, beating well

after each addition. Gently fold in polenta,

almond meal, baking powder, lemon zest

and juice, and 1 tsp salt until combined.

Gently fold in ricotta, keeping most pieces

whole, if possible. Spoon into prepared

pan and scatter over rosemary, pressing

lightly into batter. Bake for 1 hour or until

golden and a skewer comes out clean

(cover with foil if browning too quickly).

Cool cake in pan for 10 minutes, then

transfer to a wire rack to cool completely.

To make vanilla cream, whisk cream and

vanilla seeds in a bowl to stiff peaks. Chill

until ready to serve. Slice cake and serve

with vanilla cream and passionfruit.

Above: Sam, Darren and Chris raise 

a toast with locally brewed Stone  

& Wood Pacific Ale. Below: Cullen 

and Krinklewood wines.

ENTERTAINING.
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SIMPLE
pleasures

In his latest cookbook, Good 

Food, Good Life, Curtis Stone 

offers his signature brand  

of easy, breezy cooking  

with a generous dash of style.

RECIPES CURTIS STONE

PHOTOGRAPHY RAY KACHATORIAN  

FOOD STYLING VIVIAN LUI

STYLING KATE MARTINDALE

80 delicious.



Almond falafel  

and tahini sauce 

(recipe p 82)

EXTRACT.



Preheat the oven to 100°C. Line a large 

baking tray with 3 layers of paper towel.  

Half-fill a heavy-based saucepan with oil  

to 180°C (a cube of bread will turn golden 

in 30 seconds when the oil is hot enough). 

Form 1 tbs of chickpea mixture into balls 

about the size of small walnuts. Working  

in 3 batches, deep-fry the falafel for  

3 minutes or until golden. Drain on the 

prepared baking tray and season with salt. 

Transfer to a baking dish and keep warm 

in the oven while you fry the remaining 

falafel. Arrange the falafel on a platter 

and serve with accompaniments.

TAHINI SAUCE 

MAKES 11/3 CUPS 

The tahini sauce can be made up to 1 day 

ahead, covered and refrigerated.

1 garlic clove

1/2 cup (140g) tahini

1/4 cup firmly packed coriander leaves

1/4 cup firmly packed flat-leaf  

parsley leaves

1/4 cup (60ml) lemon juice

Using a food processor, finely chop garlic. 

Add the tahini, coriander and parsley, and 

whiz until herbs are finely chopped and 

mixture is smooth. With the motor 

running, add the lemon juice. Scrape 

down the sides and base of the bowl, 

then, with the motor running, slowly add 

1/3 cup (80ml) cold water to form a sauce 

the consistency of thickened cream (add 

a little more water if necessary). Season.

HERB-CRUSTED RACK  

OF LAMB WITH FENNEL

SERVES 4 

2 large fennel bulbs with fronds

1/2 cup (125ml) olive oil 

2 x 500g French-trimmed lamb racks

2 garlic cloves, chopped

1/4 cup chopped flat-leaf parsley leaves

1/2 tsp chopped rosemary leaves

1/2 tsp fennel seeds, crushed 

11/2 tbs Dijon mustard

Preheat the oven to 220°C. Trim the stalks 

from the fennel bulbs and discard. Finely 

ALMOND FALAFEL 

SERVES 6 (MAKES 24 FALAFEL)

1/2 onion, roughly chopped 

4 garlic cloves

3 tsp ground coriander

11/2 tsp ground cumin

1/2 tsp cayenne pepper

1 bunch flat-leaf parsley, leaves picked

1 bunch coriander, leaves picked

1 cup (160g) raw whole almonds

2 x 400g cans chickpeas, rinsed, drained

1/3 cup (50g) plain flour

11/2 tbs toasted sesame seeds

11/2 tsp baking powder

Sunflower oil, to deep-fry

ACCOMPANIMENTS 

6 flatbreads or pita breads, warmed

1/2 cos lettuce, very thinly sliced 

1/4 green cabbage, very thinly sliced 

1/2 red onion, very thinly sliced

125g cherry tomatoes, halved

1 Lebanese cucumber, thinly sliced

Tahini sauce (recipe follows), to serve

Place onion, garlic, ground coriander, 

cumin, cayenne and 11/2 tsp sea salt in  

a food processor and pulse until the onion 

is finely chopped. Add the parsley and 

coriander leaves, and pulse until roughly 

chopped. Add almonds and pulse until 

roughly chopped. Add chickpeas and 

pulse until roughly chopped (do not 

overblend; there should still be some 

chunks of almond and chickpea). Transfer 

mixture to a bowl and stir in the flour and 

sesame seeds. If you’re frying the falafel 

immediately, add the baking powder. 

Alternatively, cover mixture and refrigerate 

for up to 12 hours. Stir in baking powder 

just before shaping and frying the falafel. 

Curtis Stone with wife Lindsay 

and son Hudson.

82 delicious.
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Herb-crusted rack  

of lamb with fennel



chop fronds (you need about 1/4 cup).  

Set aside in a small bowl. Thinly slice  

the fennel lengthways and place in a large 

roasting pan. Toss fennel with 1 tbs oil, 

season, then spread over the bottom  

of the pan. Set aside. 

Season the lamb with salt and pepper. 

Heat a large frypan over medium-high 

heat. Add 11/2 tbs oil, then add lamb and 

cook, turning occasionally, for 6 minutes 

or until golden brown all over. Place lamb, 

fat-side up, over fennel in roasting pan.

Combine the garlic, parsley, rosemary, 

fennel seeds, mustard and the remaining 

75ml oil with the chopped fennel fronds 

and season. Spread the mixture over the 

lamb, then roast lamb for 20 minutes  

for medium-rare or until cooked to your 

liking. Transfer to a chopping board  

and rest, loosely covered with foil, for  

5 minutes. Slice lamb into double chops 

and serve with the roasted fennel.

SEAFOOD STEW WITH  

CREAM AND FENNEL

SERVES 6

45g unsalted butter

1 onion, thinly sliced

2 celery stalks, roughly chopped

1 fennel bulb, trimmed, fronds reserved, 

bulb thinly sliced

5 garlic cloves, finely chopped

2 tsp roughly chopped rosemary leaves

2 tsp roughly chopped thyme leaves

1/2 tsp dried chilli flakes

1/4 tsp fennel seeds, lightly crushed

1 bay leaf

1 cup (250ml) dry white wine

3 cups (750ml) chicken stock

2 cups (500ml) pure (thin) cream

500g skinless firm white fish fillets,  

cut into 4cm pieces

500g pot-ready mussels 

500g small clams (vongole), scrubbed

Melt butter in a large heavy-based 

saucepan over medium heat. Add the 

onion, celery, fennel, garlic, rosemary, 

thyme, dried chilli flakes, fennel seeds, 

bay leaf and 1 tsp freshly ground black 

pepper, and cook, stirring, for 10 minutes 

or until the vegetables soften. Add the 

wine and simmer for 2 minutes or until 

reduced by one-quarter. Add the stock 

and 3 cups (750ml) water, and bring to  

a simmer for 20 minutes for the flavours  

to develop. Stir in cream, return to a 

simmer for a further 5 minutes. Season 

fish, then add to stock with mussels and 

clams. Simmer for a further 5 minutes or 

until clams and mussels have opened and 

fish is just cooked through and opaque. 

Divide stew among bowls and garnish 

with reserved fennel fronds to serve.

LEMONGRASS CHICKEN WINGS

SERVES 4

To make as part of a meal, use chicken 

drumsticks, thighs, or breasts instead  

of using wings and adjust the cooking 

time accordingly.

12 whole chicken wings

1 quantity green curry paste  

(recipe follows)

Sunflower oil, to brush

15g unsalted butter, at room 

temperature

Chopped coriander leaves and lime 

wedges, to serve

Cut the chicken wings through the centre 

joint to separate the drummettes. Transfer 

to a large bowl. Reserve 1 tbs curry paste, 

then rub the chicken with the remainder 

to coat. Cover and marinate in the fridge 

for at least 2 hours.

Preheat a barbecue grill to medium. 

Brush grill with a little oil. 

Lightly season the chicken with salt  

(not too much, as there is fish sauce  

in the curry paste), then barbecue, 

turning, for 10 minutes or until lightly 

charred and cooked through. Transfer  

to a bowl and toss with the butter and 

reserved green curry paste to coat. Place 

on a platter, sprinkle with coriander and 

serve immediately with lime wedges. 

GREEN CURRY PASTE 

MAKES 11/4 CUPS 

Use this Thai paste as a marinade, in 

stir-fries or curries, and as a soup base.  

It will keep for up to 5 days, stored in  

an airtight container in the refrigerator. 

2 tsp coriander seeds

2/3 cup firmly packed coriander leaves

1/3 cup firmly packed basil leaves

2 large eschalots, quartered

8 garlic cloves

2 lemongrass stalks, each trimmed  

to 20cm, thinly sliced

10cm piece ginger, peeled,  

roughly chopped

4 green bird’s-eye chillies or small 

serrano chillies, roughly chopped

2 kaffir lime leaves, roughly chopped

11/2 tbs fish sauce

1/4 cup (60ml) sunflower oil

Heat a small heavy-based frypan over 

medium heat. Add the coriander seeds 

and cook, stirring, for 3 minutes or until 

lightly toasted. Transfer to a plate to cool, 

then roughly crush using a mortar and 

pestle. Place in a small food processor 

with the coriander and basil leaves, 

eschalot, garlic, lemongrass, ginger,  

chilli and kaffir lime, and whiz, occasionally 

scraping down the sides of the bowl, until 

very finely chopped. Add fish sauce and 

oil, and whiz, occasionally scraping down 

the sides of the bowl, to a coarse paste.

ROASTED BANANA SOUFFLES 

WITH CARAMEL SAUCE 

SERVES 6

Banana custard can be made up to 1 day 

ahead, covered and refrigerated. Bring  

to room temperature before proceeding. 

For easy wow factor, dust the souffles  

with icing sugar at the table and serve  

the caramel sauce in a bowl with spoons,  

so your guests can drizzle as much over 

their dessert as they please. 

Softened unsalted butter,  

to grease

90g caster sugar,  

plus extra to dust

2 large ripe bananas, unpeeled

2/3 cup (165ml) pure (thin) cream,  

at room temperature

2/3 cup (165ml) milk,  

at room temperature

1/2 vanilla bean, split lengthways

3 large eggs, separated,  

plus 2 extra eggwhites

84 delicious.



Seafood stew with 

cream and fennel

EXTRACT.



3 tsp plain flour

Icing sugar, to dust

1/2 quantity of caramel sauce

(recipe follows), to serve

Position a rack in the centre of the oven,

place a heavy baking tray on the rack and

preheat the oven to 190°C. Using a brush,

and working from the base to the top, coat

the insides of four 1-cup (250ml) ramekins

with butter (this will help the souffles to

rise). Refrigerate for 2 minutes or until

the butter is cold and set. Repeat with

a second coat of butter, then dust with

caster sugar, shaking out excess. Return

ramekins to the fridge to chill.

Place the bananas on a baking tray

lined with foil, then roast for 30 minutes

or until the peel is completely blackened

and the flesh is soft. Remove bananas

from the oven (leave oven on) and set

aside until cool enough to handle. Peel

the bananas (you should have about

1 heaped cup of banana flesh). Place in

a blender, add the cream and milk, and

blend until smooth. Transfer banana

mixture to a heavy-based saucepan.

Add seeds from the vanilla pod, then

bring to a simmer over medium heat.

Meanwhile, combine egg yolks and

30g caster sugar in a bowl and whisk

for 1 minute or until light and fluffy. Whisk

in flour, then whisk in hot banana mixture.

Return mixture to pan and cook, stirring

constantly, over medium-high heat for

3 minutes or until custard is very thick and

just beginning to bubble. Transfer custard

to a large bowl, cover surface closely

with plastic wrap to prevent a skin from

forming, then cool to room temperature.

In the bowl of a stand mixer fitted with

the whisk attachment, whisk eggwhites

on medium-high speed for 1 minute

or until they begin to foam. Gradually

rain over the remaining 60g caster sugar 

and whisk for 3 minutes or until peaks are 

nearly stiff. Alternatively, use  

a handheld whisk, but the whisking times 

will be a bit longer. Whisk one-third of  

the whipped eggwhite mixture into the 

banana custard to loosen. Fold in another 

third of the eggwhite mixture, then fold  

in the remaining eggwhite mixture. 

Divide the mixture evenly among the 

prepared ramekins. Bake the souffles for 

15 minutes or until they have risen but are 

still a bit liquid in the centre. Dust tops 

with icing sugar and serve immediately 

with the caramel sauce.

CARAMEL SAUCE 

MAKES 11/2 CUPS

The caramel sauce can be made up to  

3 days ahead, covered and refrigerated. 

Reheat over low heat.

12/3 cups (370g) caster sugar

2/3 cup (165ml) pure (thin) cream

60g chopped unsalted butter,  

softened

Heat a heavy-based saucepan over 

medium heat. Add the sugar and cook, 

without stirring, for 5 minutes or until  

the sugar melts and turns a deep amber 

colour. As the sugar melts and 

caramelises, tilt and swirl the pan to 

distribute the caramel evenly, but do not 

stir. As soon as the caramel is a deep 

amber colour, remove pan from the heat. 

Tilt the pan slightly away from you and 

add the cream and butter, whisking until 

butter melts and the sauce is smooth and 

combined. Stir in 3/4 tsp sea salt flakes  

and cool slightly before serving. 

Roasted banana souffles  

with caramel sauce

Good Food,

Good Life

(Ebury Australia,

$39.99), by

Curtis Stone,

is available

in bookshops

nationally.

86 delicious.
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Lemongrass chicken wings 



Produce Awards judge Matt Moran digs into a colourful  

autumn crop of brassicas, nuts and orchard fruits.

RECIPES MATT MORAN  PHOTOGRAPHY JEREMY SIMONS  STYLING VIVIEN WALSH

DELIGHTS

garden of earthy

Mustard-crusted veal roast 

with red cabbage slaw  

(recipe p 94)

MATT MORAN.
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GRILLED AVOCADO WITH RADISH, 

CUCUMBER & HERB SALAD

SERVES 4 

2 Lebanese cucumbers, thinly sliced  

on the diagonal 

11/2 tbs olive oil

2 firm, ripe avocados
1/2 bunch radishes, very thinly sliced 
1/4 bunch each tarragon, dill, mint  

and flat-leaf parsley, leaves picked

CLASSIC DRESSING

2 tbs chardonnay vinegar  

or white wine vinegar

1 tbs lemon juice

1 tsp Dijon mustard
1/2 cup (125ml) grapeseed oil

For the dressing, whisk vinegar, lemon 

juice and mustard in a bowl. Whisking 

constantly, slowly add grapeseed oil until 

thick and emulsified. Season. Set aside.

Combine cucumber in a bowl with half 

the olive oil and 1/4 tsp salt. Set aside.

Preheat a chargrill pan to medium-high. 

Halve avocados lengthways and remove 

seeds, leaving skin intact, then halve 

lengthways again. Brush cut sides with 

remaining olive oil, then cook, cut-side 

down, for 2 minutes or until lightly charred. 

Turn and cook other cut side for a further 

2 minutes. Set aside to cool for 5 minutes, 

then peel skin and discard.

To serve, combine all the ingredients on 

a platter, drizzle with dressing and season.

PAN-FRIED MORETON BAY BUGS 

WITH CAULIFLOWER AND JAMON 

SERVES 4

1 small cauliflower, roughly chopped 

300ml chicken stock 

100ml pure (thin) cream 

1 tsp mild curry powder 

100g unsalted butter
1/4 cup (60ml) olive oil

1 tsp ground cumin 

12 Moreton Bay bug tails,  

shells removed, cleaned

100g thinly sliced jamon Serrano 

or prosciutto

Coriander leaves and baby celery 

leaves (optional), to serve

JAMON CRUMB

1 tbs olive oil

50g thinly sliced jamon Serrano or 

prosciutto, roughly chopped

50g day-old sourdough,  

torn into small pieces 

1 tbs finely chopped coriander leaves

WALNUT DRESSING 

1/4 cup (60ml) walnut oil 

1 small garlic clove, crushed 
1/2 tsp Dijon mustard 

11/2 tbs white wine vinegar 

11/2 tbs honey 

For the dressing, place all ingredients  

in a small food processor and whiz until 

smooth. Season and set aside.

For jamon crumb, heat oil in a frypan 

over medium heat. Add jamon and cook 

for 1-2 minutes until crisp. Add bread and 

cook for 2-3 minutes until golden and crisp. 

Cool slightly. Transfer to a food processor 

and whiz to fine crumbs. Combine in  

a bowl with coriander, then set aside. 

Combine half the cauliflower in a 

saucepan with stock, cream and curry 

powder. Bring to a simmer over medium 

heat, reduce heat to low, season and cover 

with a lid. Cook for 15-20 minutes until 

tender. Cool slightly, transfer to a blender 

with 50g butter and whiz to a smooth 

puree. Season. Cover and keep warm. 

Meanwhile, place the remaining 

cauliflower in a food processor. >>  

“I’m one of the ‘lost generation’ who hated 

cauliflower as a child – because it was 

always boiled to mush! Thankfully, we now 

know how versatile and delicious it can be.”

90 delicious.



Pan-fried Moreton Bay bugs 

with cauliflower and jamon

MATT MORAN.



Grilled avocado with radish, 

cucumber & herb salad

“Grilling avocado gives it a gently smoky 

flavour, adding another dimension to its 

creaminess. Peppery radish and freshly 

picked herbs take it to the next level.”

MATT MORAN.
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Pulse until it resembles breadcrumbs. Heat 

2 tbs olive oil in a frypan over medium 

heat. Cook cauliflower and cumin, stirring, 

for 4-5 minutes until golden and tender. 

Season, then set aside and keep warm. 

Heat remaining 50g butter and 1 tbs 

olive oil in a large frypan over high heat. 

Add bugs and cook for 1-2 minutes each 

side until just cooked through. 

To serve, divide cauliflower puree, bugs 

and jamon among 4 plates, scatter over 

cauliflower ’couscous’ and jamon crumb, 

drizzle with dressing and garnish with 

coriander and baby celery leaves, if using.

MUSTARD-CRUSTED VEAL ROAST  

WITH RED CABBAGE SLAW

SERVES 4

1/4 cup (70g) each Dijon

and wholegrain mustard

1 tbs hot English mustard
1/4 bunch flat-leaf parsley, leaves finely

chopped, plus extra leaves to serve

1.5kg standing 4-rib veal roast

1 tbs olive oil

80g unsalted butter
1/4 bunch thyme

100ml red wine

350ml veal or beef stock

RED CABBAGE SLAW

1/4 red cabbage, thinly shredded

1 Granny Smith apple
1/3 cup (50g) hazelnuts, roasted,

skins removed, roughly chopped,

plus extra to serve

21/2 tbs whole-egg mayonnaise
1/2 tbs chardonnay vinegar

or white wine vinegar
1/4 bunch flat-leaf parsley, leaves

chopped, plus extra to serve

Preheat oven to 200°C. To make mustard

crust, combine mustards and parsley in

a bowl and set aside.

Using a sharp knife, scrape away any

excess meat from veal bones, then wrap

each bone in foil to prevent burning. Heat

oil in a large frypan. Season veal, then add

to frypan. Cook, turning, for 5 minutes or

until browned all over. Add butter and half

the thyme, then, using a spoon, baste veal

with butter for 1-2 minutes. Transfer to  

a roasting pan, pour over the basting 

juices, then roast for 15 minutes or until  

medium-rare. Remove from oven and rest, 

loosely covered with foil, for 10 minutes. 

Meanwhile, return frypan to medium 

heat and add wine, scraping bottom of 

pan. Cook for 2-3 minutes until reduced 

slightly, then add stock and bring to the 

boil. Reduce heat to medium and cook 

for 4-5 minutes until slightly thickened. 

Remove from heat, add remaining thyme, 

then transfer to a jug and keep warm. 

Spread mustard mixture over veal,  

then return to pan and roast for a further 

15 minutes or until golden. Rest, loosely 

covered with foil, for 10 minutes.

Meanwhile, for slaw, place cabbage

in a bowl. Core and cut apple into thin

matchsticks. Add to bowl with remaining

ingredients and combine well. Season,

then top with extra hazelnuts and parsley.

Remove foil from bones and carve veal.

Serve with slaw, strained red-wine jus and

extra parsley.

SPICED POACHED PEARS WITH

CRYSTALLISED WALNUTS

SERVES 4

You will need a kitchen thermometer.

350ml chardonnay vinegar

or white wine vinegar

15 cardamom pods, lightly crushed

4 star anise

1 vanilla bean, split

21/2 cups (330g) caster sugar

2 packham pears, peeled, cored,

each cut into 6 wedges

Juice of 1 lemon

2 each nashi and corella pears

Vanilla ice cream and baby mint leaves,

to serve

CRYSTALLISED WALNUTS

350g caster sugar

100g walnuts

For the crystallised walnuts, combine half

the sugar with 175ml water in a saucepan

and bring to the boil over high heat.

Bring the temperature to 120°C, add the

walnuts and return to a simmer. Strain

walnuts, discarding syrup, then place in

a bowl with the remaining 175g sugar

and toss gently to coat. Shake off excess

sugar, then place walnuts on a baking

paper-lined tray and set aside to cool

completely. Roughly chop and set aside.

Place vinegar, spices, sugar and 2 cups

(500ml) water in a saucepan and bring

to the boil over high heat. Remove from

heat. Cool to room temperature in the

pan. Place packham pears in the cooled

syrup, then return to the boil over high

heat. Immediately reduce heat to low

and simmer for 5 minutes or until just

tender. Set aside to cool in the syrup.

Fill a large bowl with water and add

lemon juice. Peel nashi, then, using

a mandoline, thinly slice. Discard cores.

Add to the bowl of lemon water (this will

prevent them from browning). Thinly slice

unpeeled corella pears lengthways,

discard cores, and add to the bowl.

Drain sliced pear, then divide among

4 plates with poached pear and a little

syrup. Top with a scoop of ice cream,

crystallised walnuts and mint to serve.

Opposite: spiced 

poached pears  

with crystallised 

walnuts.

94 delicious.
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Need some weeknight inspiration in a hurry?  

Warren Mendes comes to the rescue with these 

quick-smart ideas for everyday eating.

10midweek
MARVELS

PHOTOGRAPHY BEN DEARNLEY STYLING DAVID MORGAN

Follow Warren: @warrenmendes



Broccolini & soba 

noodle salad with 

wasabi dressing  

and ginger salt

delicious. 97
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BROCCOLINI & SOBA NOODLE 

SALAD WITH WASABI DRESSING 

AND GINGER SALT

SERVES 2

2 eggs

2 bunches broccolini, sliced lengthways

1 cup (120g) frozen podded edamame, 

thawed

2 tbs soy sauce

1 tbs peanut oil

1 tsp wasabi paste

1 tbs mirin

11/2 tbs sea salt flakes

2 tsp very finely chopped ginger

180g soba noodles, cooked  

according to packet instructions, 

drained

1 avocado, sliced

Bring a saucepan of water to the boil  

over medium heat. Add the eggs and 

cook for 6 minutes for soft-boiled or  

until cooked to your liking, then drain. 

Refresh eggs under cold running water,  

then peel and set aside. 

Meanwhile, in a separate pan of boiling 

water, cook the broccolini for 2 minutes  

or until just tender. Add the edamame 

and cook for a further 1 minute or until 

warmed through. Drain and set aside. 

To make the dressing, whisk the soy 

sauce, peanut oil, wasabi and mirin in  

a bowl until combined. Set aside.

To make the ginger salt, place the  

salt and ginger in a small bowl and rub 

together with your fingers to combine. 

Place the soba noodles, broccolini  

and avocado in a large bowl and drizzle 

with the wasabi dressing. Cut the eggs  

into quarters and place on top of noodles. 

Sprinkle with ginger salt to serve.

MUSTARD PORK WITH CRACKLING 

AND BUTTER-BEAN SMASH

SERVES 4

4 x 220g pork loin chops

1 tbs honey

1 tbs mustard powder

6 sage leaves, finely chopped,  

plus extra leaves to serve

3 garlic cloves, crushed

1/3 cup (80ml) olive oil, plus extra to drizzle

75g unsalted butter

2 x 400g cans butter beans,  

rinsed, drained

1/2 cup (125ml) milk

1 small radicchio, leaves torn

150g green beans, blanched,  

halved lengthways

Juice of 1 lemon

Preheat oven to 250ºC. Using a sharp knife, 

remove skin and fat from the chops in one 

piece. Pat skin dry, then place on a baking 

tray. Roast for 20 minutes or until crackled.

Meanwhile, combine the honey, mustard 

powder, sage, two-thirds of the garlic and  

2 tbs oil, and rub over the pork chops. Heat 

remaining 2 tbs oil in a large frypan over 

medium heat. Cook the pork chops for  

5 minutes each side or until caramelised 

and cooked through. Set aside and rest, 

loosely covered with foil, for 5 minutes.

To make the bean smash, melt butter in  

a pan over medium heat. Cook remaining 

garlic for 1 minute or until fragrant. Add  

the butter beans, season and cook for  

2-3 minutes to warm through. Add milk  

and roughly mash with a fork. 

Combine radicchio, green beans and  

lemon juice in a bowl and drizzle with  

extra olive oil. Serve with chops, crackling, 

bean smash and extra sage leaves.

BEEF, BEER &  

BACON SPAGHETTI 

SERVES 4

2 tbs olive oil

8 streaky bacon rashers, chopped

1 onion, finely chopped

1 leek (pale part only), thinly sliced

3 garlic cloves, chopped

6 thyme sprigs, leaves picked

2 tbs tomato paste

500g beef mince

1/4 cup (60ml) Worcestershire sauce

345ml beer (we used lager)

400g can chopped tomatoes

400g bucatini or other long pasta

Grated parmesan and chopped  

flat-leaf parsley, to serve

Heat oil in a large saucepan over medium 

heat. Cook the bacon for 4-5 minutes until 

crisp and fat has rendered. Add the onion 

and leek, and cook, stirring, for 3-4 minutes 

until softened. Add the garlic and thyme, 

and cook for a further 1-2 minutes until 

fragrant. Increase heat to medium-high  

and add the tomato paste. Cook, stirring, 

for 1 minute, then add the beef and cook, 

stirring, for 5-6 minutes until browned.  

Add Worcestershire sauce, beer and 

chopped tomato, scraping the bottom  

of the pan. Bring to a simmer, then  

reduce heat to medium-low and cook for  

30-35 minutes until reduced and thickened.

Cook the pasta according to packet 

instructions. Drain, reserving 1/3 cup 

(80ml) cooking water. 

Add reserved cooking water to the beef 

mixture and stir to loosen. Add the pasta  

to the pan and toss to combine. 

Divide pasta among bowls and serve 

topped with parmesan and parsley. 

FASTER FOOD.
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Mustard pork  

with crackling and 

butter-bean smash
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CHICKEN FRIED RICE

SERVES 4

100ml peanut oil

2 eggs, lightly beaten 

1 barbecue chicken, meat shredded

1 long red chilli, finely chopped,  

plus extra to serve

1/2 bunch spring onions,  

white and pale green parts chopped

1/4 savoy cabbage, outer leaves 

discarded, finely shredded

2 garlic cloves, chopped

11/3 cups (120g) long-grain rice, cooked  

to packet instructions, cooled

1 bunch coriander, leaves picked

1 tbs black sesame seeds

KOREAN BARBECUE SAUCE

1/4 cup (60ml) light soy sauce 

1/4 cup (60g) brown sugar

2 garlic cloves, crushed

3 tsp each chilli paste and grated ginger

1 tbs rice wine vinegar

2 tsp sesame oil

For the barbecue sauce, combine all the 

ingredients in a bowl and season with pepper. 

Heat 1 tbs oil in a wok or large frypan over 

high heat. Add the egg and cook, stirring,  

for 1 minute or until softly scrambled. Remove 

from pan and set aside. 

Add another 2 tbs oil to the pan with the 

chicken and half the barbecue sauce. Stir-fry 

for 5-6 minutes until caramelised. Remove  

from pan and set aside. 

Add remaining 2 tbs oil to pan with chilli, 

spring onion, cabbage and garlic. Stir-fry  

for 1 minute or until fragrant. Add the rice  

and remaining barbecue sauce, and cook, 

stirring, for 1-2 minutes to warm through. 

Increase heat to high and cook for a further  

6 minutes or until rice begins to crisp around 

the edges. Remove from heat and stir through 

reserved chicken, egg and half the coriander.

Divide rice among bowls. Serve topped with 

sesame, extra chilli and remaining coriander.

FASTER FOOD.
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Beef, beer &  

bacon spaghetti

delicious. 101
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PROSCIUTTO, CHEDDAR  

& POLENTA FRITTATA 

SERVES 4

2 tbs olive oil

1 onion, thinly sliced

2 garlic cloves, crushed

11/2 cups (375ml) milk

1/3 cup (55g) polenta

6 eggs

11/4 cups (150g) grated cheddar

250g punnet cherry tomatoes,  

halved

2 zucchinis, cut into thin strips using a 

mandoline

8 thin slices prosciutto

Preheat the oven to 220ºC. Heat oil in a 

deep ovenproof frypan over medium-high 

heat. Add onion and cook for 3-4 minutes 

until softened. Add the garlic and cook 

for 1-2 minutes until fragrant, then add 

milk and 1 cup (250ml) water. Bring to  

a simmer, then, whisking constantly,  

add the polenta in a slow, steady stream. 

Reduce heat to low and cook, stirring 

occasionally, for 8-10 minutes until the 

polenta is almost cooked. Combine  

the eggs and cheese in a bowl. Season, 

then stir through the polenta mixture. 

Add three-quarters of the tomato  

and zucchini to the pan, reserving  

the remainder to serve. Stir through,  

then transfer to the oven and cook  

for 20 minutes or until risen and golden. 

Remove from oven and cool slightly.

Top the frittata with prosciutto and 

reserved tomato and zucchini to serve.

102 delicious.
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SPICED LAMB WRAPS WITH  

ROAST CAPSICUM HUMMUS 

SERVES 4

1/3 cup (80ml) olive oil

800g lamb loin steaks, meat cut into 

3cm pieces, bone discarded

1 large onion, chopped

3 garlic cloves, chopped

1 tsp each ground cumin,  

sumac and coriander

11/4 cups (310ml) beef stock

400g can chopped tomatoes

400g can chickpeas, rinsed,  

drained

100g marinated roasted  

capsicum, drained

2 tbs tahini

Finely grated zest and juice of 1/2 lemon, 

plus extra lemon wedges to serve

4 Lebanese breads, warmed

Thick Greek-style yoghurt, torn mint 

leaves and chilli pickles, to serve

Heat 2 tbs oil in a heavy-based saucepan 

over medium-high heat. Cook lamb, 

turning, for 3-4 minutes until browned. 

Remove from pan and set aside. 

Add 1 tbs oil to pan and cook onion,  

2 garlic cloves and spices for 2-3 minutes 

until fragrant. Add stock and tomatoes, 

then return lamb to pan and bring to  

a simmer. Reduce heat to medium-low 

and cook for 35-40 minutes until the 

lamb is tender and sauce is reduced.

Meanwhile, to make the hummus, whiz 

chickpeas, capsicum, tahini, lemon zest 

and juice, and remaining garlic and 1 tbs 

oil in a small food processor until smooth.

Spread hummus over bread and top 

with spiced lamb, yoghurt, mint and chilli 

pickles. Serve with extra lemon wedges. 

FASTER FOOD.
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MUSHROOM CURRY 

SERVES 4

2 tbs peanut or sunflower oil

1 onion, chopped

2 garlic cloves, chopped

3 tsp grated ginger

2 kaffir lime leaves, very finely shredded

1/4 cup (75g) red curry paste

1 tbs tomato paste

250g button mushrooms, halved

2 truss tomatoes, cut into wedges

400g can brown lentils, rinsed, drained

400ml can coconut milk

1/2 butternut pumpkin (800g), peeled,  

cut into 2cm pieces

150g baby spinach leaves

Steamed rice, coriander leaves and thinly 

sliced red chilli, to serve

Heat oil in a large pan over medium heat. 

Add onion and cook for 3-4 minutes until 

softened. Add the garlic, ginger, kaffir lime 

and curry and tomato pastes, and cook for 

1-2 minutes until fragrant. Add mushrooms 

and tomato wedges, and cook, stirring,  

for 2-3 minutes, then add the lentils and 

coconut milk. Rinse out coconut milk can 

with 1/2 cup (125ml) water and add to pan. 

Increase heat to medium-high and bring to 

a simmer. Season and cook for 5-6 minutes 

until the flavours have infused. Add the 

pumpkin and cook for 10 minutes or until 

just tender. Stir through the spinach and 

cook for a further 1 minute or until wilted. 

Serve curry with steamed rice and 

sprinkled with coriander and chilli. 

HARISSA ROAST CHICKEN  

WITH CHICKPEAS AND FETA

SERVES 4

11/2 tbs harissa paste

2 tsp honey

1 lemon, halved

1/4 cup (60ml) olive oil

1.8kg whole chicken, jointed into 4

1 onion, sliced

2 garlic cloves, crushed

1 tsp cumin seeds, lightly crushed

2 x 400g cans chickpeas, rinsed, drained

2 truss tomatoes, seeds removed, 

chopped

100g soft feta, crumbled

1/4 bunch mint, leaves picked

Preheat oven to 200°C. Whisk the harissa, 

honey, the zest and juice of one lemon half 

and 1 tbs oil in a bowl. Set aside. 

Heat remaining 2 tbs oil in a shallow 

flameproof casserole over medium heat. 

Season chicken with salt. Cook, skin-side 

down, for 4-5 minutes until golden. Remove 

from casserole and set aside. 

Add onion to casserole and cook for  

3-4 minutes until softened. Add the garlic 

and cumin seeds, and cook for 1-2 minutes 

until fragrant. Add chickpeas and tomato, 

and stir to combine. Brush chicken pieces 

with harissa sauce. Add chicken, skin-side 

up, to casserole on top of chickpeas. Roast  

for 35-40 minutes until dark golden and 

cooked through. 

Scatter with the feta and mint, and 

squeeze over juice from remaining lemon 

half to serve.

FASTER FOOD.
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Harissa roast chicken 

with chickpeas and feta

delicious. 105
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QUICK FILO FISH PIE 

SERVES 4

1 cup (250ml) milk

2 eggs, lightly beaten

1 tbs chopped dill

1/2 cup (140g) thick Greek-style yoghurt

1/2 tsp smoked paprika (pimenton)

16 green prawns, peeled, deveined

2 x 150g hot-smoked salmon fillets, flaked

1 cup (120g) frozen peas, thawed

1 baby fennel bulb, very finely chopped

8 sheets filo pastry

100g unsalted butter, melted,  

cooled slightly

Lemon wedges, to serve

Preheat the oven to 180°C.

Combine the milk, eggs, dill, yoghurt 

and paprika in a bowl. Divide the prawns, 

salmon, peas and fennel among four 

350ml ovenproof dishes, then pour in  

the milk mixture. Lay 2 sheets of filo on  

a clean work surface. Brush with butter, 

then scrunch together and lightly place on 

top of a pie filling. Repeat with remaining 

filo and pies. Bake for 30 minutes or until 

pastry is golden and crisp, and prawns  

are just cooked. Cool slightly. 

Serve pies with lemon wedges.

PEAR & COCONUT CRUMBLE  

WITH DOUBLE-THICK CREAM 

SERVES 4-6

5 beurre bosc pears

1 lemon, halved

125g pitted dates, chopped

1/3 cup (75g) coconut sugar

75g unsalted butter, melted,  

cooled slightly

1/3 cup (50g) self-raising flour

1 cup (100g) almond meal

1/2 cup (70g) slivered almonds

1 tsp ground cinnamon

300ml double-thick cream

Preheat the oven to 200°C. 

Peel and core the pears, rubbing the 

flesh with half a lemon to prevent them 

from going brown. Cut into thin wedges, 

then place in a 22cm round baking dish. 

Add the dates, 1 tbs coconut sugar, juice 

from remaining lemon half and 2 tbs water, 

and toss well to coat. Cover with foil and 

bake for 15 minutes or until just tender. 

Meanwhile, to make crumble, combine 

butter, flour, almond meal, almonds, 

cinnamon and remaining 1/4 cup (35g) 

coconut sugar in a bowl. Remove foil from 

baking dish and stir pears to coat in syrup. 

Sprinkle crumble over pear mixture, then 

return to oven and bake, uncovered, for  

a further 20 minutes or until crumble is 

dark golden and pears are tender.

Serve with double-thick cream.  
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Pear & coconut 

crumble with 

double-thick cream
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This year’s Noosa International Food & Wine Festival sees a new addition to its popular food trails  
that will bring a whole new meaning to paddock-to-plate, as guests get up close and personal  
with third-generation farmers George and Kacey Walker, and their nomadic pastured chickens.

RECIPES MARTIN BOETZ, ALEX HERBERT & CAMERON MATTHEWS PHOTOGRAPHY JEREMY SIMONS STYLING DAVID MORGAN

nomad’s LAND
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Cameron Matthews’ honey  

& lemon roast chicken (recipe p 114)

delicious. 109



WALKER FAMILY CHICKEN PIE

SERVES 4-6

1.8kg whole chicken

1 each onion and carrot, chopped

2 bay leaves

2 tbs olive oil

80g unsalted butter 

2 leeks (pale part only), thinly sliced 

1/3 cup (50g) plain flour

1 cup (250ml) thickened cream 

2 tsp Dijon mustard

2 tbs chopped tarragon

150g Swiss brown mushrooms, sliced

1 egg, lightly beaten

ROUGH PUFF PASTRY

21/2 cups (400g) plain flour

250g chilled unsalted butter, chopped

1/2 cup (120g) sour cream

Place chicken, onion, carrot and bay in  

a large saucepan, adding enough water  

to cover chicken. Bring to a simmer over 

medium heat, skimming off any impurities 

that rise to the surface. Reduce heat to 

low and simmer, partially covered, for  

1 hour or until chicken is just cooked.  

Turn off heat and set aside for 30 minutes. 

Remove the chicken and strain stock, 

reserving 11/2 cups (375ml) stock (freeze 

remaining stock for another use).

Heat 1 tbs oil and half the butter  

in a deep frypan over medium heat.  

Add the leek, season with salt, then 

reduce heat to medium-low and cook  

for 5-6 minutes until softened. Add  

flour and cook, stirring, for 1 minute to 

coat leek, then add reserved 11/2 cups 

(375ml) chicken stock. Cook, stirring,  

for a further 2-3 minutes until thickened. 

Add cream, mustard and tarragon, and 

stir to combine. Season and set aside. 

In a separate frypan, melt remaining  

40g butter over medium-high heat.  

Add mushrooms and cook, stirring,  

for 3-4 minutes until softened. Shred  

the chicken, discarding skin and bones,  

and add to leek mixture with mushrooms. 

Cool, then chill until ready to use. 

Preheat the oven to 180°C. Grease  

a 3cm-deep, 26cm x 30cm baking dish.  

For pastry, using your fingers, rub flour and 

butter together in a bowl to form large 

clumps. Add sour cream and 1/2 cup (125ml) 

cold water and stir until just combined 

(there should still be lumps of butter 

visible). Turn out onto a lightly floured 

surface and bring together. Roll out to  

a 12cm x 30cm rectangle, fold into three 

from one short end, then re-roll to the 

same dimensions. Repeat 3 times, finishing 

with a 26cm x 30cm rectangle. Place 

chicken mixture in prepared dish. Lay 

pastry over, pressing edges to seal and 

crimping with a fork. Brush pastry with  

egg, then bake for 30 minutes or until the 

pastry is golden and crisp, and filling is hot.

VITELLO TONNATO

SERVES 6

1kg veal topside, tied

1 each onion and carrot, chopped

2 celery stalks, chopped

2 bay leaves

1 rosemary sprig

4 thyme sprigs

1/4 bunch flat-leaf parsley, stalks 

reserved, plus chopped leaves to serve

150g green beans, blanched, refreshed

2 tbs salted capers, rinsed, drained

1 lemon, thinly sliced

2/3 cup (100g) pitted kalamata olives

TUNA MAYONNAISE

2 eggs

1 tsp Dijon mustard

Juice of 1/2 lemon

1/2 cup (125ml) each extra virgin olive oil 

and sunflower oil 

200g good-quality canned tuna, drained

3 anchovy fillets, finely chopped

Place the veal, onion, carrot, celery, bay 

leaves, rosemary, thyme and parsley stalks 

in a large saucepan and add enough cold 

water to completely cover veal. Bring to  

a simmer over medium-high heat, then 

reduce heat to low and cook, skimming  

any impurities that rise to the surface, for  

45 minutes to 1 hour, or until veal is just 

cooked. Remove veal from pan. Rest, 

loosely covered in foil, for 15 minutes.

Meanwhile, for the tuna mayonnaise,  

crack eggs into a small bowl. Bring >>  

T
he latest events on the 

Noosa International Food  

& Wine Festival program  

are proof again of an 

increasing interest in the 

provenance and production of food. 

These two Hinterland Trails, which take 

guests to the Walkers’ Barwood farm 

near Kenilworth, Qld, are also close to  

the hearts of chefs Martin Boetz (The 

Cooks Co-op) and longtime collaborator  

Alex Herbert, who will be cooking  

at the events alongside local luminary 

Cameron Matthews, of Spicers Retreat.

The farm produces pasture-raised 

nomadic chicken eggs, chicken, beef  

and cow’s milk, and follows best-practice 

regenerative agricultural methods. 

“It’s really interesting to see how  

a young couple have changed their  

lives to create sustainable farming 

practices,” says Martin. “George  

and Kacey have learnt a lot from 

overseas farmers and follow influential 

American farmer Joel Salatin’s methods 

for egg and chicken production. They’re 

passionate about giving back to the 

earth and doing things differently.”

These recipes are inspired by the 

produce grown and reared on the farm.  

Hinterland Trails are on May 14 and  

May 15. Visit: noosafoodandwine.com.au.

Kacey and George Walker with their 

children, Abbie, David and Lachlan.
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Walker family 

chicken pie



Martin Boetz’s  

vitello tonnato

 112 delicious.



Alex Herbert’s lemon curd, 

strawberry & meringue trifle
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a saucepan of water to a very gentle

simmer over medium-low heat. Swirl the

water to create a whirlpool, then carefully

lower in eggs. Cook for 1 minute, then

remove eggs with a slotted spoon and

drain on paper towel. Cool slightly,

then transfer to a food processor with

mustard and lemon juice. Season, then

whiz to combine. With the motor running,

gradually add combined oils until mixture

is thick and emulsified. Flake the tuna

with a fork, then fold through the

mayonnaise with the anchovy.

To serve, place beans on a platter. Thinly

slice veal and place on beans, generously

spread over tuna mayonnaise and top with

capers, lemon, olives and chopped parsley.

HONEY & LEMON ROAST CHICKEN

SERVES 4-6

1.8kg whole chicken

2 tbs each honey and olive oil

30g unsalted butter

2 cinnamon quills

4 thyme sprigs

4 lemon leaves (optional)

1/2 cup (75g) toasted macadamias,

roughly chopped

Roasted chat potatoes, to serve

LEMON STOCK SYRUP

3 garlic cloves, bruised

4 lemons, halved, juiced, halves reserved

1kg caster sugar

10 thyme sprigs

5 rosemary sprigs

2 bay leaves

For the lemon stock syrup, place all the

ingredients, including juiced lemon halves,

and 2L (8 cups) water in a large saucepan.

Bring to a simmer over medium-high heat,

stirring until sugar dissolves.

Add chicken to lemon stock syrup and

enough hot water to cover. Reduce heat

to low and simmer for 10 minutes. Remove 

from heat, cover with a lid and set aside

to cool completely.

Preheat oven to 200°C. Remove chicken 

from syrup and pat dry with paper towel.

Brush with honey and season. Heat oil and 

butter in a large flameproof roasting pan

over medium heat. Add cinnamon, thyme 

and lemon leaves, if using. Add chicken

and 6 lemon halves to pan and baste with 

butter mixture. Roast for 20 minutes or until 

chicken is golden and juices run clear when 

thickest part of thigh is pierced. Serve with 

macadamias and roasted chat potatoes.

LEMON CURD, STRAWBERRY

& MERINGUE TRIFLE

SERVES 6

You will need a kitchen thermometer.

3 eggwhites

11/2 cups (330g) caster sugar

1/2 vanilla bean, split

Juice of 1 lemon

500g strawberries, hulled, halved

Freeze-dried strawberries,

to serve

CUSTARD

4 egg yolks

1/2 cup (110g) caster sugar

1 cup (250ml) each milk and

thickened cream

1/2 vanilla bean, split, seeds scraped

LEMON CURD

Finely grated zest of 2 lemons,

plus 150ml lemon juice

6 egg yolks

150g caster sugar

150g chilled unsalted butter,

chopped

Preheat oven to 100˚C. To make meringue, 

half-fill a saucepan with water and bring  

to the boil over medium heat. Whisk the 

eggwhites with 1 cup (220g) sugar in a 

heatproof bowl. Place over saucepan (don't 

let bowl touch water). Whisk constantly until 

the mixture reaches 70°C. Transfer to an 

electric mixer and beat on high until slightly 

cooled mixture is stiff and glossy. Line  

2 baking trays with baking paper, then 

place 8 equal-sized dollops of meringue  

on each. Bake for 1 hour or until crisp on 

the outside and cooked through. Turn off 

oven and cool, with door ajar, for 2 hours. 

Meanwhile, for custard, whisk yolks and 

sugar in a bowl. Heat milk, cream and 

vanilla pod and seeds in a saucepan over 

medium heat until almost boiling. Remove 

from heat and gradually whisk into yolk 

mixture. Return to the saucepan over 

medium-low heat and cook, stirring 

constantly, for 4-5 minutes until thick 

enough to coat the back of a spoon.  

Strain into a bowl through a fine sieve, 

discarding vanilla pod. Cool for 15 minutes, 

stirring occasionally, then cover closely 

with plastic wrap to prevent a skin from 

forming. Chill until cold. 

For curd, half-fill a saucepan with water 

and bring to the boil over medium heat. In 

a heatproof bowl, whisk lemon zest, juice, 

yolks and sugar, then place over saucepan 

(don’t let bowl touch water). Add butter,  

1 piece at a time, whisking constantly for 

10-15 minutes until mixture reaches 75°C 

and thickens slightly. Remove from heat. 

Transfer to a clean bowl. Chill until cold. 

Place vanilla bean, remaining 1/2 cup 

(110g) sugar and 200ml water in a pan over 

medium heat, stirring until sugar dissolves. 

Add lemon juice and remove from heat. 

While syrup is still warm, add strawberries. 

Set aside for 30 minutes to macerate, 

stirring twice. Strain 200ml strawberry syrup 

into a jug, cover and chill. Chill strawberries. 

To assemble, crush meringues, then 

divide half among 6 x 1-cup (250ml) serving 

glasses. Drizzle over syrup. Top with half 

the strawberries, then half the custard,  

then half the curd. Repeat with remaining 

strawberries, custard and curd, finishing 

with remaining crushed meringue and 

freeze-dried strawberries. 

114 delicious.
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“George and Kacey follow influential 

American farmer Joel Salatin’s 

methods. They’re passionate  

about giving back to the earth.” 



THE NEW COOKBOOK FROM OZHARVEST

THE GIFT THAT KEEPS ON GIVING

Available for $60.00 at OZHARVEST.ORG/COOKBOOK

OzHarvest rescues good quality surplus food and redistributes it to vulnerable Australians. 



cupboard LOVE
Homemade salts, chutneys, cordial and cookies – make  

your presents felt with Valli Little’s edible gifts,  

straight from the heart (and the kitchen).

RECIPES JOHN BEK & VALLI LITTLE PHOTOGRAPHY BEN DEARNLEY STYLING VIVIEN WALSH



COOKIES IN A JAR

MAKES A 1L JAR (TO GIVE 12 COOKIES) 

This is such a fun gift. Just make sure you 

attach a label with the extra ingredients 

needed and the cooking instructions. 

1/3 cup (75g) caster sugar

1/3 firmly packed cup (80g) brown sugar

3/4 cup (110g) plain flour

1/2 tsp baking powder 

1/8 tsp bicarbonate of soda 

1 cup (90g) quick oats

1 cup (150g) dried cranberries

1 cup (180g) white chocolate chips

Extra ingredients needed: 125g melted 

unsalted butter, 1 lightly beaten egg 

and 1 tsp vanilla extract.

Carefully layer all the dry ingredients 

in order of ingredient list in a 1L (4-cup) 

sterilised jar. Attach a label to the jar 

telling the recipient that they will need: 

125g melted unsalted butter, 1 lightly 

beaten egg and 1 tsp vanilla extract. 

To bake the cookies, preheat oven to 

180°C. Combine all the jar ingredients 

and extra ingredients in a large bowl. 

Place 12 spoonfuls onto a baking 

paper-lined baking tray, flatten slightly, 

then bake for 8-10 minutes until golden. 

Remove from oven and cool slightly, then 

transfer to a wire rack to cool completely. 
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My love of gifting stems from my mother, 

who enjoyed handing out impromptu 

presents she’d made herself. Neighbours 

would often find a jar of jam at their door,  

or a cake or pie, especially when there  

was a glut of fruit in our garden. 

Giving someone a homemade gift says  

so much more than something bought from 

a shop. It can be as simple as seasoned 

salts or a chai tea mix, or if you are feeling 

more adventurous, a chutney or jam. Tomato 

kasundi is one of my household staples  

to serve with curries, pilafs and sandwiches. 

When quinces are in season I can’t resist 

making quince paste to serve with cheese. 

It’s also great added to casseroles or sauces 

when a little sweetness is required.

CHAI TEA MIX 

MAKES 4 TEABAGS

Store chai teabags in an airtight  

container for up to 2 months.

12 cardamom pods, lightly crushed

1/2 tsp dried pink peppercorns

1/2 tsp black peppercorns

1 tsp fennel seeds

1/2 tsp coriander seeds

1/2 tsp whole cloves

4 star anise 

2 cinnamon quills, halved 

4 dried ginger slices (from spice shops)

1/2 cup (50g) loose-leaf black tea

Warm milk and honey, to serve 

Toast the spices in a dry frypan over 

medium heat for 2-3 minutes until 

fragrant. Transfer to a bowl with the tea 

and stir to combine. Divide tea mixture 

among four 10cm squares of muslin cloth, 

then tie with kitchen string. 

To make tea for two people, place  

one teabag in a small teapot. Add 1 cup 

(250ml) boiling water and 1/2 cup (125ml) 

warm milk, and infuse for 2 minutes. 

Serve with honey to taste.

CHOCOLATE WAFERS 

MAKES 30

This recipe, from John Bek’s Sydney food 

blog, heneedsfood.com, is based on  

a Croatian recipe for oblatne (chocolate 

wafer cakes). Begin this recipe 1 day ahead.

395g can sweetened condensed milk

250g softened unsalted butter 

200g dark chocolate (70%), melted

110g walnut meal 

1 tsp vanilla extract

200g packet wafers (we used Torte 

Wafers Fantastico)

Combine all the ingredients, except 

wafers, in a bowl, stirring until combined.

Slice wafers in half, enclosing half in 

plastic wrap and reserving for another 

use. Place a piece of plastic wrap twice 

the length of the wafer on a work surface. 

Place a wafer in the centre and spread 

with one-quarter of the chocolate 

mixture. Repeat layers three times, 

finishing with a wafer. Tightly enclose  

in plastic wrap and chill overnight. 

The next day, carefully slice wafer stack 

into diamond shapes before serving. P
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Chocolate wafers.  

Opposite: chai tea mix.
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Citrus cordial. Opposite: 

tomato kasundi.
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CITRUS CORDIAL

MAKES 3L

Mix this cordial with vodka, sparkling water, 

ice and a few slices of orange or lemon  

to make a zingy cocktail. Begin this recipe 

1 day ahead. Store in the fridge  

in sterilised bottles for up to 2 months.

Finely grated zest and juice of 4 oranges

Finely grated zest and juice of 2 lemons

1.2kg caster sugar

1 tbs citric acid

Combine all ingredients with 1L (4 cups) 

boiling water in a pan over medium heat, 

stirring until sugar dissolves. Remove 

from heat, cover with plastic wrap and set 

aside at room temperature overnight. 

The next day, strain and pour into two 

1.5L (6-cup) sterilised bottles, seal and 

invert. Store in the fridge until ready to use. 

TOMATO KASUNDI

MAKES 5 x 250ML JARS

Store in the fridge for up to 2 months.

6 garlic cloves, chopped

5cm piece ginger, peeled, chopped

1 large onion, chopped

2 long green chillies, seeds removed, 

roughly chopped

1/2 cup (125ml) sunflower oil

1 tbs black mustard seeds

20 curry leaves

1 tbs ground turmeric

2 tbs ground cumin

1 tbs smoked paprika (pimenton)

1 tbs mustard powder

1/2 cup (125ml) malt vinegar

1.5kg tomatoes, chopped

1 firmly packed cup (250g) brown sugar

Whiz garlic, ginger, onion and chilli in  

a food processor to a paste. 

Heat 1/4 cup (60ml) oil in a large pan over 

medium heat. Add mustard seeds and 

curry leaves, and cook for 30 seconds or 

until seeds start to pop. Add the turmeric, 

cumin, paprika and mustard powder, and 

cook for 30 seconds, then add the paste 

and cook, stirring, for 1 minute or until 

fragrant. Add vinegar, tomato, brown 

sugar and remaining 1/4 cup (60ml) oil. 

Bring to the boil, then reduce heat to low 

and cook, stirring occasionally, for 1 hour 

or until thickened and reduced, and oil 

rises to the top. While still hot, spoon into 

five 1 cup (250ml) sterilised jars, seal and 

invert. Store chilled until ready to serve. 

CHILLI LIME SALT 

MAKES 1/2 CUP (120G)

1/2 cup (110g) sea salt flakes

2 tsp Aleppo dried pepper (mild dried 

Syrian chilli) or dried chilli flakes

2 tsp dried lime (from spice shops)

1/2 tsp smoked paprika (pimenton)

Whiz all ingredients in a small food 

processor or spice grinder. Serve 

sprinkled over grilled fish or fresh fruit.

VANILLA & CINNAMON SALT

MAKES 1/2 CUP (120G)

1/2 cup (110g) sea salt flakes

2 vanilla beans, split, seeds scraped, 

pods discarded

1/2 tsp ground cinnamon 

Whiz all ingredients in a small food 

processor or spice grinder. Serve sprinkled 

over cakes and muffins, or baked pears.
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Clockwise from 

top left: chilli lime 

salt, vanilla & 

cinnamon salt, 

lavender salt and 

garlic & herb salt.

LAVENDER SALT

MAKES 1/2 CUP (120G)

1/2 cup (110g) sea salt flakes

2 tsp dried edible lavender 

Combine all ingredients in a small food 

processor or spice grinder. Use sprinkled 

on grilled fish, chicken or duck breasts.

GARLIC & HERB SALT 

MAKES 1/2 CUP (120G)

Begin this recipe 1 day ahead.

6 garlic cloves, finely chopped 

1/2 cup (110g) sea salt flakes

1 cup finely chopped herbs (rosemary, 

thyme and bay leaves)

Combine all ingredients in a bowl, then 

spread onto a baking paper-lined baking 

tray. Set aside, uncovered, at room 

temperature for 24 hours or until dried.

APRICOTS IN CARDAMOM SYRUP

MAKES 4 x 250ML JARS

Begin this recipe 1 day ahead.

11/2 cups (330g) caster sugar 

1/3 cup (80ml) lemon juice 

1 vanilla bean, split, seeds scraped

15 green cardamom pods, bruised 

21/3 cups (500g) dried apricots

Muesli and natural yoghurt, to serve

Combine sugar, lemon juice, vanilla pod 

and seeds, cardamom and 1.25L (5 cups) 

water in a large pan over high heat. Bring 

to the boil and cook, stirring, until sugar 

dissolves. Reduce heat to medium-low 

and add apricots. Cook for 10 minutes  

or until apricots are plump and tender. 

Remove from heat. Cover with plastic wrap. 

Set aside at room temperature overnight. 

The next day, spoon into four 1 cup 

(250ml) sterilised jars and chill until ready 

to use. Serve with muesli and yoghurt.

“Giving someone a homemade gift says so much more than 

something bought from a shop. It can be as simple as seasoned 

salts, or if you’re feeling more adventurous, a chutney or jam.”
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Potted salmon. 

Opposite: quince paste.
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POTTED SALMON 

SERVES 6

320g unsalted butter

1 tbs olive oil

400g skinless salmon fillet, pin-boned

1 tbs salted capers, rinsed, drained

1/4 cup (60ml) white wine 

2 tbs chopped dill

1 telegraph cucumber, thinly sliced into 

ribbons using a vegetable peeler

1 tbs rice wine vinegar 

1/2 tsp caster sugar

Toasted baguette and lemon wedges,  

to serve

Preheat oven to 150°C. Grease six 1/2 cup 

(125ml) ramekins or glass preserving pots.

To make the clarified butter, melt 

butter in a small saucepan over low heat,

skimming any foam off the top, but not

stirring. When the butter is melted,

remove from heat and leave to stand

for 1 minute so the milk solids settle to

the bottom. Carefully pour off the golden

clarified butter, discarding the white milk

solids in the pan. Keep warm.

Heat the oil in a frypan over medium

heat and cook the salmon for 2 minutes

each side or until almost cooked. Add the

capers and warm through for 30 seconds.

Transfer salmon and capers to a bowl.

Return frypan to medium heat and

add white wine, scraping the bottom

of the pan with a spoon. Pour the liquid

over the salmon, then flake the salmon

and add dill. Season and stir to combine.

Divide salmon mixture evenly among

6 ramekins until two-thirds full. Divide

half the clarified butter among ramekins.

Place ramekins in a roasting pan, then

fill the pan with enough boiling water

to come halfway up the sides of the

ramekins. Bake for 10 minutes, then

remove from pan and set aside to cool.

Divide the remaining clarified butter

among ramekins, then chill in the fridge

for 1 hour or until cold and set.

Meanwhile, combine cucumber,

vinegar, sugar and 1/2 tsp salt in a bowl.

Remove ramekins from the fridge and

bring to room temperature. Serve potted

salmon on baguette toasts topped with

cucumber mixture, with lemon wedges.

QUINCE PASTE

MAKES 600G

Store in the fridge for up to 3 months.

1.5kg quinces (about 4), peeled,

roughly chopped

800g caster sugar

1 tsp vanilla bean paste

Assorted cheeses and crackers,

to serve

Place quince in a large pan with enough

water to cover, and bring to the boil over

medium heat. Reduce heat to low, and

cover and cook, stirring occasionally, for

30 minutes or until tender. Cool slightly,

then transfer quince and cooking liquid to

a food processor and whiz until smooth.

Return quince puree to pan with sugar and

vanilla. Cook over medium heat, stirring, for

5-6 minutes until sugar dissolves. Reduce

heat to low and cook, stirring occasionally,

for 3 hours or until very thick and a deep

plum-red. Remove from heat and cool

slightly. Pour mixture into a 9cm x 24cm

terrine mould or divide among six 1/2 cup

(125ml) greased ramekins. Smooth surface

with the back of a spoon. Cover with plastic

wrap and chill for 4 hours or until set.

Remove paste from mould, then slice

and serve with cheese and crackers.W
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Red mullet with jewelled wild 

rice (recipe p 132). Opposite: 

ravioli three ways (recipe p 128).
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As temperatures drop, Jamie Oliver’s  

mid-season recipes hit just the right note. 

RECIPES JAMIE OLIVER PHOTOGRAPHY DAVID LOFTUS STYLING PHILLIPPA SPENCE

change 

COOL 



We’re at that in-between time of year again, 

when winter hasn’t yet broken and summer 

isn’t fully behind us. This little collection of 

recipes toes that fine line between light 

elegance and satisfying comfort food, which 

is just what you want at this time of year. 

We’ve got amazing sizzling lamb cutlets and 

chive mash with a colourful shaved beetroot 

salad; and a beautiful red mullet with jewelled 

rice, which is a really lovely Mediterranean 

combination. There’s also homemade ravioli 

with a choice of three gorgeous seasonal 

fillings, from potato and taleggio, to rocket and 

dandelion, and the absolute classic, spinach 

and ricotta. If nettles are in season, try as a 

substitute for the spinach, but remember to 

wear gloves to protect your hands!

2 tbs extra virgin olive oil,  

plus extra to drizzle

50g unsalted butter, chopped

2 tbs lemon juice

Shaved parmesan and wild rocket,  

to serve 

CHAT POTATO FILLING 

250g chat potatoes, chopped

40g taleggio cheese, cut into small pieces  

SPINACH & RICOTTA FILLING 

250g baby spinach leaves

1 tbs extra virgin olive oil 

100g ricotta 

Pinch of freshly grated nutmeg 

ROCKET & DANDELION FILLING

1 tsp extra virgin olive oil 

125g wild rocket leaves

75g edible dandelion leaves or 

watercress sprigs 

Finely grated zest of 1 lemon

To make pasta, place flour and semolina 

in a large bowl and make a well in the 

centre. Add egg yolks, oil and 1/3 cup 

(80ml) cold water. Mix with a fork until 

SPICED CRUNCHY SALAD

SERVES 6

4 slices ciabatta (about 100g), torn

1/4 cup (60ml) olive oil 

1 small cauliflower, quartered 

50g baby spinach leaves

150g purple kale 

1 head broccoli  

DUKKAH 

1/2 cup (75g) hazelnuts, skins removed 

1 tbs sesame seeds 

1 tsp each coriander and cumin seeds 

DRESSING 

100g thick Greek-style yoghurt 

20g feta, crumbled

1 tsp English mustard 

Finely grated zest and juice of 1 lemon  

Preheat oven to 200°C. Place bread on  

a baking tray, drizzle with oil and season. 

Bake for 15 minutes or until golden.

For the dukkah, toast hazelnuts and 

sesame seeds in a dry frypan over medium 

heat for 2 minutes or until golden. Remove 

from pan and set aside. Return frypan to 

medium heat, add coriander and cumin 

seeds, and toast for 1 minute or until 

fragrant. Transfer to a mortar with the 

hazelnuts and lightly crush with a pestle. 

Set aside. 

For dressing, combine yoghurt, feta, 

mustard and lemon zest and juice in  

a large bowl. Season and set aside. 

Using a mandoline or sharp knife, thinly 

slice the cauliflower quarters into a large 

bowl, then add spinach. Shred the kale  

and add to the bowl. 

Heat a chargrill pan over high heat. 

Using a mandoline or sharp knife, thinly 

slice broccoli. Cook until lightly charred. 

Transfer to a bowl and spoon over half the 

dressing, then add to cauliflower mixture 

along with remaining dressing. Toss 

together and arrange on a platter. Serve 

scattered with dukkah and croutons.

RAVIOLI THREE WAYS

SERVES 8 (MAKES 26)

You will need a pasta machine.

21/2 cups (400g) ’00’ flour 

75g fine semolina, plus extra to dust 

12 egg yolks 

Follow Jamie: @jamieoliver
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Spiced crunchy  
salad



smooth, gradually bringing the flour in 

from the outside. Once it’s too hard to 

mix, bring it together with your hands. 

Knead dough on a lightly floured surface 

for 5 minutes or until smooth and elastic 

(add more water or flour if needed). 

Enclose in plastic wrap and set aside at 

room temperature for 30 minutes.

For potato filling, cook potato in a pan of 

boiling water for 10 minutes or until tender. 

Steam-dry in a colander until cool enough, 

then crumble into small pieces in a bowl. 

Toss through taleggio and season. 

For spinach filling, heat a large pan over 

medium heat and drizzle with oil. (If using 

nettles, wear rubber gloves and rinse in 

cold water, then strip leaves from stalks and 

discard stalks.) Cook spinach, stirring, for  

5 minutes or until wilted. Remove from heat 

and drain. Place in a clean tea towel or a 

piece of muslin cloth and squeeze out any 

liquid. Finely chop spinach and combine in a 

bowl with ricotta. Season and add nutmeg. 

For rocket and dandelion filling, place  

a large frypan over medium heat. Add oil, 

rocket and dandelion. Cook, stirring, for  

5 minutes or until wilted. Remove from heat 

and transfer to a colander to drain. Place 

cooled rocket and dandelion in a clean 

tea towel or piece of muslin cloth and 

squeeze out any liquid. Finely chop  

and combine in a bowl with lemon zest. 

To make ravioli, divide the dough into  

6 equal pieces, then enclose 5 portions  

in plastic wrap and set aside. Start on the 

thickest setting of your pasta machine. 

Run dough through 2-3 times, folding it in 

half each time, until elastic. Keep rolling 

dough through the settings, reducing  

the thickness each time, until 2mm thick. 

Place pasta on a tray and cover with a tea 

towel while you roll remaining pieces. 

Lay each pasta sheet out horizontally in 

front of you. Place teaspoonfuls of filling 

along the lower half of the pasta sheet, 

the width of two fingers apart. Brush the 

upper edge of the pasta with water and 

fold it towards you, covering the filling 

and pressing around it to remove any air. 

Use a pasta cutter or knife to cut out 

ravioli. Place on a semolina-dusted tray 

and repeat with remaining dough. Bring  

a large pan of salted water to the boil.

Place butter in a frypan over medium 

heat and cook for 1 minute or until melted.

Meanwhile, reduce water to a simmer, 

add a few ravioli and cook for 1 minute  

or until al dente. Using a slotted spoon, 

transfer ravioli to the frypan with a splash 

of cooking water. Add the lemon juice and 

season. Transfer ravioli to a plate. Repeat 

with remaining ravioli.

Drizzle ravioli with oil. Top with shaved 

parmesan and rocket. Serve immediately.

LAMB CUTLETS WITH BEETROOT 

SALAD AND CHIVE MASH 

SERVES 4

1 bunch thyme 

4 garlic cloves 

Pinch of nutmeg 

8 French-trimmed lamb cutlets

BEETROOT SALAD 

4 mixed heirloom beetroots

1 bunch flat-leaf parsley, leaves picked 

6 dill sprigs, leaves picked 

1 red onion, thinly sliced into rounds 

1/2 tsp mustard seeds 

1 tbs apple cider vinegar 

Juice of 1 lemon 

CHIVE MASH 

1kg desiree potatoes, peeled, halved 

1/2 small bunch chives, chopped 

1/4 cup (60ml) milk 

20g unsalted butter  

Using a mortar and pestle, pound thyme, 

garlic, nutmeg and a pinch of salt and 

pepper to a paste. Coat cutlets in paste, 

cover and chill for 2 hours to marinate.  

For the salad, using a mandoline or 

sharp knife, slice beetroot into wafer-thin 

rounds. Place in a bowl. In a separate bowl, 

combine parsley, dill, onion, mustard 

seeds, vinegar, lemon juice and a pinch  

of salt. Set aside. 

Ravioli three ways.  

Opposite: lamb cutlets with 

beetroot salad and chive mash.
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Pour mixture into prepared pan. Bake for 

55 minutes or until a skewer inserted into 

the centre comes out clean. Cool in pan 

for 20 minutes, then invert onto a wire rack 

and cool completely. 

For praline, cook sugar, without stirring, 

in a pan over medium heat for 3 minutes  

or until a dark caramel forms. Quickly stir  

in hazelnuts, then spread over a baking 

paper-lined baking tray and sprinkle with  

a pinch of salt. Cool. Break into shards. 

Transfer to a food processor and pulse to 

coarse crumbs. Transfer half to a bowl and 

set aside. Add oil to remaining crumbs in 

food processor and whiz to a paste. 

For the cornflake layer, place chocolate 

in a heatproof bowl set over a pan of 

simmering water (don't let bowl touch 

water) stirring until melted. Stir in praline 

paste. Fold in cornflakes and set aside.

For the chocolate buttercream, place 

eggwhites and sugar in a large heatproof 

bowl. Set over a pan of simmering water 

and whisk for 3 minutes or until sugar 

dissolves and mixture looks opaque.

Remove bowl from heat, add vanilla and 

whisk in an electric mixer on high speed 

until cooled. Gradually beat in butter until 

thick and pale. If it looks curdled, continue 

whisking until it comes back together 

before adding remaining butter. Place 

chocolate in a heatproof bowl set over  

a pan of simmering water (don't let bowl 

touch water) and stir until melted. Cool  

for 6 minutes, then fold into buttercream. 

Slice sponge horizontally into three. 

Spread base with 1/2 cup buttercream  

and spread over half the cornflake 

mixture. Repeat with second sponge,  

1/2 cup buttercream and remaining 

cornflake mixture. Top with final sponge. 

Spread remaining buttercream over 

whole cake, then chill for 30 minutes.

For the icing, place all the ingredients  

in a pan with 50g reserved praline and 

gently melt over low heat. Cool to room 

temperature but don’t let it set. Ice  

the top of the cake, allowing icing to drip 

down. Top with Ferrero Rocher, some 

wrapped in gold leaf, if using. Scatter 

remaining praline around base of cake.  

Set cake aside for 20 minutes before 

slicing and serving. 

Cook potato in a pan of boiling water 

over high heat for 15 minutes or until 

tender. Steam-dry in a colander for  

2 minutes. Mash with chives, milk and 

butter. Season. 

Preheat a chargrill pan to high and cook 

cutlets, turning, for 6 minutes for medium. 

Transfer to a plate and rest, loosely 

covered with foil, for 4 minutes. 

Add beetroot to salad and toss to 

combine. Serve with chops and mash.

RED MULLET WITH  

JEWELLED WILD RICE 

SERVES 4 

4 x 250g whole red mullet, cleaned

1 bunch lemon thyme 

4 slices flat pancetta 

Extra virgin olive oil, to drizzle 

JEWELLED WILD RICE 

300g mixed wild rice 

Seeds of 1 pomegranate

1 bunch mint, leaves chopped

1 bunch flat-leaf parsley, leaves chopped

Finely grated zest and juice of 1 lemon 

2 tsp extra virgin olive oil 

TAPENADE 

1 small garlic clove

Pinch of dried chilli flakes 

Pinch of fennel seeds 

20g blanched almonds 

150g pitted kalamata olives

1 sundried tomato

1 tbs extra virgin olive oil

For the jewelled rice, cook rice according 

to packet instructions. Drain and refresh. 

Preheat oven to 220°C. Slash mullet skin 

three or four times (don’t cut too far into 

flesh). Place a few thyme sprigs in each fish 

cavity and season. Wrap each fish head in 

pancetta and drizzle with oil. Place fish  

in a roasting pan and roast for 12 minutes 

or until cooked through. Set aside to rest, 

loosely covered with foil, for 2 minutes.

Meanwhile, for the tapenade, using  

a mortar and pestle, pound garlic, chilli  

and fennel to a paste. Transfer to a bowl. 

Roughly chop almonds, olives and sundried 

tomato and add to bowl. Whisk in the oil. 

Combine rice, pomegranate seeds, 

mint, parsley, lemon zest and a squeeze of 

juice in a bowl. Drizzle with oil and season. 

Arrange rice on a platter, place fish on 

top and serve with tapenade on the side.

FERRERO ROCHER CAKE 

SERVES 24

My senior pastry chef Ed Loftus bowed  

to the challenge of making the Ferrero 

Rocher in epic cake form.

1/2 cup (50g) cocoa, sifted 

11/3 cups (200g) plain flour, sifted 

325g caster sugar 

1 tsp baking powder, sifted 

90ml sunflower oil 

6 eggs, separated 

1/2 tsp cream of tartar 

Ferrero Rocher chocolates and edible 

gold leaf (optional), to decorate

PRALINE

1/3 cup (75g) caster sugar 

1 cup (150g) roasted hazelnuts 

2 tbs sunflower oil 

CORNFLAKE LAYER 

150g dark chocolate (70%), chopped

45g cornflakes 

CHOCOLATE BUTTERCREAM 

4 eggwhites 

240g caster sugar 

1 tsp vanilla extract 

225g softened unsalted butter, chopped

100g dark chocolate (70%), chopped

CHOCOLATE ICING 

175g dark chocolate (70%), chopped

100g unsalted butter, chopped

1 tbs glucose syrup

Preheat oven to 160°C. Grease and line a 

23cm round cake pan with baking paper. 

Combine cocoa with 200ml boiling water 

and set aside to cool. Combine flour, sugar 

baking powder and a pinch of salt in a bowl.

Whisk oil and egg yolks in a bowl. Stir  

in the cooled cocoa mixture, then whisk 

into the dry ingredients until smooth. 

Whisk eggwhites and cream of tartar  

to stiff peaks, then fold into cocoa batter. 
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Roasted parsnips with 

pomegranate glaze and  

zaatar (recipe p 142).  

Opposite: Sarah Britton
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philosophy to life through her blog, My 

New Roots, now published as a cookbook. 
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M
y New Roots began with a tomato. It was 

yellow and shaped like a pear, about the 

size of a walnut. It hung on the vine like  

a golden teardrop, warming itself in the 

late afternoon light. The tomato tasted  

of all the things that had made it – the sun, the rain, the 

soil, the hands that had tended it.

In that moment my life changed. I was 23, a total city 

slicker, just having graduated from design school and 

thinking I would be happy behind a computer for the  

rest of my life. The tomato I picked hung from a vine  

on an organic farm in Arizona. I was here because it was 

part of a larger project I had read about during my studies, 

and I thought it would be a fun experience for a month. 

Now I was contemplating staying at the farm. Forever.

My whole life I had eaten only processed foods, or fruits 

and vegetables that had travelled thousands of miles.  

I was a sugar addict, overfed and undernourished, never 

really considering what I ate. I realised with that tomato 

that food matters, and that we are connected to what  

we eat. That the beauty of the world can be experienced 

through the taste, smell and texture of a single fruit.  

Whole foods became a revelation. Something inside  

me had shifted so strongly towards a life more in tune  

with the natural world that I knew my direction had to 

change. I enrolled in the Institute of Holistic Nutrition.  

One day, while I was enthusiastically telling my 

uninterested boyfriend about all I was learning, he 

suggested I start a blog to share with people who would  

actually care. Needless to say the relationship didn’t  

last very long, but the blog, My New Roots, was born.

Later the same year, I ran into a handsome Dane  

in New York City. Eighteen months later I found  

myself on a plane, moving to Copenhagen to live  

with the man who would become my husband.

Even though My New Roots began as a way for  

me to share what I had learned about wellness and  

healing, it has become so much more than that. Over the 

past eight years, through sharing my adventures in the 

kitchen and my burgeoning interest in plant-based  

cuisine, I have inadvertently created a community of 

readers who are passionate about cooking food that  

is not only delicious but also very healthy.

A great deal of my cooking inspiration comes from 

following the seasons. Food is the most intimate 

connection we have with the Earth, as we literally  

become the food that we eat. I hope you, too, will enjoy 

connecting with the cycles of the nature all around you. C
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Clockwise from left: 

ginger-rosemary grilled 

grapefruit with macadamia 

cream; orange chocolate 

cake (recipes p 140); 

Nyhavn, Copenhagen.



BEETROOT PARTY WITH  

ORANGE AND PINE NUTS

SERVES 4 

1/2 cup (100g) black lentils,  

soaked overnight

6 mixed heirloom beetroots

1/4 cup (60ml) olive oil

1/4 cup (60ml) apple cider vinegar

2 tsp raw honey or pure maple syrup

Finely grated zest of 2 oranges

1/2 cup chopped flat-leaf parsley leaves

1/4 cup (40g) pine nuts, toasted

Preheat oven to 200°C. Rinse and drain 

lentils, then place in a saucepan and 

cover with water. Bring to the boil  

over medium-high heat, then reduce 

heat to medium-low and simmer for  

10-20 minutes until tender. When the 

lentils are almost cooked, add 1 tsp salt 

and continue to simmer until tender. 

Drain and rinse under cold water, then 

place in a large bowl. 

Wrap 4 beetroots in foil and place  

on a baking tray. Roast for 40 minutes  

or until cooked through. Remove from 

the oven and set aside in their foil for  

15 minutes. When cool enough to 

handle, unwrap and slip off the skins. 

Chop beetroots into bite-size pieces  

and add to the lentils. 

Peel remaining 2 raw beetroots. Using  

a mandoline or a sharp knife, slice into 

thin rounds, then cut into matchsticks. 

Add to the lentil mixture. 

Whisk olive oil, vinegar, honey and  

a pinch of salt in a small bowl, then pour 

over the salad. Add orange zest, parsley 

and pine nuts, and season to serve.

FOUR CORNERS LENTIL SOUP 

SERVES 4

1 tbs coconut oil or ghee

2 large onions or leeks (white and  

pale-green parts only), chopped

5 garlic cloves, crushed

1 tbs grated ginger

1 tbs ground cumin

1/4 tsp cayenne pepper

400g can whole tomatoes

1 small lemon, thinly sliced

1 cup (200g) red lentils, soaked  

for 30 minutes, rinsed, drained

1L (4 cups) vegetable stock

Pure maple syrup or raw honey 

(optional), coriander leaves or 

flat-leaf parsley leaves and thinly 

sliced spring onion, to serve

Place oil in a saucepan over medium 

heat, add the onions, garlic and ginger, 

and cook for 5 minutes or until soft.  

Add the cumin, cayenne and a pinch  

of salt, and stir for 1 minute or until 

fragrant. Add the tomato, 3 lemon  

slices and the lentils. Add the stock  

and stir well. Cover and bring to the 

boil, then reduce heat to low and 

simmer for 30 minutes or until the  

lentils are soft. Add a splash of maple 

syrup to taste, if using. 

Serve soup hot, garnished with 

coriander and spring onion, and  

topped with the remaining lemon slices. 

GINGER-ROSEMARY  

GRILLED GRAPEFRUIT  

WITH MACADAMIA CREAM 

SERVES 4 

This delicious yet simple breakfast  

could easily double as dessert. 

4 large grapefruit

1/4 cup (35g) coconut sugar

2 tsp finely chopped rosemary,  

plus extra to serve

1/2 tsp ground ginger

MACADAMIA CREAM

1 cup (150g) raw macadamias 

1 vanilla bean, split,  

seeds scraped

1/4 cup (60ml) pure maple syrup 

For the cream, soak macadamias for at 

least 4 hours or overnight. Drain, rinse 

well and drain again, then place in a 

high-speed blender with vanilla seeds, 

maple syrup, a pinch of salt and 1/2 cup 

(125ml) water and blend until smooth. 

You can store leftover cream in an 

airtight glass container in the fridge  

for up to 4 days.

Preheat the grill to high. Cut each 

grapefruit in half (you may need to  

cut a small piece off the rounded end  

of each half so they sit upright). Using  

a small, sharp knife, cut all the way 

around each section between the fruit 

and the membranes, so the fruit can  

be removed easily once roasted.

Combine the coconut sugar, 

rosemary and ginger in a small bowl. 

Sprinkle about 1/2 tbs of the coconut 

sugar mixture over each grapefruit half, 

then place the grapefruit, cut-side up, 

on a baking tray and grill for 6 minutes 

or until fragrant. Remove from the grill 

and set aside to cool slightly.

Place 2 grapefruit halves on each 

plate, spoon over macadamia cream 

and garnish with extra rosemary to serve.

ORANGE CHOCOLATE CAKE 

SERVES 10-12 

CHOCOLATE CAKE

2 cups (350g) wholemeal spelt flour 

1/2 cup (50g) Dutch cocoa powder 

2 tsp baking powder

1 tsp bicarbonate of soda

1 cup (250ml) pure maple syrup

11/4 cups (310ml) almond  

or rice milk 

90ml coconut oil, melted,  

plus extra to grease

2 tsp vanilla extract 

1 tsp apple cider vinegar

ORANGE CAKE

21/2 cups (440g) wholemeal spelt flour 

2 tsp baking powder 

1 tsp bicarbonate of soda 

1 cup (250ml) pure maple syrup

Grated zest of 2 oranges,  

plus 11/4 cups (310ml) orange juice 

(from about 5 oranges)

90ml coconut oil, melted,  

plus extra to grease

2 tsp vanilla extract 

1 tsp apple cider vinegar
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Clockwise from top left: 

Noerrebrogade, in 

Copenhagen’s centre; 

beetroot party with 

orange and pine nuts; 

four corners lentil soup.



DARK CHOCOLATE DATE FROSTING

600g pitted dates  

1/2 cup (50g) raw cacao powder 

Finely grated zest of 2 oranges 

1 cup (250ml) rice milk

Preheat oven to 180°C. Grease two deep 

18cm springform cake pans with extra 

coconut oil and line with baking paper 

so that paper comes 2cm above sides. 

For the chocolate cake batter, sift 

together the flour, cocoa powder, 

baking powder, bicarbonate of soda, 

and 1/2 tsp salt. In a separate bowl 

combine the maple syrup, milk, coconut 

oil and vanilla, and whisk to combine. 

Pour the wet ingredients into the dry 

ingredients and whisk to remove any 

lumps. Quickly whisk in the vinegar. 

For the orange cake batter, sift 

together the flour, baking powder, 

bicarbonate of soda and 1/2 tsp salt.  

In a separate bowl, combine the maple 

syrup, orange zest and juice, coconut  

oil and vanilla, and whisk to combine. 

Pour the wet ingredients into the dry 

ingredients and whisk to remove any 

lumps. Quickly whisk in the vinegar.

Pour each batter into a cake pan,  

then bake for 1 hour or until a wooden 

skewer inserted into the centre comes  

out clean. Cool the cakes in the pans  

on a wire rack for 20 minutes, then turn 

out onto the rack to cool completely.

Meanwhile, for the dark chocolate 

date frosting, soak dates in warm water 

for 1 hour or until softened, then drain.

Combine the drained dates, cacao 

powder, orange zest and 1/2 tsp salt  

in a food processor and pulse to break 

up the dates. With the motor running, 

slowly add the milk until you have  

a thick, silky, spreadable frosting. 

Using a long, sharp knife, trim the 

tops of the cakes horizontally to level, 

then slice each cake in half horizontally. 

Spread the top of an orange cake 

portion with one-quarter of the frosting. 

Place a chocolate cake portion on top 

and spread with another quarter of 

frosting. Repeat, alternating with the 

remaining cake portions and frosting, 

finishing with the frosting. 

ROASTED PARSNIPS WITH 

POMEGRANATE GLAZE  

AND ZAATAR 

SERVES 4 

2 tbs pomegranate molasses

2 tbs olive oil

8 parsnips (1kg), peeled,  

cut into thick chips

Knob of ghee or coconut oil, melted

2 garlic cloves, crushed

Seeds of 1 small pomegranate 

Chopped mint leaves and zaatar,  

to serve

Preheat the oven to 200°C. Whisk the 

pomegranate molasses, olive oil and  

2 pinches sea salt flakes together in  

a small bowl. Season. 

Place parsnip chips in a bowl and toss 

with a little melted ghee and the garlic. 

Season with sea salt flakes and freshly 

ground black pepper, then spread  

the parsnip mixture over a large baking 

tray. Roast for 25-35 minutes until 

golden and tender. 

To serve, transfer parsnips to  

a platter, drizzle with pomegranate 

glaze, top with pomegranate seeds  

and chopped mint, and sprinkle 

generously with the zaatar.

ROASTED PUMPKIN WITH BLACK 

RICE & MANDARIN TAHINI SAUCE 

SERVES 4 

Begin this recipe 1 day ahead.

11/2 cups (300g) black rice, soaked 

overnight, rinsed, drained

1 golden nugget pumpkin (about 1kg), 

skin scrubbed, halved, seeds 

removed, sliced into rounds 

1 tbs coconut oil or ghee, melted 

2 garlic cloves, crushed

1/2 cup chopped flat-leaf parsley leaves

Sliced long green chilli and raisins 

(optional), to serve

MANDARIN TAHINI SAUCE

1/2 cup (140g) tahini

2 tsp pure maple syrup

2 tsp apple cider vinegar

1 tbs tamari

Grated zest of 1 mandarin, plus  

1/3 cup (80ml) mandarin juice

1/4 tsp ground ginger

1/2 serrano or jalapeno chilli,  

thinly sliced

Preheat the oven to 200°C. 

Place the rice and a few pinches of 

salt in a small saucepan, add 3 cups 

(750ml) water and bring to the boil over 

medium-high heat. Reduce the heat  

to medium-low, cover and simmer  

for 30-40 minutes until the water is 

absorbed (this will depend on how  

long you have soaked the rice).  

Remove from the heat and set aside.

Meanwhile, place the pumpkin 

rounds in a single layer on a large 

baking tray and drizzle with coconut  

oil. Sprinkle with crushed garlic and  

a few pinches of salt, then toss to  

coat. Roast for 30 minutes or until 

golden and tender. 

For the mandarin tahini sauce, 

combine the tahini, maple syrup, 

vinegar, tamari, mandarin zest and juice, 

ginger and chilli in a food processor  

or blender. Add 1/4 cup (60ml) water, 

then process on the highest setting 

until smooth. Season with salt.  

Makes about 1 cup (250ml). Store  

any leftovers in an airtight glass 

container in the fridge for up to 1 week.

To serve, arrange the rice and 

pumpkin slices on a platter, then  

season with cracked black pepper. 

Scatter over the chopped parsley, sliced 

chilli and raisins, if using, and drizzle 

with mandarin tahini sauce. Serve with 

remaining sauce on the side. 



Sarah’s Copenhagen:
a holistic hit list

1
SIMPLE RAW

I first went here for brunch (which is

delicious!) but it also has an amazing

lunch and dinner menu, plus desserts

and snacks to take away. The interior has

a really cool vibe. Visit: simpleraw.dk.

2
BOTANISK HAVE

Copenhagen’s botanical gardens are

stunning, with so many private nooks

and crannies to hide in to read a book or take

a nap. They also have a fantastically humid

greenhouse that is a wonderful escape during

the winter months. Visit: botanik.snm.ku.dk.

3
CHRISTIANIA

This is the most beautiful area to walk

in Copenhagen. You need to be a

bit adventurous, as there’s a multitude of

pathways through the stunning Danish forest.

Because of that it makes you feel miles away

from the city, despite being right in the heart

of it. Most of the homes along the lake are

built from recycled materials, are completely

off the grid, and many are topped with living

roofs! Visit: christiania.org.

4
MORGENSTEDET

In the heart of Christiania, this restaurant

is organic and vegetarian. I worked here

for three years and go back often to treat

myself to a delicious meal. In warmer months

there’s a large garden patio, where you can

sit in the sun. Visit: morgenstedet.dk.

5
BAISIKELI

The best place to rent a bicycle in an

incredibly bike-friendly city, this ‘ethical

bike shop’ rents new models to locals and

tourists, while collecting used bikes in the city

to send to Africa, where they’re used for work,

education and to allow cheaper transport for

all. Visit: baisikeli.dk.

6
NATUR POTEKET

This is my local health food store, so

I visit here often. This cosy, cottagey

little shop sells dried goods, spices, tea,

supplements, beauty products and

eco-conscious gifts. Visit: naturpoteket.dk.

My New Roots

(Macmillan,

$44.99), by

Sarah Britton,

is available

now in

bookshops

nationally.
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Roasted pumpkin with black  

rice & mandarin tahini sauce. 

Left: the Stork Fountain in 

Amagertorv, old Copenhagen.
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travel
Hot destinations, cool stays, travel essentials & everything in transit.

1
Abercrombie & Kent’s gourmet 
journeys includeTASMANIA ON  
A PLATTER, where one of the 

‘base camps’ is the gorgeous Saffire 
Freycinet (left). Oyster farm visits, 
wine-tasting, cocktail classes and  
a private tour of MONA in Hobart  
are among the activities on offer. 
abercrombiekent.com.au

2
Visitors to Sydney now have the 
uber-luxe LANGHAM (above)  
to rest their weary bones in (and 

doubtless bones on demand in the 
dog-friendly suites). Just don’t let 
Fido chew the million-dollar Sotheby 
art collection. langhamhotels.com

CHECK IN

TAKE OFF Brisbane’s international travellers can now 
throw away the pen and fill in a digital departure card 
with the airport’s BNE free app for iPhone and Android.

FINAL  cal l
U�When Lonely Planet got the King 

of Hotcakes to write the foreword  

to The World’s Best Brunches, 

$29.99, we knew they meant 

business. And with recipes for 

everything from ackee and saltfish 

to zongzi, you definitely won’t need 

lunch. U�Food travellers to New 

York keen to get their Martha 

Stewart on can now head to her 

eponymous cafe in Chelsea and sip a Martha Stewart brew or two, 

Pru. marthastewartcafe.com U�Armed with your chic country gear 

(see right), make a beeline to the two-chef-hatted Royal Mail Hotel in 

Dunkeld, Vic, for its midweek Eat. Drink. Stay. package. For $465 per 

couple, you’ll enjoy a five-course dinner built around garden and local 

produce, breakfast and a tour of the kitchen garden. royalmail.com.au.

CARRY ON
/À>Ûi����}�Ì�>�`���}�Ì��v��i>ÀÌ®�Ü�Ì��Ì�i�Milk 
& Co Take A Trip Travel Pack]�Ü�Ì��{ä	��
V��Ì>��iÀÃ��v�Ã�>	«��]�V��`�Ì���iÀ]�L�`Þ�
Ü>Ã��>�`���Ì���]�f£{°
x]�	���>�`V�°V�	°>ÕÆ�
Kikki.K Adventure Awaits «�>ÃÌ�V�«�ÕV�iÃ]�
f
°
x�Ó�«>V�®]�������°V�	Æ�>�`�>�Para’Kito 
Colour Clip�>À	i`�Ü�Ì��	�ââ�i�Ài«i��i�Ì�
iÃÃi�Ì�>�����Ã]�fÓ{°
x]�«>À>��Ì�°V�	°
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S U
Everyone needs time to smell the eucalypts, so pack your 

bag and head for the hills with these country classics.

1

2

3
4

5

6

7

8

9

11

12

14

13

10

1. RM Williams Panama hat, $130, and crocodile hat band, $56.95, rmwilliams.com.au.  

2. Chanel ’Butterfly’ acetate sunglasses, $440, 1300 242 635. 3. Magnifier with leather 

handle, $265, thecountrytrader.com.au. 4. The Aromatherapy & Co. Therapy Range Wild 

Mint & Bergamot hand cream, $17.95, davidjones.com.au. 5. Tiffany & Co. Atlas Dome 

watch, $6800, 1800 731 131. 6. Ralph Lauren Vimiera strappy sandals in brown leather, 

$473.11, farfetch.com. 7. RM Williams Bush Picnic Rug, $180, rmwilliams.com.au.  

8. Falcon vintage enamel tumblers, $7.95 each, vintagenostalgia.com.au. 9. 2013 Giant 

Steps Tarraford Vineyard Chardonnay, $45, innocentbystander.com.au. 10. Willow 

2-bottle holder with cooler, $66, satara.com.au. 11. Victorinox Swiss Army Knife,  

$64 (part of a set), petersofkensington.com.au. 12. RM Williams 1.5-inch solid hide  

belt in Chestnut, $77.95, rmwilliams.com.au. 13. Brass-cased folding magnifying glass, 

$55, thecountrytrader.com.au 14. Authentic Models pocket compass, $32, 

petersofkensington.com.au. 15. Le Creuset mini round cocotte in Cherry, $25,  

lecreuset.com.au. 16. Burberry Kisses lipstick in Crimson Pink, $52, davidjones.com.au.

PHOTOGRAPHY JASON BUSCH STYLING MEGAN MORTON MARKET EDITOR EMMA FREEBAIRN



SONOMA
While neighbouring Napa Valley is California’s

most famous wine region, Sonoma County’s

boutique wines, food and accommodation are

well worth the detour, writes Georgia Harley.

ON THE ROAD
Don’t worry if you miss the turn-off to
Sonoma town when driving from San
Francisco, as you’ll end up at The Fremont

Diner (2698 Fremont Dr, Sonoma), a classic
road house that uses local ingredients in
dishes such as ricotta pancakes with seasonal
fruit, and house-smoked brisket hash.

LOCAL FLAVOURS
Sonoma Plaza is at the heart of the historic
town. Visit Savory Spice Shop (Sonoma
Market Place, 201 West Napa St) to pick
up faraway and local spices, including wild
California fennel. Taste the Mezzo Secco
Monterey Jack at Vella Cheese Company

(315 2nd St E), the only place in the world
that makes this style of cheese.

PICNIC LUNCH
Spread a rug in the shade at Preston of Dry

Creek (9282 W Dry Creek Rd, Healdsburg),
a picturesque farm and winery producing
biodynamic, organic wines, walnuts, apples,
stonefruit, grains and other crops, as well
as house-made olive oil and sourdough.

CELLAR DOORS
The barn-like cellar door at Quivira Vineyards

(4900 W Dry Creek Rd, Healdsburg) is flanked
by a lush kitchen garden, and its world-class
wine flight takes you from a light, citrussy
sauvignon blanc through to a spicy rendition
of the region’s rock star, zinfandel. Hot-foot
it to Iron Horse (9786 Ross Station Rd,
Sebastopol; open till 4.30pm). The view is
as spectacular as its sparkling – the Russian
Cuvee was made for the summit meetings
of Ronald Reagan and Mikhail Gorbachev,
which marked the end of the Cold War.

FARM STAY
Don’t be fooled by the modest facade
of The Farmhouse Inn (7871 River Rd,
Forestville) in its lush farmland setting.
Rooms are spacious and elegant, with bold
architecture, hand-woven fabrics, two-way
fireplaces and oversized marble bathrooms.
Chill out in the spa before dinner, then stock
up on locally made pick ‘n’ mix bath products.

MICHELIN STARS & S’MORES
The Inn’s eponymous Michelin-starred
restaurant is set in a restored weatherboard
cottage. Executive chef Steve Litke’s menu
lets local produce shine, much of it grown on
the family-owned ranch nearby. The ‘Rabbit
Rabbit Rabbit’ (rabbit three ways) and grilled
octopus are signatures, while seasonal dishes
might include zaatar-roasted squash with
amaranth-crusted goat’s cheese. Load up
with DIY s’mores, then settle in by one of the
blazing fires at the pool.
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JAMIE OLIVER Ferrero Rocher cake

CURTIS STONE Banana caramel souffles

MATT MORAN Autumn harvest menu
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Mike McEnearney’s
sourdough masterclass

Valli Little’s edible
gifts for Mother’s Day

Healthy hotspots
Cool Copenhagen

MADE
FROM
SCRATCH
+

+

PERFECTcrackling
How to get that ultimate pork crunch

SNAP, CRACKLE, POP 
Darren Robertson’s 

slow-cooked pork 
with chilli apple slaw

ROASTS, 
CRUMBLES, 
BAKES & PIES 
YOU’LL COOK 
FOREVER

NEW   

iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc, registered in the U.S. and other  
countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. 

*Free trial is for new digital consumers only. Paid subscription  
commences at conclusion of free trial period. 

30-day 
FREE trial*

Enjoy a 30-day free trial 
of delicious. magazine  
on the App store and 

Google Play

Educational Travel 

Specialists for over 

50s since 1983

New friends of
Odyssey Travel

special offer
Call or e-mail to receive our newsletter 

with special offers as well as our

FREE 2015 catalogue – we can post

or e-mail you a copy.

*Terms and conditions at odysseytraveller.com
#Only available to fi rst time Odyssey travellers.



Food writer Jill Dupleix hits the lantern-lit alleys of Tokyo in search of good
‘chick-on-a-stick’ and discovers a yakitori specialist who has raised the bar.
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THE SUSHI BARS are quiet temples of precision;

the izakaya taverns are sake-fuelled, all-night parties.

But there’s no more foodie fun to be had in Tokyo than

sitting at the counter of a yakitori bar eating chick-on-a-stick.

A long way from the Aussie barbecue, yakitori raises the simple

task of grilling to an art form and provides a deep connection to

the primal power of fire, heat, warmth and nose-to-tail eating.

Yakitori is defined as skewered, grilled chicken (yaki, ’grilled’; tori

’bird’), whereas kushiyaki is skewered grilled anything. It’s the first

thing you learn about food in Japan: everywhere you look, someone

is doing one thing only and doing it well. This hyper-specialisation

sees a single element of cuisine treated as a lifetime commitment

and those who rise above the pack are respected as masters.

That’s why Mr Toshihiro Wada of Bird Land Ginza was honoured

with the first Michelin star ever awarded to a yakitori specialist,

and why his little restaurant is booked solid every day. Talk about

hyper-specialisation: there is no beef or pork on the menu, just

top-quality, farm-reared shamo (game fowl) from Mount Iwate in

northern Japan. Nor are there billowing smoke or leaping flames,

thanks to the white-ashed tubes of oak binchotan charcoal in the

grill pit, renowned for its steady, almost smokeless burn.

At Bird Land, diners sit at counters around the grills, watching

chefs dip skewers into a tub of tare sauce (sake, soy, mirin), or add a

touch of sansho pepper before delivering perfectly cooked skewers

to each diner. Every part of the bird is used. You’ll need to know that

shiro is small intestine, nankotsu is cartilage and hatsu is heart.

Tsukune (everybody’s favourite) are sweet and juicy meatballs, and

torikawa is like the best roast chicken skin you’ve ever had.

Away from Bird Land are countless alleys aglow with yellow and

red paper lanterns and lined with cheap, cheerful family-run yakitori

bars. Two of the best: the ever-popular Ton Ton under the railway

line in Yurakucho and the lively Kushiwakamaru in Meguro. Here, the

only other words you need to know are the best drinks to order: biru

(beer) and shochu sour. You might also wish to remember the word

bonjiri, if you want to avoid – or order – a skewer of chicken bums.

“Yakitori raises the simple

task of grilling to an art form.”

CHICKEN YAKITORI

SERVES 4

You will need 12 bamboo skewers.

600g chicken thigh fillets,

cut into 3cm bite-size pieces

1 tbs sunflower oil, to brush

3 spring onions, thinly sliced

on the diagonal

White sesame seeds, to serve

TARE SAUCE

100ml soy sauce

1/3 cup (80ml) sake

1/3 cup (80ml) mirin

1 tbs caster sugar

1 tbs finely grated ginger

2 garlic cloves, finely grated

Soak the bamboo skewers in water

for 30 minutes, then drain.

For the tare sauce, combine the soy

sauce, sake, mirin, sugar, ginger, garlic,

with a dash of water in a saucepan.

Season, then bring to the boil, stirring,

over medium-high heat. Reduce heat

to medium and simmer gently, stirring,

for 5 minutes or until sauce is thick

and syrupy (don’t allow it to burn).

Set aside to cool.

Thread the chicken pieces onto

the skewers and brush with the tare

sauce. Heat a chargrill pan or barbecue

to medium and lightly brush with oil.

Chargrill skewers, turning once and

basting with the remaining tare sauce,

for 8-10 minutes until the chicken

is dark golden and caramelised, and

cooked through.

Scatter with spring onion and sesame

seeds, and serve with icy-cold beer

or Japanese sake.

Where are you travelling to next? 

Let us know @deliciousAU

Follow Jill: @jilldupleix @jilldupleix
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Clockwise from top left: a back 

alley lined with yakitori bars in 

Yurakucho, Tokyo; chicken 

yakitori; Ton Ton, under the 

railway line at Yurakucho; the 

yakitori master at Ton Ton.



WIN A 

LUXURIOUS 

TRIP TO THE 

MALDIVES

Indulge yourself with

The House of  

Robert Timms
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INDULGE IN THE EXPERIENCE

The House of Robert Timms has been an 
Australian symbol of quality for more than  
60 years, bringing a wealth of expertise  
and knowledge to the local coffee industry. 
Founder Robert Timms’ love of his trade and 
dedication to producing only the finest quality 
coffee is evident throughout the complete range 
of products from The House of Robert Timms. 
Locally roasted in Australia, The House of 
Robert Timms coffee is known for its premium 
taste and freshness. And these qualities reflect 
the passion and commitment to high standards 
behind Robert Timms’ famous declaration:

“I would personally sign
every coffee bean if I could.”

WIN A TRIP TO MALDIVES
You and a friend could win a trip valued at $13,000
including return flights to the Maldives (with a seaplane
transfer to the resort) and six nights’ accommodation in
a deluxe water villa at the five-star Centara Grand
Island Resort & Spa, Maldives. For full terms and
conditions, visit taste.com.au/roberttimms

HOW TO ENTER
t Purchase any product from The House of Robert

Timms coffee range during the promotional period
t Keep your receipts as proof of purchase and include

the last six digits of the barcode when entering
t Submit your details at taste.com.au/roberttimms; call

1900 966 329; SMS 19 711 223; or mail your
entry to Robert Timms competition, PO Box 6304,

Frenchs Forest, NSW 2086

AVAILABLE AT COLES, WOOLWORTHS,  

IGA AND INDEPENDENT RETAILERS

Open to Australian residents only. Contact the Salmat help desk on 1300 
131 276. SMS/call cost is 55 cents (incl GST). Mobile calls to 190 extra. 
Competition opens 09/02/15 and closes 20/05/15 at 23:59 (AEST). 
Total prize pool value is $54,000. Winners drawn at 2pm on 16/03/15, 
20/04/15 and 27/05/15 at Salmat, Level 2, 116 Miller Street, North 
Sydney, NSW 2060. Proof of purchase required for each entry. Winners 
notified by mail and published in The Australian on 19/03/15, 23/04/15 
and 01/06/15. Permit numbers: NSW: LTPS/14/09219, VIC: 14/5736, 
ACT: TP 14/04047, SA: T14/2166. Terms and conditions including the 
Privacy Notification Statement are available at taste.com.au/roberttimms

WIN
A TRIP TO THE 
MALDIVES!

3 TO BE WON

PLUS 150 COFFEE APPRECIATION  

PACKS TO BE WON

To enter, simply purchase any product from 
The House of Robert Timms 



With its hedonistic blend of cool cafes, polished fine-diners, bars, day spas  

and stylish boutiques, Daylesford has nailed the pampering brief. Style maven  

Lynda Gardener opens her local address book to reveal her favourite places.

LOCAVORE
Daylesford

WORDS SARAH LEWIS PHOTOGRAPHY JULIAN KINGMA
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Autumn bounty  

at Lavandula farm. 

Opposite: geese graze 

in front of the restored 

1860s barn at Lavandula.



W
eaving through stands of ancient gum trees, past farmgate stalls 

sporting honesty boxes, the drive to Daylesford instantly eases 

you into holiday mode. The central Victorian town has long  

been a favourite weekend getaway for frazzled Melburnians, 

teaming top-notch dining with spa pampering, galleries and chic boutiques.  

For Melbourne design whiz Lynda Gardener, of Gardener & Marks Interior 

Decoration, it was the gentle 90-minute journey that drew her to the region  

seven years ago. “I bought my house in Daylesford because I wanted somewhere  

I could recharge and relax. The drive, for me, is just as important as the town 

itself,” she says. “If you take the Woodend turnoff, you meander along winding 

roads, through lush forests and the most postcard-perfect towns.” 

Known for her rustic-chic interiors with an industrial edge, Lynda has kitted  

out her three-bedroom cottage with hand-painted wallpapers, foraged furniture 

and covetable vintage wares sourced from local markets. When the designer  

is not staying in town, she rents out The White House as a holiday home that’s 

perfect for group stays. She has also just put the finishing touches to The Estate  

Trentham, in the little town of Trentham, 15 minutes from Daylesford, which 

promises a bucolic escape among fruit trees and vegetable gardens.

While it would be all too tempting to stay curled up by the fireplace during  

your weekend away, when it’s finally time to venture out, Lynda will arm you  

with tips on where to eat, drink, shop and explore. Here, we take a peek inside  

her style-savvy address book.

PUB GRUB
If you want to eat as the locals do, rock up to  

E FARMERS ARMS (1 East St) on the edge of town.  

’s a classic,” says Lynda. “It’s always friendly, there’s 

 fanciness – no interior decoration to speak of  

ut it’s a good old-fashioned pub with a welcoming 

bience.” Sit at the bar to graze on croquettes and 

anaki (pan-fried Greek cheese), or settle at a table  

he warren of dining rooms for pub stalwarts such  

as braised lamb shanks or roast pork belly with mash. 

LOCAVORE.

2
DINE WATERSIDE
Set on the banks of Lake 

Daylesford, THE BOATHOUSE 

CAFE (2 Leggatt St) has become the 

latest go-to for relaxed cafe fare.  

“It’s been revamped recently after  

a fire and it’s a lovely spot to sit by  

the lake and have breakfast,” says 

Lynda. The chic dining room is filled 

with cushioned banquettes, timber 

communal tables and bold David 

Bromley canvases. An expansive  

deck set over the water offers breezy 

alfresco dining. All-day breakfasts 

include beetroot-cured gravlax,  

and a farmer’s skillet brimming  

with baked eggs, pork sausage, 

potatoes, herbs and Gruyere cheese. 

At lunchtime, expect everything  

from banh mi to charcuterie, and 

crowd-pleasing burgers in between. 
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4WATERING HOLES
Only in a town like Daylesford, where 

indulgence is the order of the day, can a 

pre-midday pint be so warmly embraced. 

At BREAKFAST & BEER (117 Vincent St), 

settle in for boozy brunches of baked 

eggs with black pudding, with boutique 

brews from the Barossa Valley, Belgium 

and beyond. “It’s a really cute little eatery 

with a quirky concept,” says Lynda.  

A few doors down, WINE AND THE

COUNTRY (above – Shop 1, 97 Vincent 

St) is part bottle shop, part bar. Eastern 

Peake winemaker Owen Latta and his 

partner, Jen, offer an extensive selection 

of local wines, plus a carefully selected 

crop of international vintages. It’s a great 

way to familiarise yourself with regional 

heroes, such as Granite Hills riesling, 

Passing Clouds shiraz and Cobaw Ridge 

lagrein, plus other little-known producers 

on Daylesford’s doorstep.

GOOD MORNINGS 
For breakfast, Lynda slips into 

LARDER (57A Vincent St).  

“I always have the homemade 

Boston beans with poached eggs 

– it’s simple, but well prepared,” 

she says. Regional ingredients 

pepper the menu, such as Istra 

bacon and chorizo, Meredith 

goat’s cheese and Des O’Toole 

honey, and there’s a proudly 

parochial wine list from the 

surrounding Macedon Ranges.

4

3 5
ROCK THE KASBAH 
In neighbouring Hepburn Springs, follow up a 

soaking session in the Hepburn Springs Bathhouse 

(Mineral Springs Cres) with a meal at MOOR PLEASE  

(70 Hepburn Rd). The Middle Eastern-inspired eatery  

is a joint effort between two Melbourne restaurateurs 

who became enamoured of the region, Jason M Jones, 

of Melbourne’s Prix Fixe, and Joseph Abboud, of Rumi 

and The Moor’s Head. Joseph’s signature pide-style 

pizzas are a Med-Lebanese mash-up, with haloumi 

standing in for mozzarella, and sujuk sausage taking  

the place of salami. If you’ve over-indulged the night 

before, come for a hangover-busting brunch of cheesy 

toast, bacon and poached eggs, and recharge with a 

Berocca or Bellini.



7SWEET SOMETHINGS
Across the road is THE TRENTHAM COLLECTIVE (37A High St, Trentham). 

“It’s run by two cool young people who’ve opened up in an old bank, serving 

divine food and cakes,” says Lynda. “It’s too cute for words.” Pop in for luscious 

homemade desserts, such as lamington cupcakes and orange chiffon cakes, 

displayed on a counter under vintage glass cloches. 

6FARM FRESH
In the nearby town of Trentham,  

High Street is home to a clutch of foodie 

gems, including Annie Smithers’ (above) 

respected DU FERMIER (42 High St).  

Annie builds on the paddock-to-plate  

ethos of her last restaurant, her eponymous 

bistro in Kyneton, drawing from an 

extensive kitchen garden to create  

a daily set menu of French-accented fare.

COUNTRY SMILE 
The region’s Swiss-Italian heritage is on show at 

LAVANDULA (350 Hepburn-Newstead Rd, 

Shepherds Flat). This beautiful property is home  

to lavender fields, a cute gift store and rustic 

Italian eatery La Trattoria, which serves grazing 

platters, toasted sandwiches and scones under  

a vine-shrouded canopy. “The lavender scones 

are a little bit special, and strolling through the 

gardens is a lovely thing to do,” says Lynda. 

9

8 TO MARKET
If you’d like to start building your own 

collection of quirky antiques, make like a 

bowerbird and pay a visit to the DAYLESFORD 

SUNDAY MARKET (18 Raglan St). “I always 

leave with something, whether it’s a little old 

picture, a hessian bag – all sorts of bits and 

pieces,” says Lynda. “There’s a lot of 

wrongness,” she laughs, “but the stallholders 

on the lower level rock up with fabulous, 

random pieces and I always find something 

there.” On the first Saturday of the month, 

DAYLESFORD FARMERS’ MARKET sets up 

shop at Daylesford Primary School (Vincent St), 

offering organic fruit and vegetables, rare-breed 

meats, free-range eggs and artisanal cheeses.



10MI CASA SU CASA

You’ll need to book ahead to secure 

a stay at Lynda’s supremely stylish cottage, 

THE WHITE HOUSE (pictured, 58 Albert St, 

Daylesford), which features three bedrooms 

(including one in a light-drenched studio),  

a claw-foot bathtub and a reading room like 

you’ve never seen, boasting a beaten-up 

1930s club chair and colour-blocked book 

shelves. Lynda also has just opened another 

boutique abode, THE ESTATE TRENTHAM

(Falls Rd, Trentham). “It’s another gorgeous 

three-bedroom home, surrounded by fruit 

trees, a vegetable patch and herb gardens.  

I want our guests to help themselves to  

all of that produce and have an authentic 

country experience while they are here.”
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HUNTING & COLLECTING 
Daylesford’s Vincent Street is lined with pint-sized 

boutiques and galleries. At MANTEAU NOIR  

(1/27 Vincent St), “Victoria [left] has a beautiful 

selection of treasures that she sources from Europe, 

the US and locally,” says Lynda. “She’s very clever  

at putting all of her bits and pieces together, so there 

are vintage and antique items, as well as original 

artworks and furniture.” Artist David Bromley also 

calls Daylesford home and has recently opened the 

BROMLEY & CO retail space (above – 45A Vincent St). 

Browse his signature canvases and sculptures, plus 

quirky curios that will fit nicely into your suitcase.

11

12RISE & SHINE
For your daily bread

while you’re in Trentham, pop

into REDBEARD BAKERY

(38A High St), where a 124-year-old 

woodfired Scotch oven turns out 

top-notch organic sourdough  

made with wild-culture yeasts.

LOCAVORE.



13 REFINED DINING
For an intimate dinner for two, 

pay a visit to KAZUKI’S RESTAURANT  

(1 Camp St), where you’ll be treated to  

a sublime Japanese-French experience 

from chef/owner Kazuki Tsuya. Enjoy a 

multilayered tasting menu of scallop 

ceviche, ruby-hued beef tataki and the 

standout Moreton Bay bug dumpling  

with sake emulsion and ponzu jelly. 

Polished service and expert wine and 

sake matches from Lake House’s former 

manager, Martin Fairhurst, seal the deal. 

PRODUCE PICKS
Lake House’s Alla Wolf-Tasker talks about some of 

Daylesford’s most exciting artisan producers. 

“Already with a tremendous reputation for its stellar 

produce, our region has recently experienced massive 

growth. POWLETT HILL may have been growing and 

milling spelt in the area since 1861, but nowadays that 

ancient wheat is very much on the agenda for people 

with gluten intolerance. Pasta made from its milled  

spelt flour won a medal in the 2014 delicious. Produce 

Awards, and we use the spelt flour for our sourdough.

DAVID STAGGS’ plantings of 2000 organic heritage 

Somerset apples just outside Daylesford has been quite 

an investment in the region. I am currently developing  

a range of ciders with him using his beautiful produce.

Nearby, MILKING YARD FARM is raising happy and 

beautiful Sommerlad hens. A breed often favourably 

compared with France’s Bresse chickens, this 

exceptional product is rapidly finding its way  

onto some of the best tables in Australia. 

Fermentation is the latest buzzword, and THE 

FERMENTARY produces a wonderful range of kefirs, 

sauerkraut, kimchi and more using traditional methods.” 

ALLA
Wolf-Tasker’s

14
TOP OF THE LAKE
Daylesford’s best known dining destination  

is LAKE HOUSE (below – 4 King St), 

delicious. Produce Awards national judge and local  

food hero Alla Wolf-Tasker’s two-hatted restaurant  

and boutique hotel. A multi-course meal here is on  

most visitors’ hit lists, thanks to Alla’s precise European 

cuisine, polished service and world-class wine cellar. The 

staunchly seasonal, fiercely regional menu offers a nod  

to Alla’s Russian heritage and classical training – as well  

as her pioneering of the region’s food scene and support  

of local producers – in dishes such as pan-seared duck 

breast with roasted plums, or the lyrical ‘autumn ramble’ 

dessert of quince, honey panna cotta and pistachio sponge. 

For Lynda, it’s as much about soaking up the serene 

atmosphere as enjoying the finely tuned fare. “I love a gin 

and tonic on the deck, overlooking the lake,” she says. 



From a vibrant vegie cookbook to awesome appliances and must-have  
pantry staples, check out the latest products from our advertisers. 

on the AGENDA

baked with love

the corner, there’s no better

time to get baking. Green’s

Classic Chocolate Cake mix

For more information, visit: 

greensbaking.com.au.

lunchtime lifesaver
Eating on the go? The all-new 

Sirena Bruschetta Tuna range 

is convenient and delicious. 

Packaged in a handy bowl with 

a nifty spoon, and available  

in a variety of flavours, it’s  

a go-anywhere, eat-anytime 

staple. Visit: sirena.com.au.

season to taste
Chic and practical, these 

Peugeot Clermont Salt  

and Pepper Mills are made 

with quality materials, such as 

beechwood grown in France. 

The result? Classic style with  

a lifetime warranty. Visit: 

kitchenwaredirect.com.au.

vegetable matters
Meat-free eating has never 

looked better. Whether  

you’re after a colourful  

salad or recipes for weekend 

entertaining, Take One Veg  

by Georgina Fuggle is  

jam-packed with great ideas.

Visit: simonandschuster.com.au.

winning the toss
Award-winning Cobram Estate 

2014 Australian Extra Virgin 

Olive Oil can be used for 

everything from baking to 

drizzling over salads. Try it  

tossed through spaghetti for 

added flavour and aroma.  

Visit: cobramestate.com.au.

No more trying to solve the 

eternal dilemma of finding the 

right lid for the right container 

– these Decor Match-Ups are 

airtight and leak-proof, as well 

as being freezer, microwave 

and dishwasher-friendly. 

Visit: decor.com.au.

mum’s the word
Spoil mum this Mother’s 

Day with a KitchenAid 

Stand Mixer. And as  

a special gift, you’ll also 

receive a free food 

processor attachment.  

For more information,  

visit: kitchenaid.com.au.

good companion
Time-poor cooks, this one’s 

for you. The all-new Tefal 

Cuisine Companion features 

six functions, which allow you  

to prepare sauces, steam fish 

and vegetables, slow-cook 

lamb and make bread. Visit: 

cuisinecompanion.com.au.

160 delicious.



STARTERS AND LIGHT MEALS

Almond falafel (v)..................................... 82

Beetroot party with orange

and pine nuts (v) ................................ 140

Cauliflower mac ‘n’ cheese...................... 54

Chicken yakitori ..................................... 148

Chilli apple slaw (v) .................................. 74

Four corners lentil soup (v) .................... 140

Fried Brussels sprouts with lemon,

mint and buttermilk (v)......................... 34

Grilled avocado with radish,

cucumber & herb salad (v) ................... 90

Lemongrass chicken wings ...................... 84

Oysters, finger lime & ginger .................. 74

Pan-fried Moreton Bay bugs with

cauliflower and jamon.......................... 90

Potted salmon ....................................... 125

Ravioli three ways (v) ............................. 128

Roasted parsnips with pomegranate

glaze and zaatar (v) ............................ 142

Smoked trout with fennel, macadamia

and pepperberry.................................. 74

Snapper sashimi with pink grapefruit,

oregano and Sicilian olive.................... 34

Spiced crunchy salad (v) ........................ 128

Tonkatsu croquettes with coleslaw

& Bull-Dog sauce................................. 51

MAINS

Beef, beer & bacon spaghetti ................. 98

Broccolini & soba noodle salad with

wasabi dressing and ginger salt (v)...... 98

Fish grilled in banana leaf with

coconut & curry leaves ........................ 52

Harissa roast chicken with

chickpeas and feta............................. 104

Herb-crusted rack of lamb with fennel .... 82

Honey & lemon roast chicken................ 114

Korean barbecue chicken fried rice....... 100

Lamb cutlets with beetroot salad

and chive mash.................................. 130

Mustard pork with crackling and

butter-bean smash............................... 98

Mustard-crusted veal roast with

red cabbage slaw ................................ 94

Prosciutto, cheddar & polenta frittata ... 102

Pumpkin, lentil and

mushroom curry (v) ............................ 104

Quick filo fish pie................................... 106

Red mullet with jewelled wild rice......... 132

Roast duck with walnut

& freekeh stuffing ................................ 34

Roasted pumpkin with black rice

& mandarin tahini sauce (v)................ 142

Seafood stew with cream and fennel ...... 84

Slow-roasted pork ................................... 74

Spiced lamb wraps with

roast capsicum hummus .................... 103

Vitello tonnato....................................... 110

Walker family chicken pie ...................... 110

SWEET THINGS

Butterscotch sauce with burnt-butter

bananas and ice cream........................ 56

Chocolate wafers................................... 118

Cookies in a jar ...................................... 117

Ferrero Rocher cake .............................. 132

Ginger-rosemary grilled grapefruit

with macadamia cream...................... 140

Lemon curd, strawberry

& meringue trifle................................ 114

Lemon, rosemary & ricotta cake.............. 79

Orange chocolate cake ......................... 140

Pear & coconut crumble with

double-thick cream............................ 106

Pineapple, chocolate, orange

and macadamias.................................. 79

Poached quince with elderflower granita

and whipped white chocolate ............. 34

Roasted banana souffles with

caramel sauce ...................................... 84

Spiced poached pears with

crystallised walnuts .............................. 94

DRINKS AND EXTRAS

Apricots in cardamom syrup.................. 122

Caramel sauce ......................................... 86

Chai tea mix........................................... 118

Chilli lime salt ........................................ 121

Citrus cordial ......................................... 121

Garlic & herb salt................................... 122

Green curry paste .................................... 84

Lavender salt ......................................... 122

Lunchbox sourdough loaves ................... 38

Quince paste ......................................... 125

Sourdough starter.................................... 38

Tahini sauce ............................................. 82

Tomato kasundi ..................................... 121

Vanilla & cinnamon salt.......................... 121

(v) denotes vegetarian recipes

PRIVACY NOTICE NewsLifeMedia collects

your personal information to assist us in providing

the goods or services you have requested,

to process your competition entries and to

improve our products and services. We or any

of our Australian related companies may be in

touch by any means (including email or SMS)

at any time to let you know about goods, services

or promotions that may be of interest to you.

We may also share your information with other

persons or entities who assist us in providing

our services, running competitions or with

other companies who provide prizes for our

competitions or reader offers. This company

is part of a global media and entertainment

company. We would like to share your information

with these overseas-related companies so that

they can contact you with special offers. If you

would prefer us not to, please contact our privacy

officer at privacy@newslifemedia.com.au or write

to Locked Bag 5030, Alexandria, NSW 2015.

You can gain access to your personal information

by contacting our privacy officer.

Recipe index
DirectoryMAY 2015

Thanks Our meat is supplied by Hudson

Meats (hudsonmeats.com.au). We use

Global knives, Scanpan cookware and

utensils and Cuisinart appliances from

Sheldon & Hammond (for stockists,

tel: 1800 209 999).

Frank & Joy, 0405 933 674, 

frankandjoy.com.au

Garden Life, (02) 8399 0666, 

gardenlife.com.au

Hayden Youlley Design, 

haydenyoulley.com

Honeybee Homewares, (02) 9948 9908, 

honeybeehomewares.com.au

Marie Helene Ceramics, mhceramics.net

Paper Couture, 0409361661, 

papercouture.net.au

Passion@flowers, (02) 6685 5209, 

passionateflowers.com.au

Rainy Sunday, rainysunday.com.au

Shibori, (02) 9560 0997, shibori.com.au

The Dharma Door, (02) 6629 1114, 

thedharmadoor.com.au
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Chocolate Gannets
L u m

p B y

Chocolate

Luxury Accommodation

For Bookings Ph: 1300 500 139
www.chocolategannets.com.au

www.TravelWritingAcademy.com

Learn what it takes to be a successful
travel writer in just 12 weeks.

Diploma Course by distance learning.

FREE CALL

1800 217 970

THE

ULTIMATE TRAVEL
JOURNALISM

COURSE

Your one way ticket t
o

TRAVEL WRITING SU
CCESS!

Phone: (07) 4088 6699

www.missionbeachholidays.com.au

Shop online now for 20% off
kitchenware, cookware and 

tableware

Enter code VIP20 on checkout.  
Valid until June 30 2015. Australia-wide delivery

www.thecookingcompany.com.au

02 8197 2024
www.laboqueria.com.au

We source traditional 
authentic recipes in Spain
through our mentorships

with 5th generation 
Charcuteria families

CENTRAL ITALY

www.touringabruzzo.com

tel: 0475 885 851

EXPERIENCEABRUZZO
with LUCIANA

small group tours of Tuscany, Cinque 
Terre, Umbria, Piedmont, The Northern 

Lakes and a host of Hidden Delights!
Contact (03) 9018 6624

info@italiandelights.com.au
www.italiandelights.com.au

i d

ITALIAN
Delights
TOURS

INTIMATE AND UNFORGETTABLE 
ITALIAN JOURNEYS!

art
morabon.com.auby jac clark
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For food and wine lovers, come along and to meet the producers, talk to 
experts and taste Sydney Royal medal-winning produce.

Each day there’s a new experience, so check out the schedule 
and plan your trip. 

Tickets are just $15 per session   | www.eastershow.com.au/delicious

2015 SYDNEY ROYAL TALK & TASTE AT THE 

SYDNEY ROYAL EASTER SHOW

TALK
TASTE

Paddock to plate products made  
from 100% premium grain grown  

sustainably in the Clare Valley.

Visit www.pangkarrafoods.com.au

Check our website for list of stockists nationally.

Rothvale  
WINERY & VINEYARD  

Cottages in the  

beautiful Hunter Valley

223 Deasys Road  

Pokolbin NSW 2320 

Cellar door:  
10am-4pm every day. 

For all bookings call  
02 4998 7290

www.rothvale.com.au

Barambah Organics continues to produce internationally 

and nationally acclaimed dairy products. Their delicious, 

creamy yoghurt, cheese and cream products all start with the 

fresh, organic milk produced on their farms by the picturesque 

Dumaresq River. The team at Barambah Organics treat their cows 

with utmost care, ensuring their customers are only consuming 

the best-quality, hormone-free, antibiotic-free milk. 

Recently, the Barambah Organics Labna was named the Grand 

'DLU\�&KDPSLRQ�RI�μDYRXUHG�FKHHVH�LQ�WKH������'DLU\�$XVWUDOLD�
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BARAMBAH ORGANICS
(07) 3278 1544  //  contact@barambahorganics.com.au 

www.barambahorganics.com.au

create
the wardrobe you’ve
always dreamed of!

Hangtastic Hangers
give you twice as

much hanging space!

www.pinklily.com.au
0412 64 64 64

/pinklily /misspinklily
@pinklilytimes

Enter unique code ‘Delicious’ for 30%
discount till end of June 2015BEFORE AFTER

and interior furniture. Beautiful, functional and affordable.
Uniquely designed custom made premium

WORLD-CLASS AUSTRALIAN BRAND NOW LAUNCHED

kitchenart
D E S I G N E R  K I T C H E N S

2 Danks Street,  Water loo NSW 2017   +61 2 9698 1440 
info@kitchenart .com.au   www.kitchenart .com.au



WHILE DOCTORS WORK HARD

All kids love to play – including Princess Jasmine. 

Playing princesses with Captain Starlight in the 

Starlight Express Room is the best part of every 

hospital visit for Jasmine. Fear and stress turn to joy 

and laughter, as she forgets she’s sick for a while and 

gets down to the serious business of having fun.

There is a Starlight Express Room in every major 

children’s hospital and over 100 Captain Starlights 

nationally. Last year we helped over 145,000  

sick kids and their families.

Donate this Starlight Day
starlight.org.au 1300 727 827
#StarlightDay



Our kids have formed their

own music tastes, but when

we’re cooking alone, I listen

to This American Life

podcasts, or James

plays his vinyl

collection really loud

– anything by DIRTY

THREE, Nick Cave,

BOB DYLAN

and The Velvet

Underground.
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Guilty pleasure? Friday lunch is HOT CHIP BUTTY DAY  

at the Picklery: white rolls, heaps of butter and hot chips... 

james and alex
ELLIOTT-HOWERY
We get the lowdown on what floats the boats of the husband-and-wife team behind
Sydney’s home-craft food haven, Cornersmith – a cafe, picklery and cooking school.

H I T L I S T

The last restaurant we ate at was BILLY 

KWONG in Potts Point. Kylie Kwong’s 

support of Australian producers is inspiring.

At 5pm we love meeting 

for a whisky sour at 

EARL’S JUKE JOINT in 

Newtown. We sit at the 

bar with no one around!

 Our favourite kitchen gadget?  

We love the SLOW COOKER.  

Alex calls it our ’wife’ because 

dinner is ready when we get home.

When James is flying 

solo, he heads straight 

to HARTSYARD in 

Newtown for oyster  

po’ boys and a Negroni.

Best meal off the 

beaten track is 

oysters and beers  

at WOY WOY 

FISHERMAN’S 

WHARF on NSW’s 

Central Coast.

 delicious. 165



Ideas you can’t live without.



Chocolate, olive oil

& hazelnut cake

7 Brought to you by

PAGE
SPECIALGREAT CUISINE AT THE 

TOUCH OF A BUTTON

REPLACE UP TO 10  
KITCHEN APPLIANCES  
WITH ONE BRILLIANT 
MACHINE

DREAM 
MACHINE

MEET THE



At delicious., we are constantly thinking of ways to create magic,

fast! Be it easy and impressive weeknight solutions, or elegant but

effortless entertaining menus, our recipes need to be achievable

but interesting, modern and most of all, delicious. This is why we’ve

created this special selection of recipes for elegant dining brought

to you by Tefal.

Tefal’s latest launch, the Cuisine Companion, embraces our

philosophy of easy entertaining – it’s a multi-talented appliance

baking a cake, making dips or steaming dumplings. If there’s any 

way we can help bring a little restaurant-quality cooking to your 

home, and make life easier in the kitchen, you can count us in. Enjoy 

the recipes, and let us know what you think at #makeitdelicious.

All about ease

Kerrie McCallum
Editor-in-Chief 

delicious. ma azine

Marinated green olives, chargrilled 

capsicum, halved baby (Dutch) carrots, sliced 

cucumber and toasted flatbread, to serve

SPICY BABA GHANOUSH, BEETROOT 

PESTO & SPINACH HUMMUS PLATTER

SERVES 6 AS A STARTER

SPICY BABA GHANOUSH

300g chargrilled eggplant in oil,  

drained (215g drained)

1/4 cup (70g) thick Greek-style yoghurt

2 tbs extra virgin olive oil, plus extra 

to drizzle

2 tbs tahini

1/2 tsp hot paprika, plus extra to serve

BEETROOT PESTO

425g can whole baby beetroot, drained

1/3 cup (50g) slivered almonds 

2/3 cup (50g) finely grated parmesan

6 thyme sprigs

1/2 cup (125ml) extra virgin olive oil

SPINACH HUMMUS

400g can chickpeas, rinsed, drained

80g baby spinach leaves

1 garlic clove

1/3 cup (80ml) extra virgin olive oil,  

plus extra to drizzle

2 tbs tahini

Juice of 1 lemon



For the spicy baba ghanoush, place the eggplant 

in the Cuisine Companion bowl fitted with the 

ultrablade attachment. Add the yoghurt, oil, tahini 

and paprika. Process at speed 11 for 20 seconds. 

Scrape down the sides of the bowl, season with 

salt and pepper and process at speed 12 for 

a further 10 seconds until smooth.

Spoon into in a serving dish, drizzle  

with extra olive oil and sprinkle with extra 

paprika. Clean the Cuisine Companion bowl. 

For the beetroot pesto, place the beetroot, 

almond, parmesan and thyme in the Cuisine 

Companion bowl. Process at speed 11 for 

20 seconds until finely chopped. Scrape down 

the sides of the bowl, then add 1/4 cup (60ml) 

olive oil. Season well and process on speed 

11  for a further 10 seconds until smooth. 

Stir the remaining olive oil through the pesto. 

Spoon into a serving dish. Clean the Cuisine 

Companion bowl. 

For the spinach hummus, place the chickpeas, 

spinach and garlic in the bowl. Season with 

salt and pepper and process at speed 11 for 

15 seconds. Add the olive oil, tahini, and lemon 

juice and process at speed 12 for a further 

10 seconds. Spoon into a serving dish and drizzle 

with the extra oil.

Serve the dips on a platter with the marinated 

olives, chargrilled capsicum, carrot, 

cucumber and toasted flatbreads. 

Friends coming 

over? Whiz up 

these tasty dips 

in minutes.  

It’s so easy.

THE GREAT ENTERTAINER

ingredients – it also works a treat 

kneading all types of dough – perfect to 

make bread to go with these dips.

DELICIOUS. TEFAL ADVERTISING FEATURE



THE SECRET CHEF

With an easy-to-use interface with six automatic 

functions, simply place the ingredients in the 2.5-litre 

bowl and select from the touchpad display to launch 

the program you want. Great for slow-cooking and 

making soups and broths, you can prepare and make 

sauces like a pro, too. There’s also a manual mode if  

you prefer to create your own recipes.

SLOW-COOKED BEEF, MUSHROOM  

& COCONUT GREEN CURRY 

SERVES 4

1 onion, peeled, halved

3 garlic cloves

1 long red chilli

2 tbs peanut oil

1/4 cup (75g) green curry paste

800g beef chuck steak or topside,  

cut into 3cm pieces

3 tsp fish sauce 

3 tsp grated palm sugar

400ml coconut milk

200g small button mushrooms, halved

150g green beans, trimmed, halved

Steamed rice, torn coriander leaves, 

shredded coconut, lime cheeks  

and sliced long red chilli, to serve

Place the onion, garlic and chilli in the 

Cuisine Companion bowl fitted with the 

ultrablade knife attachment. Process at 

speed 11 for 10 seconds until chopped. 

Scrape down the sides of the bowl with  

a spatula and replace the blade with the 

mixer attachment. 

Add the peanut oil and launch the P1 

Slow Cook program at 130°C for 5 minutes. 

Add the curry paste and beef. Season with 

salt and pepper, then cook for a further  

5 minutes on the P1 Slow Cook program.

Add the fish sauce, palm sugar and 

coconut milk and launch the P2 Slow Cook 

program at 95°C for 21/4 hours (with the cap 

in place), adding the mushrooms and beans 

for final 10 minutes. 

Serve with steamed rice, coriander, 

coconut, lime cheeks and sliced chilli.

Great cuisine at the  

touch of a button.



DELICIOUS. TEFAL ADVERTISING FEATURE

CHILLI PORK DUMPLINGS

MAKES 24 

4 spring onions, white and light 

green only, plus extra thinly sliced  

to serve
1/4 bunch chives

1 long red chilli

2 tsp grated fresh ginger

1 garlic clove

300g pork mince

1 tsp fish sauce

1 tsp sesame oil

24 wonton (gyoza) wrappers

DIPPING SAUCE

2 tbs soy sauce

2 tsp sesame oil

1 tbs black vinegar

1 long red chilli, thinly sliced

Place spring onion, chives, chilli,  

ginger and garlic in Cuisine Companion 

bowl with the ultrablade attachment.  

Process at speed 12 for 30 seconds 

until finely chopped, scraping down 

the sides of bowl if needed. 

Add the pork mince, fish sauce and 

sesame oil. Process at speed 7 for a  

further 30 seconds until well combined. 

Place 1 wonton wrapper on a work surface. 

Place 2 tsp pork mixture in the centre of the 

wrapper. Brush the edges with water. Fold 

over to enclose the filling, pinching the edges 

together (making a crimp pattern, if desired). 

Place on a tray lined with baking paper  

and cover with a damp cloth so the 

dumplings don’t dry out. Repeat with 

remaining wrappers and pork mixture.  

Fill water in the Cuisine Companion bowl 

to the 0.7L steam indicator. Place steamer 

bowl inside and line with pieces of baking 

paper. Launch the steam function, add a third 

of the dumplings and cook for 7 minutes with 

the cap in place, then remove. Repeat with  

2 more batches of dumplings. Place on a 

serving plate and sprinkle with extra spring 

onion. Serve dumplings with dipping sauce.

For the dipping sauce, combine all the 

ingredients in a bowl. 

Delicate dumplings in just  

40 minutes? Yes, you can.

THE HEALTHY CHOICE

Steaming is the perfect way to seal in the flavour of 

your food without using oil or butter. Forget juggling 

bamboo or metal steamers with boiling water, the 

Tefal Cuisine Companion has a Steam function, 

making it easy to steam fish and vegetables for 

a quick midweek meal – or try something a bit fancy, 

like these dumplings.  



DELICIOUS. TEFAL ADVERTISING FEATURE

1 red onion, halved

1 carrot, peeled, halved

1 celery stalk, halved

2 garlic cloves

1 rosemary sprig, leaves picked

2 tbs olive oil

3 chicken thigh fillets, cut into 1cm strips

1 dried chorizo, chopped

2 cups (500ml) chicken stock

3 small truss tomatoes,

cut into wedges

400g can chickpeas, rinsed, drained

1 cup (150g) frozen peas, thawed

100g baby spinach leaves

Grated parmesan, chopped

flat-leaf parsley leaves and chargrilled

baguette, to serve

ONE EXCEPTIONAL MACHINE

Made in France, the new Tefal Cuisine Companion 

is an all-in-one kitchen wonder. With five 

attachments as well as six automatic cooking 

functions, it prepares and cooks all types of dishes 

– from starters to desserts. Plus, you will never run 

out of inspirational meal ideas with the handy 

1 Million Menus cookbook that comes with it.

For more information and recipe ideas,  

visit: cuisinecompanion.com.au

CHOCOLATE, OLIVE OIL  

& HAZELNUT CAKE 

SERVES 6 

4 eggs 

11/4 cups (270g) caster sugar

150ml extra virgin olive oil 

150ml milk

2 tsp vanilla extract

175g hazelnut meal

1/2 cup (50g) cocoa, sifted, plus extra to dust

1/2 tsp baking powder

1 cup (250g) mascarpone

300ml thickened cream

Chopped roasted hazelnuts,  

to serve (optional)

Preheat the oven to 170°C and grease  

a 21cm round springform cake pan. 

Place the eggs and 1 cup (220g) sugar 

into the Cuisine Companion bowl with  

the kneading/crushing blade attachment. 

Set to speed 11 for 3 minutes. After 

1.5 minutes, gradually pour in the olive  

oil through the top of the machine. Set 

speed to 9 for 3 minutes. Gradually add 

the milk, vanilla, hazelnut meal, cocoa 

and baking powder. 

Pour mixture into prepared pan. Bake for 

40 minutes or until a skewer comes out clean. 

Transfer to a wire rack and set aside to cool. 

Meanwhile, place the mascarpone, cream 

and remaining sugar in the bowl with the 

beater attachment. Set to speed 7 for  

50 seconds or until thickened. 

When the cake is cool, swirl the 

mascarpone mixture on top. Dust with extra 

cocoa and sprinkle with hazelnut, if using. 

CHICKEN, CHICKPEA & CHORIZO SOUP

SERVES 4

Place onion, carrot, celery, garlic and rosemary  

into the Cuisine Companion bowl fitted with the 

ultrablade attachment. Process at speed 10 for  

10 seconds until roughly chopped. Scrape down 

the sides of the bowl with a spatula and replace 

blade with the mixer attachment. 

Add oil and launch P1 Slow Cook program at 

130°C for 10 minutes. After 5 minutes, stop the 

program and add chicken and chorizo. Cook for 

remaining 5 minutes. 

Season with salt and pepper, then add the stock, 

tomato and 1 cup (250ml) water and launch P2 

Soup program for 30 minutes. Add chickpeas,  

peas and spinach and cook for 5 minutes at 100°C. 

Divide the soup among serving bowls and top 

with parmesan and parsley. 

Serve with chargrilled baguette. 


